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THE REL/\TION OF PAUL TO PRIMITIVE CHRISTIAN TRADITION.
I. History of the Discussion of the Problem.
The problem of the relation of Paul to early tradition
about Jesus is essentially modern. It was noted by Erasmus
(Troeltsch, Protestan.t ism and Progress, p.257), but the exi-
gencies of the Roman controversy drove Protestant theologians
to a very high theory of the inspiration of the Bible, and
until the present hour v/herever the verbal theory has held the
field, this problem has had no existence. V/herever the writers
of the various books of the Bible are regarded as the passive
instruments of the Holy Spirit, the finality and as well the
homogeneity of every part of the Book has been assured. Diver-
gences every’where melt into agreements and the unity of Jesus,
Paul, and the primiitive Christian church can not be questioned.
But as this viev;, based upon a priori theories of what a
divinely inspired book ought to be, has given way to a more
adequate conception, based upon the facts of the Bible, this
among many other problems has emerged. It was first investi-
gated, in mndern tim^es, b^'- Paret in the Jahrbucher fur deutsche
Theologie, 1858. He opposed the older dogmiatic viev; v;hich re-
fused to see the problem on the one hand and the already par-
tially formulated viev/s of the Tubingen school on the other.
So man27 shades of opinion with reference to this problem
are held that hard and fast lines of classification can not be
set. However because of its aid to clearness and mindful that
no differences in reality are obliterated by it, the follov/ing
outline of the general positions revealed in the literature
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7/ill be used: (1) Those who deny any vital relationship between
Paul and the historical Jesus. (2) Those who admit that Paul
knew considerable about the historical Jesus, but had little or
no interest in him as compared with the exalted Christ. (3)
Those who believe that the relationship between Paul and the
earthly Jesus is so close as to be accounted for only by the
Apostle's dependence upon the latter.
1. No relationship between Paul and the historical Jesus.
This along v/ith a number of problems connected with the
criticism of the New Testament and its consequents received a
marked impetus from the work of Ferdinand Christian Baur in his
Geschichte der christlichen Kirche (3d edition, 1863) ; Neutes-
tamentliche Theologie (1364); and Paulus der Apostel (1366;
trans., Paul, the Apostle of Jesus Christ, 1873). Baur was
controlled by the Hegelian thought of histor^^ as following
thesis, antithesis and synthesis and corresponding to it con-
structed the history of the early church as Judaism, Paulinism
and Catholicism. Paul stood in opposition to the Judaistic
type of Christianity of the early church which sprang from Jesus,
so Baur was committed to a denial of any relationship between
Paul and Jesus historically. Paul's message was not that of the
historical Jesus in whom he had no interest, but of the cruci-
fied and risen Messiah whence came his Christian teaching. The
reasons for the collapse of this theory are rather evident, for
in its simplicity it overlooked many facts. Neither Judaism nor
Paulinism were as homogeneous, as Baur sought to represent themi,
and his Marcionistic attitude, as well as that of the Tubingen
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school he founded, toward Paul and Jewish Christianity has been
repudiated generally as unv/arranted by the facts. His thought
of the antithesis between Jesus and Paul in their attitudes to-
ward the law Baur supports by his contention that the Jesus of
Hazareth is really not to be found in the Pauline writings.
Otto Pfleiderer, Per Paulinismus (1873; transl., Paulin-
ism, 1877) and Das Urchristentum (2nd edition, 1902; transl..
Primitive Christianity, 1906) and Holsten, Das Evangelium des
Paulus (1893) reached the same general conclusions b^'- slightly
varying channels. They agreed that Paul’s desire for righteous-
ness and his recognition of the limitations of the law, the
force of his intuitive thought, led to his conversion. In de-
riving not only his theology, but his conception of the impo-
tence of the law and even his conversion from thought processes,
both seem singularly oblivious to the effect upon himself of
what Paul both saw and experienced. Pfleiderer in den^’-ing
Paul's dependence on Jesus minimizes his originality by reducing
his work to a rehash, largely, of borrowed ideas. Neither
this nor the technically psychological explanation of Holsten,
no more than the so-called vision hypothesis - all of which
seek to account for -l^aul on the basis of cause and effect -
really explain the facts. There v/ere psychological points of
contact, but a comparison of the Messianic thought and the m.oral
ideal of the Pharisee with that of Paul the Christian will
demonstrate not development but transformation which resulted
not so much from logic as from experience. Gee P. Feine, St.
Paul as a Theologian, II: 1-18.
A new lease on life was given the "Paul and Jesus" ques-
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tion in Germany when Wrede ' s Paulus appeared in 1905. He as-
serted that there is no historical dependence betv/een them and
that it is erroneous to say Paul understood Jesus. Whatever
relationship there is between them is due to their common in-
heritance from Judaism. Jesus' fundamental attitude tov/ard the
la\7 and his thought of God in terms of his love for men, so
that they need not be anxious, he claims is not in Paul. The
moral imperatives of Jesus give way to belief in the death and
resurrection of a heavenly being in Paul's thought. Hot Jesus
but "Paulus hat das Christentum zur Erldsungsreligion gemacht .
"
(s.lC3) "Jesus v;eiss von dem was fiir Paulus das ein und alles
ist - nichts." (s.94) Wrede derives Paul's thought of Christ
from the Messianic ideas of the Apocalyptics which he referred to
the crucified Jesus. Because of the gulf betv/een Paul and the
primitive Christians, he calls the apostle "der zv/eite Gtifter
des Christentums .
"
(s.l04) Wrede has a clear effective liter-
ary style and even Johannes Weiss, v/ho defends Paul's depend-
ence on Jesus, admits his thought is in part at least unshaken-
that Paul's view of redemption is an innovation. (Paul and
Jesus, section 2) To those who would argue that Paul found and
did not create the idea, Wrede would say there had been a break
alread3'’ from the thought of the earthly Jesus. A stud^'- of this
position makes clear that 'Jrede has underestimated Paul's know-
ledge of Jesus, has exaggerated the differences between them,
too little noted their greater agreements, has failed to con-
sider development as a possible explanation of the apparent
contradictions bet’./een them and has offered no satisfactory
explanation for the transformation of Paul's preChristian views.
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Bruckner, Die Entstehung der paulinischen Theologie ( 1905 ),
was a pupil of Y/rede's and followed his teacher, save that he
connected rcul end his teaching v/ith the pest end pr-ese. l e: d
Icf-*- it all less isolated than was ’.Vrede's thought of Paul.
Bruckner is an enthusiastic eschatologist and discusses at
length the Enochian Son of man, a pre-existent heavenly being,
and al 1 his powers, adding by means of the argumentum de
silent io that in his kingdom the Jewish law would not be valid.
All this and more Paul took over and inserted in it the story he
had heard of the death and resurrection of Jesus. He gives us
nothing essentially about the earthly Jesus and even disparages
his humanity'’ by calling it an impoverishment, an empt^'ing of his
being. Salvation comes through the acts of the heavenly king
whose attributes, both ethical and metaphysical, are from not
the human Jesus but the pre-Christian Hessiah. Paul’s teach-
ing then, in so far as it is not from Jewish Kessianic thought,
Briiclaier derives from the apocal^^ptic teaching of Daniel,
Enoch, Ezra, and Baruch and not from either his experience or
from Jesus. A. Schweitzer notes that Wrede and Brdckner by
adding the death and resurrection to the Hessianic thought al-
ready present reach at once the deification of the person of
Jesus and refute the weightiest objection of the ultra-Tubingen
critics that that would require two generations. (Paul and his
Interpreters
.
)
Baur's successor, .Vei:4^cker
,
Das apostolische Zeitalter,
(’36 and ’ 92
;
tr
.
, The apostolic Age,’ ), held the same general
thought of Paul as that indicated above. He grants to practical
moral-religious motives a larger place than any previousl3?'
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mentioned and while Paul made no use of the earthly Jesus, he
admits he may have knov/n something about the gospel tradition.
This is essentially the position also of V/einel, Paulus der
llensch und sein V/erk (’04; tr., St. Paul, the !:an and his l7ork,
•06). R. Roberts who precipitated the "Jesus or Christ" con-
trover s^'" in the Hibbert Journal in 1909 argues that the Jesus
of the Gospels is unknown in. Apostolic literature and that that
would be more clearly’- and generally seen, if there was consis-
tent distinction in the use of "Jesus" and "Christ". J.H.
!.:oulton in his reply in a succeeding issue cited not only
errors of fact in Roberts' discussion, but suggested that Paul's
relative indifference to the earthlj/ Jesus was due to his reali-
zation of the transcendent significance of the universal Christ.
The problem of the distinction between Jesus and Christ is
modern with no clear evidence of its existence in Paul's day.
If the demaiid be made that Paul give a resume' of the
events of Jesus' life or of his Kingdom of God teaching, there
is much that tliis general point of view admirably explains.
The historical data his epistles contain are troublesome, hov;-
ever, and must be spirited away somehow. This view-point does
not and can not explain how a Pharisee reached a new concep-
tion like Paul’s, nor either a new life of love for another
race. None of the above scholars argnvhere give sufficient
consideration to the fact that Paul was a practical missionary
and not a systematic theologian. Jlilicher asserts that Paul
is not a dogm.atist or a theologian and charges ’.7rede with con-
sidering Paul’s theology only and ignoring his piety. That
criticism applies to every one thus far considered, for in each
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case Paul's teaching has been portrayed as if the product of
logic and not of experience. Ke had a definite program of
evangelization that included the "cai’e of all the churches"
and is to be understood from this missionary point of view.
"’.That God hath joined together let not man put asunder" may be
applied to the attempt to separate logic and experience as
sources of Paul's work, but interest in the practical rather
than the theoretical produced it. To give a greater place to
his piety is to note to a greater degree his experience as a
source of his thought, to see that Christ was more to him than
Christology and life than theology.
2. Paul may have known about Jesus, but was indifferent to him,
A. B. Bruce, 3t . Paul's Conception of Christ ianity
,
('94),
and The Kingdom of God('09), thinks it likely that the bio-
graphy of Jesus v/as nothing to Paul, but that his teaching
about the Lord and Savior, based on the earthly life, v/as every-
thing to him. (The Kingdom of God, p. 334), In his thought the
spiritual apprehension of Jesus v/as so much more important than
the physical that the big question v/as not v/ho had the most ac-
curate facts about him, but v/ho had the best spiritual insight
into his nature. -This position involved at least relative in-
difference to the historical facts about Jesus. Bruce s.ems to
take little account of the demands of Paul's practical mission-
ary work v/hich finds larger recognition in Matheson, The Spirit-
ual Development of Paul ('90). The latter contends that "in
his earliest Epistles we look in vain for any historical remi-
niscence of the man Christ Jesus" (p. 98)
,
and that instead of
resorting to some of the tv/elve upon his conversion he goes to
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‘ the Old Testar.ent to find out v/hat the Messiah v/as to be and
then concludes that that is what he v;as. That, he insists, v/as
not unnatural when we see that the chief objection to Christian-
ity among the Jev/s in Paul’s day was its unscripturalness . Hov/-
ever the demands of the growing work among the Gentiles later
compelled him to give more attention to the facts, which he re-
ceived from Peter, James and others in perfectly/ natural ways.
This conclusion but for a leaning toward Paul’s indifference to
the facts he possessed .would put Matheson in the next group.
So also in the case of Glock, Die Gesetzesgrage im Leben Jesu
und in der Lehre des Paulus (’85), who stresses the law as the
vital point in understanding the relation of Jesus and Paul.
That there was such a relation he believes, but it v/as not a
close one and it was based not on definite knowledge about the
earthly Jesus, so much as on a general idea of his spirit in his
ambiguous attitude toward the law in this particular.
'.Vernle
,
Die Anf^nge undrer Religion (Tr.,The Beginnings
of Christ ianit;/, ’03), agrees at many points with Weizsacker
and ?/einel and perhaps they should be discussed together, as
# does Kblbing (Die geistige Einwirkung der Person Jesu auf
Paulus, ’06), but the inconsistency of Wernle ’ s position and
the consistent attitude of the other two affords some justi-
fication for the distinction here followed. To h'ernle Paul
had no acquaintance v/ith the human Jesus nor with the accounts
of the Apostles whom he a long tim.e avoided. The lattei-
thought Jesus a prophet and a teacher; Paul’s Jesus was a re-
surrected redeemer, the heavenly being of his earlier thought.
Paul consequently did not mediate the historical paradosis
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so much as he freed Christianity from this tradition. How-
ever with the much that he says about Paul’s independence and
his lack of interest in the earthly Jesus, T/ernle is sometimes
inconsistent. He admits that Paul in his moral ideals was in-
spired by Jesus, that he best understood him, that he simply
followed the logic of Jesus to its implicit conclusion and even
that he may have been much influenced by hirr. H. J.Koltzmann,
Zum Thema "Jesus und Paulus
" ,
(Prot . Monajtshef te , *07, s. 313ff.),
is about right in interpreting him as taking middle ground in
combining Paul's complete independence with a measure of in-
fluence from the historical Jesus. Some of his antitheses re-
sult from his over—stressing minor differences. For example
he too much emphasizes the humanity of Jesus as given in Mark
and over against that nialces too much out of the pre-existe-nce
of Christ in Paul's thought.
Arnold Meyer, Wer hat das Christentum begriindet?
,
(
' 07
;
tr., Jesus or Paul, '09), held that Paul's tradition about Jesus
was mediated by the primitive Apostles and that his statement
that it v/as not from men meant, simply that the source of his
information had been forgotten and that he was unconscious
of the- extent of the influence of the early Christians upon
him. However Meyer claims not only that Paul and Jesus are
often far apart, but that Paul’s Christ and the Jesus of Naza-
reth are sometimes even further apart. "Das Wesen unsrer Reli-
gion stammt von Christus her" (s.93) and because Paul experi-
enced Christ, not the earthly, he contends that the unity be-
tween the Apostle and the Mazarene is that not of real relation-
ship, but of similarity.
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These views are typical of those who fall within this
group. Something of a departure is marked 'b3'- Schweitzer in
his "Paul and his Interpreters"( * 12' . His estimates and criti-
cism.s of the German literature on this subject, even though
they are made in the spirit of the controversialist, are brill-
iant. He especially emphasizes eschatology and regards it as
not only the key to understanding Paul, but the explanation of
the relativelj'- little use of him by Ignatius and Justin in the
second century. He did good service in calling attention to
late Jewish, v/ritings
,
e.g. Ezra and Baruch, as a possible source
for Paul's thought even though he exaggerated their place.
Then he pointed out that interpreters of Paul generally'' had
been too largely leaving primitive Christianity^ out of account,
that the development of difference between Jesus and early
Christian thought preceded Paul, and that accordingly the "new",
Paul did not create but found.
A prominent American representative of this group is
A. C .HcGiffert
,
7/as Jesus or Paul the Founder of Christianity?
(American Journal of Theology ,' 09)
,
v/ho gives a divided answer
to the question. Paul in wide ranges of his thought shov/s no
contact with the thought of Jesus and so of the most of histori-
cal Christianity Paul is the author and founder. On the other
hand he notes it would not have been without Jesus and that
directly from. Him has the piety of Paul and the church come.
IIoY/here, however, does McGiffert give consideration to the ex-
tent that differences here are natural and to be expected, nor
to the possibility that they might be the result of logical de-
velopm^ent in v/hich case differences would not be significant
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unless they implied a contradiction of Jesus.
3. The relationship between Paul and Jesus makes dependence
probable
.
There are so many scholars v/hose investigations and con-
clusions lead to the probability of Paul's dependence on Jesus
that it v/ill be possilbe here to notice some of the more sig-
nificant only and they have so much in co;.mon in their work
that it will suffice to call attention to that either most
significant or most distinctive in their discussions of the
theme. Alfred Resch, Der Paulinismus und die Logia Jesu
(’04), finds so many correspondences between Paul and Jesus
that a -written source seems the only possible explanation.
"Ohne die Benutzung einer schriftlichen Quelle ware eine
solche systemntisch durchgef tihrte Derivation der paulinis-
chen Sprachelemnnte von den Reden Jesu absolut undenkbar."
(s.516) He assumes that this written source was the Aramaic
source of our Gospel of Matthe'vv and that he probably studied it
during his Arabian sojourn. In support of this theory, which
has little acceptance, he brings together a mass of material at
an expense of industry quite v;orthy of any Gernian savant.
There are oxily eight parables of Jesus to v/hich he does not
find reference in Paul's writings. The value of '^ome good
things, hov/ever, he vitiates by seeing relations where the^/-
probably do not exist. Similar phraseology does not necess-
arily indicate dependence and these similarities he gives us
with no attempt to classify their probability. The literary
likenesses are often so trivial that it is plainly evident
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Resch has not "allov/ed for th-e wind" with reference to the
historicity of the gospel tradition. S.J.Gase, Paul's Histori-
cal Relation to the Hirst Disciples (Air.erican Journal of The-
ology? il:2G9ff.), criticises him for making the Logia the
chief source and the original community the secondary ’when the
fact was probably the reverse. K.Lake similarly, Did Paul use
the Logia? (American Journal of Theology, 10;104ff.), finds
the source of Paulinism much more in keen hostile atte \tioi'. to
Apostolic preaching. In reading Resch it is difficult not to
feel that he began ’with his theory and arranged his material
accordingly. This criticism, of finding reflections of Jesus'
sayings in Paul too readily applies almost equally v;ell to
St^arm, Der Apostel Paulus und die evangelische Uberlieferung
(19C0).
That not enough attention has been paid to Paul's connec-
tion with the primitive church, stressed b^?- Feine, JtUicher,
Schweitzer, Case and others v;as noted even earlier by Drummond,
The Relation of the Apostolic Teaching to the Teaching of
Christ ('01). He argued that while Paul does not al’ways agree
with Acts he is in general and fundam.ental agreemient with Peter
and James and so possesses a definite relation to Jesus. In
particular he believes these three to be in agreem.ent as to the
relation to Jesus' death to the sins of men and that v/here there
is a difference it is often in phraseology only. This is es-
sentially Denney's position in the Death of Christ in which he
asserts that this thought of the death of Jesus was in every
Apostolic sermon and so was not Paulinism, but the Christianity
of Christ.
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One of the most thorough and v/ell balanced discussions of
this subject is that of Paul Feine, Jesus und Paulus (’02).
Goguel thinks he has a tendency to insist on the conjuon betv/een
Paul and Jesus and to minimize their differences, but that is
not nearly so evident as in the case of Sturm. ‘.Vhile he argues
for Paul's dependence on Jesus, he never avoids the differences,
but seeks to account for them. He fell in line v;ith the posi-
tion reached earl er by V/endt, Teaching of Jesus ('92; tr..
Die Lehre Jesu.), who held that Paul's epistles may be used for
estimating the historical trustworthiness of the gospels and that
we m.ay reason from them "to the actual contents of the con-
ceptions and teaching of Jesus which they presuppose ". (vol
.
1:29) He agreed f'orther with V/endt, Heinrici, Sanday, Drum-
mond, Kaftan and others that Paul's thought about the person
of Christ found its source in Jesus' thought of his
Hessiahship.
Few treatm.ents of this problem are more suggestive than
that of r. Goguel, L'Apotre Paul et Jesus Christ ('04). He
thinks Paul knew more about Jesus than the epistles show and
that there v/as much agreement betv/een them especially in ethi-
cal teaching. However real differences betv/een them existed
of which Paul was unconscious. "Jesus preche salut, Paul
enseigne le comment du salut" Cp.llO), and in his thought
about the Parousia, redemption, Christology and sacraments went
beyond the ITazarene, but nov/here to the point of fundamental
conflict. Goguel gave too little thought to primitive Chris-
tianity and his fellov/ countr^Tiian, H.Jacquier, Histoire ’es
Livres du Jouveau Testament ('06), supplemented him at that
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point. His contention is that James, I Peter, Hebrev/s and
Paul’s epistles all reflect the same oi-al catechism in outline
and from it './e maj^ reason to the oral gospel anterior to our
written records. At this point 0. Holtzmann, The Life of Jesus
('04; tr.. Das Leben Jesu, ’01), goes on to assert that Paul's
epistles convey more information about Jesus than any other in
the Nev/ Testament.
Johan. .es 77eiss, Paul and Jesus ('09, section 3), sa3'’s
the most effective answers to this problem, affirm.ative and
negative respectively, have been given by Kblbing and ’.Vrede.
KSlbing, Die geistige Sinwirkung der Person Jesu auf Paulus
('OG), argues that in any case the gulf between them is not
great enough to exclude the possibility of dependence. Then
on the ground of the inadequacy of the heavenly Christ theory
and the fundamental agreement between Paul and the human Jesus
in thought and piety as well as the witness of the former, he
contends that the possible is not only i:robable, but more
probable than anything else, because supported by all we know
about the creative influence of Jesus. Vvith this strong and
convincing discussion Johannes Weiss in the miain agrees, but
some differences seem almost insurmiOuntable to him. Ke seri-
ously'’ questions the view of Kaftan, Feine, Wendt and others
that the thought of Christ as coequal with God is a continua-
tion of the Messianic consciousness of Jesus. He believes
Paul's vie’w of redemption was something of an innovation,
but does not adequately treat the apparent oneness of the earl-
iest churches with Paul on the subject. He takes account of
Paul's experience, the demands of his missionary work, and
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stresses knowledge of the earthly life' of Jesus as the correct-
ive of Paul's pre-Christian views. To him the key of their
relationship is found in life and not dogma.
Julius Kaftan, Jesus und Paulus (’06) agrees with '.Vrede in
thinking redemption central in Paul's preaching, but holds that
Paul does not so much develop as experience it. Ke agrees v/ith
Julicher, Paulus und Jesus ('07), in ar-guing that Paul's be-
lief, if not found in. Jesus, usually'" existed in the early church
before him. The latter holds that Paul followed Jesus, the im-
plicit in his thought, or his own predescessors
,
and apparent
differences between them are due (1) to the nature and training
of Paul, (2) to the conversion of Paul and the break in his
life, and (3) to the difference in the historical situation.
The cross and the resurrection lay between them and that neces-
sitated an interpretation of Jesus. With Julicher further,
v/ith Deissmann, Paulus ('ll), and others Kaftan enters a pro-
test against the false picture of Paul presented by ’.Vrede,
Holsten and many others, because they thirds of him as a philo-
sopher or a systemiatic theologian. It is because no real
system exists he argues that what is "Hauptsache" for V/rede
becomes "Nebensache" for Holsten and vice versa. This more
radical group who so eenceive Paul usually give too little
place to his subjective experience and practical motives.
The same point of viev; troubles some of the quite conservative^
as for example the following; "There was one man in the earthly
church who faced all the facts contained in the life and minis-
try of Jesus as a completed whole and from the facts deduced a
faith which was a system of correlated doctrines and beliefs.
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That was the Apostle Paul." D. A. Hayes, Paul and his Epistles
('15, p.l30). More important than teaching was the inner life
to both Jesus and Paul and we should study and compare sayings
and facts not less, but the spirit and its source more is
Kaftan's pies,
A phase of the revolt against the vie;v that Paul was pri-
marily a systematic thinker is represented by the clear and
stimulative discussion of Olaf Moe, Paulus und die evangelische
Geschichte ('12). He insists that previous investigations
have too much stressed literary statistics, for Paul was not
so much a v/riter as a missionary. He preached and taught be-
fore he wrote and that oral gospel we should seek to recon-
struct. Since the outline of the gospels shows a didactic
purpose, since they v/ere written to preserve what had been used
orally in the churches, and since there is so much contact be—
tv/een them and the presuppositions of the epistles and Apostolic
preaching, he argues that such a reconstruction, as he lays
down, v/ill show that the relation betv/een Paul and Jesus was
close
.
S.J.Case, Paul's Historical Relation to the First Disci-
ples (American Journal of Theology, ll:269ff.) and other writ-
ings claims that Paul as a Jew was a traditionalist and never
changed, that Jewish theology, hov/ever, never furnished him
his thought of a crucified Messiah, and that he largely took
over the faith of the primitive Christians. This article is
chiefly significant for its argument that Damascus may have
been a Christian center and that Paul did not need to go to
Jerusalem for information. A similar view is held by Loofs,
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What is the Truth about Jesus Christ? (’ 13)
,
who especially
stresses the fact that since Paul’s experiences go back near
Christ's death, he must have known the thought of the Jerusa-
lem church about Christ and have taken it over during the first
two or three years when belief would be most difficult. Paul’s
view of the death of Jesus he found and so far as we know it
was never disputed.
The above resume furnishes a survey of the more typical
viev/s to be found in this group and sketches briefly some of the
more significant work that ' has been done. A comprehensive and
valuable discussion of the problem is given by Knov/ling, The
Testimony of St. Paul to Christ (’05), but little of signi-
ficance is added. Among the many illuminating briefer treatments
of the question, not pr-eviously cited, are C. A. A. Scott, Jesus
and Paul, the Cambridge Biblical Essays (,’09) and Maurice
Jones, The New Testament in the Twentieth Cent'ury (’14; chs. 3
and 4)
.
In England and America much interest has been taken in
a phase of the problem, the "Jesus or Christ" question and here
the problem generally is more youthful and has not had the ex-
citing history it has enjoyed on the continent.
4. The present situation.
It must be said that none of the above groups has by its
work swept the field with arguments that compel general accept-
ance and that any such are likely to appear, is not to be ex-
pected. Prejudice and prepossessions yield slowly to the best of
argument and all the more so in a field where the available
data are not sufficient for proof, )Dut at most can claimi to
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indicate high probability onl^^’. In the extent of following,
seemingly in freedom from prejudice, in balanced and open-mind-
ed consideration of all phases of the problem, and in general
strength of argument the advantage lies clearly with the left
wing and center of the third group, KSlbing, Johannes Weiss,
Goguel, Feine, Julicher, Kaftan, Case, I.!oe and others. The in-
conclusiveness of the present situation appears confusing at
first, but closer study indicates that if the conclusion as
to the relation of Paul to Jesus and to early Christian tradition
is not determined, it is at least somev/hat conditioned b3 '- the
investigator’s conception of what is fundam.ental in Christ ianity
.
Some find this in teaching or dogma and others in inner piety,
experience or life, as it is often expressed. Of course these
are not mutually exclusive terms. Conceivably but rarely does
knov/ledge of the teaching of Jesus exist apart from some re-
action on the inner life and v/hile religious experience or piety
may exist with a minimum of thought, it is never cut off en-
tirely from it. By inner piety is not meant that narrower type,
too frequently met, which Harnack, Dogmen-Geschichte (2te Aufl.,
III:66ff.'>, so justly'- and masterfully’^ criticises. That the
piety of Jesus and Paul possesses a tendency to the quietisti 9 ,
to substitute feeling for action and ail the rest is not to
be denied, but it is just as much to be claimed that their con-
ception of it may be so formulated "dass sie den Glauben zu
dem st^ksten Hebei sittlicher Kraft zu Gestalten vermag."
(s.67) To them both the heart is the fountain of all real
miorality and as the product of a relationship with the Father,
is to be tested by its fruits. Both the ’’left", the first
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group, and some of the "right” in the third group regard
dogna or teaching as the fundamental in Christianity. The lat-
ter, the conservatives, find Paul's thought or its essentials
in the earthly Jesus, v.hile the former, the liberals find no
connection betv/een them. But among those who hold that in
estimating the relation of Jesus and the Apostle their in.*er
piety or spirit is m.ore imiportant than their teaching, both
liberals and conservatives agree there is a vital connection
between them.
II. Introduction to the Following Investigation.
1. Incompleteness and inaccuracy of our knowledge of early
Christian tradition.
A. Sources. IVliat was the content of Christian tradi-
tion when Paul begaxU his work as a herald of the cross and when
he began to write his churches? Hov; much of the gospel story
may we safely presume v/as then in his possession? V/hat sources
have we for reaching an approximate ansv/er to these questions?
It will be possible here only to assum^e briefly the general-
results of critical scholarship for the bearing they have on
the methods that must be follov/ed in this investigation. To
regard the s^'noptic gospels as sources of the first order for
the oral tradition of Paul's ecrlier Ceys is no longer possible
modification. Paul's first missionary tour began
about 46 and his letters are regarded as falling within the
years 43 and 63, so the possibility of Paul’s use of the syn-
optics, vvhich most critics regard as co;;qDOsed between 65 and35
ax'.d not be considered. Thus in seeking an answer to the above
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questions we can not use the synoptic gospels v'i/ithout dis-
tinction and if v/e will use them critically, we shall not only
approach primitive Christian tradition more closely, but ac-
quire as well a picture of Jesus more psychologically con-
sistent and historically intelligible. The two source theory
has reached general acceptance, even tho’ugh the synoptic pro-
blem has not been altogether solved. ’,7hat could be Paul's
relation to Mark or Q, the Logia? Pew care to place the com-
position of Mark earlier than 65, so Paul’s only connection
with it is a possible familiarity with the Petrine tradition
that entered into it. Q, or the Logia is placed by the major-
ity of scholars between not long after 50 and 65, so while
there is the possibility* of acquaintance here, the proba-
bilityr is against its being as e’*ten?ive a? Resch n-kcs out
(Der Paulisismus und die Logia Jesu.). Conseq.iently for this
problem those sections of the synoptic gospels which are in
Mark or derived from that gospel a:id those which are likely
derived from Q are regarded as superior in value to other
sections
.
The Pauline epistles presuppose the gospel material on
every page and some thiiil-c that if the^ are rightly under-
stood, the- offer an imposing amount of material on the life
of Jesus. 7/endt believes we are justified in arguing back
from them " to the actual contents of the conceptions and
teachings of Jesus v/hich they presuppose
"
(Teaching of Jesus,
1:29). Paul writes his epistles in every case to people who
had previously received missionary preaching and teaching and
one ignorant of she terms and ideas he uses, .vithout any
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explanation of them, could hardly regard his epistles as in-
telligible. His presuppositions, his use, explicit and
implicit, of the gospel matei-ials render his o;vn writings,
the oldest part of 'che New Testament, a primary source for the
oral tradition of his day.
Then there are other writings valuable for information
about the tradition of ihe primitive church. 'JThile "priority''
is not equivalent to super iority” (li-Ioffatt
,
The Historical New
Testajient
,
p.62) the generall^^ agreed later date of the
Johannine writings, II Peter and Jude render them of less
value relatively for this tradition. The evidence the epistle
of James mdght offer is vitiated by the fact that while some
think it quits early, other scholars regard it as very late.
The same statement would apply equally to I Peter but for a
growing tendency to date it earlier and to regard it as fjossi-
bly genuine. Hebrews is thought by most to have been written
after 30, but many v;ho assign it a late date detect traces of
early Christian tradition in it. Whatever the date of com-
position of Acts, the theology emibedded in its speeches is
generally admitted to be on the whole quite primitive. Our
sources then for the construction of the oral tradition of
Paul’s da^/ are first, the s^moptic gospels, the Q and Harcan
sections of it especially, Paul’s own epistles, Acts, I Peter,
and Hebrev/s.
B. The value of these sources. Among the principles
which determine the value of tradition and^its records are;
(1) The nearness of the tradition, v/hen first witnessed, to
the events described. Has there been time for growth in the
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narration of the events and if so, are there conditions that
would tend to check or accelerate such development? (2) The
nearness of the records of the tradition to the events narrated,
evidences of lost intervening records, and the consequent
opportunity"'
1
or development, /re ihe records, if not near the
events, based upon written sources that are, and if not, ’./hat
is the likelihood of additions, growth, or loss? Has time
corrected some earlier mistakes? Have they been affected
by current needs or tendencies? (3) The motive and character
of the writers and their opportunity to know. Is v;hat is
knov/n about the character of the writer, if known at all, or
what is reflected in his record such as to generate confidence
in his work? Is he an eye-witness of the events he describes,
a contemporary, or failing in these, what seems to have been
his sources and their value? V.Tiat is his aim? Does he write
as an historian, a critic, a propagandist, or an apologist?
Due to the large number of eye-witnesses and the believed
impending Parousia, as v;ell as to the limited field in v/hich ,
Christian activity was carried on, the interval between the
events and the first written records was at least twenty years
or a little more. Knowledge of the human memory and its lim-
itations together v/ith the current belief in the mysterious
or miraculous and the religious beliefs fostered by this mar-
velous personality, beliefs that could dwell upon certain
phjfases of his life, create a strong presumption that twenty
years was time enough for some growth as 'well as som.e loss in
the tradition, although not tim.e enough for the type of ide-
alization or apotheosis found among some religi<ii>ns which has
1M
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taken place long after all real touch v/ith the human person-
ality has been lost, as in the case of Buddha for example.
In the light of these principles the sources will be observed
more closely*
Reference has been made to the written sources of the
33'noptic gospels and to the time of their writing. The oral
or ’’peculiar" traditions that entered into Matthev/ and Luke
had all the way from forty to fifty or more years in which to
lose, develop or be added to and that such changes happened
a close comparative study of Mark, Matthew and Luke v/ill
show. Not infrequently Matthew and Lul^e
,
v/hen using the Mar-
can tradition -.vill add, explain the ambiguous or introduce a
tho Light plainl3'^ called forth by the needs and desires of the
later time. An illustration of this may be found in the way
they treat the "great confession" of Peter (Mk. 8; 27-30, Mt.l6:
13-20 and Lk. 9; 18-22). Traditions generally develop along the
line of the needs and desires of those holding them and that
probably happened to some extent in the case of early Christian
tradition. Professor George F. Moore in a lecture on the
formation of tradition cites, as an illustration of this, H.
Murdock's Historic Doubts on the Battle of Lexington (Massa-
chusetts Historical Society, May '1'®'}. The Doolittle engrav-
ing of 1775, in harmony with the first story given, repre-
sents it as a massacre by the British troops ’who are firing
on the dispersing and non—resist ing Americans. Pendleton's
lithograph, about 1330, represents all dispersing save six or
eight who are returning the fire. That number grows to a
do^en or more in the Billings sketch, ca. 136'^, and the
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Sandham painting of 1886 stages a real battle v/ith the solid
line "einpt 3’'ing their firelocks" at the Redcoats. Each stage
of development in the tradition v;as in harmony i^/ith the story
desired at the time. That tendency- may explain the treatment
of Peter’s confession. To Mark’s "Thou art the Christ"
Matthew adds "the son of the living God", while Luke adds only
the words, "of God". It may explain the fact that neither
Lulce nor John among their last words of Jesus cite the only
one given by Mark (15:34), "My God, my God, why. hast thou
forsaken me?", so difficult later for the church to explain;
that Matthew heightens the miraculous, "great tempest" and
"great calm" (8:24&26) and "immediately the fig tree withered
a\/ay" (21 : 19 ; Mk.ll:20, "the next day"^ ; and many other simi-
lar problems, but the general value of the history is assured
us by the contradictions again and again of those tendencies.
Among them are: the baptism of Jesus by John, and such words
as, "There is none good save the Father" (Mdc. 10 : 13) and "of
that da3' or that hour knoweth no one" (Mk.l3:52).
As one place of this development or change some think
the gospels have been much influenced by Paul, though these
now assert that much less confidently than formerly. There is
doubtless evidence of it in Luke, but Bruckner among others
holds Mark is such influenced by him. 8:34ff., concerning
crossbearing and losing one’s life and the "ransom" passage
in 10:45 are among those thought to be the product of Pauline
influence. V/ernle thinks Mark’s Christology contradicts
Paul’s everywhere. .At any rate to eliminate the Pauline
in the gospels is to beg the question, for it assumes there
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could be no agreement between them. If Paul is responsible
Tor J.lk.lQ:45, why did he not revise Mk. 7:27, "Let the chil-
dren first be filled; for it is not meet to take the chil-
dren's bread and cast it to the dogs"? The only verse in Mark
on work among the Gentiles is hostile to Paul's point of view.
Paul's influence on Mark, at least, appears entirely negligible.
The selection of the materials and their arrangement
indicate a purpose other than the telling of the course of
events. Less attention is given to chronology than to top-
ical order. Luke attempts to be more historical, but is not
more successful, largely due probably to the fact that his
success did not permit it. Disregarding connections v/holly,
Matthew collects, groups and occasionally employs a suimnary
verse (7:2Sf., 11:1, 19:lf.). Topics were more to Mark than
sequence. All omit, largely', the history of the youth of
Jesus, all begin with the Baptist and so with reference to
the Old Testam^ent, and all close not with the death but the
resurrection of Jesus. vVith all their disagreements there is
general agreement on the sending out of the apostles, on miany
of his miracles and teachings, the growing opposition of
Jewish leaders, the Ghr istological confession and other turn-
ing points, the necessity of suffering, the Lord's Supper,
betrayal, trial, and crucifixion'— in other words the outline
that lies at the basis of the missionary preaching and teach-
ing of Acts. "At that timie" is about as definite as most
chronological references become. The choice of narratives is
ruled b3^ the thesis, "Jesus is the Messiah", and the desire
to solve historically the problem of his death. Both the
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selection and the arranrrement of the materials rather con-
clusively indicate that the purpose of the writings was not
historical primarily, but practical, evangelistic and didactic.
If as the above suggests, it can be shown that the struc-
ture of the gospels indicates an outline similar to that of
the missionary preaching, it besomes highly probable in vie'w
of the presuppositions of Paul's epistles that their readers
have received the gist, at least of the s^T’noptic materials.
The bearing of the above discussion of their character upon
this theme is that it clearly shov/s that while the synoptics
may approximately, they doubtless do not accurately" reflect
the tradition of the days of Paul's activity. Of the gist,
the outline, the impression and the spirit of these records
there is every reason for certainty, but this certainty does
not extend, for the micst part, to the w'ords in vhich this tra-
dition has reached us.
The Lucan authorship of the book of Acts is generally ad-
mitted and that, if true, speaks highly for its value in
estimating the relation of Paul to the primitive chui'ch and to
Jesus. It is exceedingly- difficult to date, but most scholars
locate it between 80 and 95. It is consequently not m.uch, if
any, nearer the events it describes than are the sj^noptic gos-
pels and its late date would work against its value, were it
not for its use of v/ritten sources. Torrey in his recent m.ono-
graph on Acts holds chapters 1 to 15 to be based probably
upon Aramaic documents. Harnack thinks he used in 1-5 two
documents from Jerusalem and in 6-15 one from. Antioch and anoth-
er from Caesarea or Jerusalem. All of which is to say that
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Lulce had access to a number of papers or pamphlets from which
he drew to fit into his editorial scheme. Then he uses hat
seems to be a diar^?', a v/e-journal, of a companion of Paul ?.nd
if the "•ontention of Ha' Tci .d. Har'nach i- true, f'i. Mie
style of the v/e-sections is essentially one v;ith the rest of
the book, the journal is likely his o’wn. The book is a his-
tory'- of the progress of the Christian religion from Jerusalem
to Rome written from* the standpoint of an apologist v/ho would
win the friendship of Romian officials and at once demonstrate
Christianity's independence from Judaism,
The historical value of Acts is high in spite of some
limitations. Incidents pictured, and conditions reflected have
been largely confirm;ed b^'' later knowledge of the ancient
'world. Such accuracy is not always present, as for example in
his accounts of Paul's conversion. Of more importance here is
the question of the authenticity of the Pauline speeches.
Percy Gardner treats them fully and excellently in the Cam-
bridge Biblical Essays (p.SSlff.) and concludes that his
speech at Athens is a free composition by Luke with little
of the Pauline in it, that his speech at Miletus to the
Spliesiari elders, the only one at which the author claims to
have been present auid the one which contains by far the most
parallels with his epistles, has been composed by Luke from a
very definite recollection of v/hat was said, and that the
rest were written up either carelessly from his knowledge of
or perhaps carefully in reasoning from his kno’wledge of Paul
what he would likely say under the circumstances. That the
speeches of Peter contain primiitive Christology is generally
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granted, but both Peter and Paul have probably been some'.;hat
Lucanized. Consequently the raaterials of Acts can not be
taken too much in detail as acc^orate for the early church, but
with allowance for variations, may be regarded as in general
trustworthy for an impression of its life an.’ thought.
Among those who believe in the genuineness of I Peter
are Bacon, Moffatt, Peake, Plumptre, Kort, B. Weiss, and
Zalin, arid Harnack who earlier argued for its pseudoinrmity is
now more w'illing to admit it raa^/ be the work of Peter the
Apostle. If this be true, not only the early date necessi-
tated, but the fact that it is the work of an eyewitness, who
was a leader of the primitive church, makes this epistle one
of high value for reaching some idea of tha thought and life
of early Christianty. The epistle to the Hebrew's is exceed-
ingly difficult to date and Crigen’s statement that God only
knows who wrote it-and it has been added that He won’t tell-
miakes it impossible to ascribe any special value to it on the
ground' of either date or authorship, but some value it maj'- have
because of the readiness of many scholars to grant that there
is at least a strand of very early theology in this epistle.
Because of their character and date v/hatever other writings
of the New Testament might add to or detract from the evidence
of the synoptics, Paul's epistles. Acts, I Peter, and Hebrews,
will neither considerably strengthen nor 'weaken tlie conclu-
sions reached and so they m.ay safely be left out of consid-
eration here.
The general viev/ that Paul's epistles were written be-
tween 48 and 63 makes them the oldest 'vvritings of the New
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Testament an" so place them nearer the events of earl 3r Chris-
tian tradition than any other writings we have. From that it
does not necessaril 3r follow that what tradition is distin-
guishable in the epistles is superior to that of the gospels,
but does raise the ..^uestion as to the extent of the similar-
ity betv/een the tradition with which Paul was familiar ca.
45 to 50 and that v/hich took form in the gospels a quarter of
a century later. Their priority does not argue their influ-
ence upon the writings that follow. It hardly seems possible
that the little, some have found in Mark and Matthew, could be
true and not more be found, but it does furnish ground for the
possibility of such influence on the third and fourth gospels.
Nor do these v/ritings indicate b3^ their order arg' develop-
ment in thought. That might have been claimed had the order
of the writings been the s 3moptics, Pauline epistles, Johannine
v/ritings. There would have seemed to be a development from
the historical Jesus to the deified Christ, but that is not the
order. It was those who read or were familiar with the Pauline
epistles and worshipped their Christ who put together and ac-
cepted the synoptics. These gospels appeared midv/ay between the
Pauline and Johannine pictures of Christ. Then as Moffatt
patently observes, there must have been between 30 and 60 A.D.
other writings besides the Pauline, for the gospels do not seem
to be pioneer efforts. (The Historical New Testament
,
p. 63)
Nor is the story all told by Q and the "Ur-^i-Mark. To some of
these earlier gospels and writings Luke definitely refers(l:l),
but f'orther than that the 3’‘ are unlcnown. This allows at least
for the possibility of Resch’s thought that a series of other-
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wise u-irecorded sayin^^s of Jesus, an.ong them I Cor.2;10f.,
are to be found in Paul’s writings and that he secured them
from a pre-canonical gospel. In any case the chui'ch already
had a tradition v/hen Paul entered it and it v;as perpetuated
by some who were independent of him.
For the purpose of this investigation it is enough to see
that the synoptic gospels, composed from about 35 to 45 years
af^ter the time of the events described, trustworthy as they
are for the outline, spirit and impressions conveyed, can not
be pressed for the verbal details of a tradition held half v;ay
between the events and the writing.. Some evidence for this
distinction exists, but may be easily;- accorded more importance
than is its due. This is evidently done by Bacon in his article
on ’’The Gospel Paul ’Received’” (Ariisrican Journal of Theology,
Jan. ’17). He concludes that the synoptic tradition reflects
in its Palestinian origin an influence that v/as reactionary
so far as legalistic and mystical conceptions of religion are
concerned. ”The Pauline resurrection story differs in every p
particular from the synopt ic
” (p. 18) , but neither that statement
nor such a one as for instance that Paul never preached repent-
ance bear very close scrutiny. How great is the difference
between jisTavota and Paul's KaTaXAriyrj in II Gor. 5:18, fre-
quently used by him? Later study will shov/ how uncertain are
these "tremendous differences". Bacon argues from Hegesippus
and Papias that the second century v;as an "age of reaction even
in the Pauline churches tov/ard the tradition of Jerusalem" (p. 19)
.
That they in fighting anti-nomisn Marcionism made no use of
Paul seems true, but he nowhere raises the question whether
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that v/as due to the understanding or misunderstanding of the
relation between Paul and the Jerusalem tradition. There are
obstructing facts in the v/ay of such a divorce betv;een them.
There is no evidence that Paul knev/ any other stream of tradi-
tion any better, he secured the approval of his gospel by the
church at Jerusalem, he built at Antioch and Rome on the foun-
dation of others, and v/itnessed in II Cor. 3,4 and 5 the common
God-given message, the presupposition of every controversy he
ever had. The force of this explicit testimony of Paul's to
a common gospel Bacon not only admits, but believes its tradi-
tion superior to and more representative than that of the
synoptic record with its omission of much so central in the
mind of Paul. Differences he magnifies, but they are evidence
that the tradition Paul knew was not identical with that which
later took written form in the synoptics.
Where there is striking similarity between their phraseo-
logy, a presumption for genuineness would be established.
Where there is agreement in spirit or impression, it v;ould seem
to follov/ in case of verbal deviation that Paul might be as
near the original v/ords of Jesus as the evangelist. However
there is only the possibility that that is the case and the
different purpose of the epistle and the conditions under v/hich
it v/as written would likely lessen the possibility. This tra-
dition is not only reflected, but directly again and again by
Paul. He often refers to the TiapaSojtC which is usually of a
moral and disciplinary nat'ure, (II Thess. 2:15, 3:6, ICor.ll:2
and Phil. 4: 9) v/ithout referring to the authority of Christ,
though it is clearly in the bac:ground. “Ye know” or ”do
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ye not knov/” (Gal . 2 : 16
,
I Cor . 3 : 16
,
G : 2 , 9 , 9:13,11 Gor.5:l,6 and
Ephes.6:3 and 9), indicate he bases his thought on sayings of
Jesus or at least a tradition to which he can refer. ’.That does
"I received of the Lord” (I Cor. 11:23) mean? Heinrici, (Das
erste Sendschreiben an die Korinthier , ad loc
. ) , points out
that if he had referred to an unmediated reception he v;ould
have used 7iapd,but he uses ano
,
so means that his knowledge
has been dedia^ed by man, though he has the authority of the Lord
for it. Likev/ise there is nothing in Gal. 1:12, which will be
discussed later, to contradict the interpretation that he re-
ceived his facts through mien. It is his insight into, his un-
derstanding of them that he asserts is from Jesus Christ direct-
ly. Paul never claimed for his visions a disclosure of his-
torical facts, which doubtless reached him in ordinary ways,
since he is so much in agreement v/ith the early church on them.
'.Vhat he says about Jesus presupposes that he Imows more and he
assumes, a careful study of his epistles will reveal, m.ore know-
ledge on the part of his readers than the missionary preaching,
as reported by Luke, gives. These assumptions as to v/hat his
readers know and his ov/n kncwledge, as given in the epistles,
furnish an excellent basis for the construction of the tradi-
tion of the time.
C. Whence came Paul’s knowledge of this tradition? Who
amiong his acquaintances were able to relate to him the words
and deeds of Jesus?
1. Peter and James, the Lord's brother, Gal.l:18f.
Would the fact that he only saw these two prove that his facts
had reached him by supernatural means or that he was absolutely
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independent from them for these facts? Fifteen days would be
quite sufficient for him to receive the great facts of fcspel
history o tho extent he did not already possess them and it is
inconceivable that these three should spend that time together
and not discuss these themes so important to them. To say that
he saw these two only v/ould be proof hov/ever that he had not
been ordained by theip, for by Acts G:6 two could not do that.
Paul's assertion of independent authority here is based on the
fact that his commission is not from men, but from God and
that, as just noted, not his facts, but his "peculiar" insight
into and interpretation of them came not from me.,,, but by re-
velation from Jesus Christ. He meditated upon the spirit, the
mind of Jesus and I Cor.2:16, "But v/e have the mind of Christ",
supports this view by indicating that he believed his mental
processes were inspired by his inner relationship v;ith Jesus
Chi-ist. He is not compromised by having received some of his
facts from the "pillars" at Jerusalem, if his commission and
his distinctive gospel come from the same source as has that
of the tv/elve. Peter could have contributed still more at the
time of his visit to Antioch, Gal.2:llff.
2. Hark would be able to give Paul personal knowledge of
Jesus' life at least, if it is true that in Mark 14:51 he has
left his "monogram" almost concealed, and if it was in his
home in Jerusalem (Acts 12:12) where Jesus and the twelve had
some of their gatherings. An imagination, furnished with any
knowledge of Paul and L'ark can not picture them aboard ship
either to or from Cyprus, or during their work and travel
about tho island (Acts is: ^5 - 13:13) apart from extended
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conversations about the life and teaching of Jesus.
3. There were a number of sources from which Paul could
have drav/n authentic information, even though it may not have
been of the eyewitnessjspecies . It was not in the spirit of
Paul to oppose so bitterly a sect about v/hich he did not know
the facts. These he may have gained during his student days in
Jerusalem. Far more plausible than that he did not, it is to
think he knew the stor^’’ of Jesus and saw, as the first Christ-
ians did not, what it meant for Judaism.
4. Daring his persecution of the Christians he had oppor-
tunity to learn still more about the new faith and was ijrob-
ably much influenced by their conduct and spirit, especially
by that of Stephen.
5. S.J.Case, Paul's Historical Relation to the First
Disciples (American Journal of Theology , 11 : 269 ff.), calls
attention to the possibility that Damascus was quite a Christ-
ian center, so that he may have learned enough from the Christ-
ians he expected to persecute there together with what he pre-
viously knew to make it unnecessary for him to go to Jerusalem
for inf ormat ion.
6. His life in the Syrian and Cilician regions is unde-
scribed, but he says. Gal. 1:22-24, that he was approved by the
Judean churches, so he was not isolated from their influence.
7. His association with Barnabas, an important leader of
the early church. Acts. 4:36 f.,9:27, and 11:22, v/ho could give
him much af the very early tradition.
8. Junias, his kinsman, who was "of note among the
apostles" and was "in Christ" before he had become a Christian.
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Rom. 15 ; 7
.
9. The only reason, it v/ould sec, for referring to Simon
the Cyrene as "the father of Alexander and Rufus" (I.lc. 15 :21) is
that the latter v/ere later prominent in the church. If that Le
true and that llarh addressed to Rome, it is plausible that we
meet the same Rufus in Rom. 16; 13, and since his mother had
mothered Paul, there was ample opportunity'- for f aiLiliarity with
v/hat he may have known, about the early tradition.
These facts establish the possibility that Paul quite
fully possessed the TiapdSoutc of the early church.
D. Summary. The sources for our knowledge of early
Christian tradition are first of all the synoptic gospels,
especially their 'dark and Q elements, and Paul's epistles, and
second, of considerable value are Acts, I Peter, and the epistle
to the Hebrews. The records, nearest in time of wi-iting to
the events described in the tradition, f^urhish little directly
because of their epistolary purpose, but their presuppositions
of their tradition imply a knov/ledge of it quite beyond that
of the missionary preaching of Acts. The relation of these
presuppositions to the general outline of the gospel records
confirms the idea that arises out of a study of the sy^noptics
themselves, namely that this gospel tradition is not the pro-
duct of a recollection of Jesus' words and deeds, which is
either accidental or guided by historical purpose, but is the
product of collecting and editing from the viewpoint of an
evangelistic and didactic aim. It is apparent that this aim
implies that the gospels were written to preserve for the
churches what had been earlier given them in sermon and in teach-
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ing. The possibility of Paul’s knowledge of this tradition has
been established. ’.Vhile there is some evidence that the synop-
tic tradition developed and changed in accord with the needs and
desires of the time, and so that the tradition that Paul came
to know may not have been entirely the same as that of the sy-
noptics, his relation to the church at Jerusalem, to churches
founded by others, and his assertion of a common God-given
message witnessed by all assure us at once of the close re-
lationship and general trustworthy character of the two tradi-
tions. The verbal mark of relationship can. not be insisted
upon. Ilore significant will be that of the impression and the
spirit
.
2. The problem and its method of treatment.
?/rede asserted that Paul knev/ little or nothing about the
life and teaching of Jesus and that to believe the former
understood the latter is to believe an error. He with others
v;ho have this viev/point aee^ great contrasts between the teach-
ing of Jesus in the synoptics and that of Paul, and concludes
that Paul, though not in reality a follower of Jesus, is the
actual founder of Christianity. Is Paul an innovator, an
intruder? Has he substituted for the teaching of Jesus a com-
plex of Pharisaism and fanciful speculation If or the foundation
of the Christian church? It has been stated that he had his-
torical points of contact with those who could inform him con-
cerning the content of early Christian tradition and that
closer study of his epistles reflect more knowledge about the
historical Jesus and his teaching than the casual reader would
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observe. \Vliat is the evidence that Paul did loiow about the
earthly life and work of his Lord and understood hi;., if such
really exists? What is the relation of Jesus and his work to
the teaching of Paul about him? Is the difference as great
as some have seen it and are there grounds for such differences
as do exist? What is the jprobability that Paul's failure to
refer to some things in the life and teaching of Jesus may be
due to ignorance of them? To what extent, if any, has Paul
altered primitive tradition about Jesus or is he in general
agreement with it?
A. Suppose Paul did not know about the life and work of
Jesus? What are the implications of a denial of such knov/-
ledge? To make out a case that Paul knew little about Jesus
and cared even less about his eeirthly life, it is asserted
that such knowledge is really not found in the epistles and that
he never quotes him, his disclaimer of human instruction (Gal.
1:12 ff.) is magnified and he is made to stand everywhere more
as the philosopher or systematic theologian than as a practical
missionary. On the other hand an attempt is made to account
for his belief among other ways by what is knov/n as the psycho-
logical interpretation or vision theory, or by what is known as
the Christ theory. Of these there are various shades and they
are often inter-related, but they agree in placing in Paul pre-
viously all the elements of the new life. The first regards
him as a man subject to visions, v/ho had experienced the impo-
tence of the law and had observed the potency of Jesus, and so
reached his new thought by the aid of Jewish theology and apo-
calyptic intuit ively-he thought by revelation. Holders of the
Christ theory contend that Paul was familiar with the most of
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his features through the Jewish Messiah to which he added, in
order to get a heavenly man, Enoch's Son of man to whom
pre-existence had been ascribed. To these Ideas he added that
of the Suffering Servant of Jahve, so his Christ v/as quite a
composite. These views darken rather than illuminate, create
rather tlian solve problems. The evidence to be presented will
show the falsity of their presuppositions, Paul's knowledge of
and interest in the historical Jesus, his thought of revelation,
his use of human mediation, and his temiper and dpm.inant
interest
.
Briefly what are the implications of this position - some
of the problems created and others not solved? One of the
chief things involved is the thought that the fundamental in
Christianity is thought rather than life, in that it regards
Paul's theology the product of speculation rather than of ex-
perience. If teaching is the essential in the Christian
faith, why is it that Jesus made no real appempt to preserve
his? Vfny did he as a basis for judging entrance into the king-
dom stress the deeds and above all the inner spirit of the
life (Mt.5-7, 25:31 ff
. ,
and blk.9:35)? How does it happen
that Paul's greatest emphasis was identical, that far more im-
portant. than teaching or theology was love (I Cor. 13)? If
Paul previously?- had within his mind and spirit all the elem.ents
from which he constructed his later Christian theology, it
would follow that between this speculative construction and the
soil on which it grew there should be a close relation. Hov/-
ever here the plant is everything but indigenous to its soil.
Paul the Pharisee by rabbinic methods has attained a central
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idea, v/ithout parallel in the Old Testament, which virtually
cancels much of Jewish belief. There v/as in Jewish thought no
idea of a personality who could be both Messiah and Son of God.
Even if such an idea could be composed from many others, a high'
ly doubtful procedure, there would be need of explaining the
nature of the force that could attract and incorporate into
itself all these current ideas. Hardly ' anything short of the
personality of the earthly Jesus could account for such a pro-
cess. ’.Vithout the historical it is fair to ask if the ideal
presented could ever have been. Granted the ”mind” and per-
son of Jesus and it is possible to derive Apostolic thought.
The denial of historical relationship between Jesus and Paul
assumes that the reverse can be done. But this thought of
Jesus was not the possession of Paul alone. The early apos-
tles, some of whom differed from Paul on other subjects, held
a view of Jesus in essential agreement with that of Paul,
From what y/e know about their literary gifts and intellectual
ability, does it seem plausible that they could create a com-
posite out of existing beliefs which would appear at once so
natural, consistent and so unified in consciousness? Does it
seem reasonable that, if this picture v/ere so made up apart
from historical materials, the account would be so simple,
artless, so free from self-evident exaggerations and so unlike
v/hat popular thought expected in the Messiah? Paul in his
thought of the Messiah departed from the Jewish conception.
Why did he and hov/ did he come to the same idea essentially
that Jesus had? To remiove historical connection is to lose
the only corrective Paul had for his earlier view.
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Such a denial of historical relationship generates a
series of practical absurdities, not the least of which is the
psychological situation it would require for Paul. Before he
becajT.e a Christian, he was a traditionalist, “more exceedingly
zealous for the traditions of my fathers” (Gal. 1:14) than most
of his countrymen of his age. There is nothing known to us to
really discount that description of his spirit either before
or after his conversion. He urges his churches to "hold fast
the traditions" (1 Cor. 11:2, II Thess.2:15) and to heed past
customs (I Cor. 11:16). It would be impossible for one whose
psychological bent inclined him to a high regard for the past
and its authority to be indifferent to the tradition about
Jesus. Is it conceivable that Paul could have persecuted the
Christians so vigorously apart from prejudice based upon a
knowledge of the facts? Hov/ unnatural would have been his
contact v/ith Christians before and after his conversion, among
them Peter and James, his close relations to the mother church
at Jerusalem, and his consciousness of unity with the early
church, v'hich suppo-'',.ed by We at^ntude of ; he r-arly
church tovward him, without considerable interest in the earth-
ly" Jesus’. To imagine fifteen days spent with Peter and James
without extended conversation about the life and teaching of
Jesus is a reductio ad absurdum. It is more likely that to
make room for such long talks sleeping hours were now and
again shortened. Reference has been made to such opportuni-
ties with John Mark and others (p . S3) . Ilor does interest in
a theological, a Messianic figure meet the requirements here.
Can one imagine a reference to the crucifixion of Jesus not
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arousing an interest in the life-story that preceded it? 'To
less could a mind lihe his rest with an account of one miracle
or parable and not seek for still more. If he had been dis-
posed at all to indifference to the historical in Jesus’ life,
the queries and the skepticism he met in his missionary ’work
v/ould have driven it from. him. His o'vvn position was not
secure enough ’with his hearers that he could dare to refer all
such questions and problems to others. Just as unnat’oral it
would be to combine with such knowledge of the life of Jesus
an indifference to v/hat he taught. Such an attitude raises
more problems than it solves. The conviction, the courageous
frankness and the sense of certainty that possesses Paul in
his controversy at the Jerusalem Council and with the Judaizers
of Galatia belie the assertion that Paul, either in know-
ledge of early Christian tradition or in the support it gives
him, is at any disadvantage ’with his opponents. With the idea
that Paul knew little of and cared less about this tradition,
the psychological demands of Paul’s life-story, ’work and thought
are in open hostility.
A chain of further facts and events ai-e left unexplained
by such a denial. Paul and the first disciples preached the
sam.e gospel (I Cor.l5:ll) and to say that Paul saw only the
’’Christ”, as Wrede and others, is to destroy the meaning of his
relations with the other disciples as v;ell as of his refer-
ences to Jesus. The conflict between Pawl and the other apos-
tles ’vvas possible only on the ground of a comimon kno’.vledge.
While on the Christian’s relation to the law Paul neither in
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to the Galatians appealed to the authority of Jesus, he seems to
have been concious that it could not be used against him, nor
'.vas it apparent I}?’. Then, as just indicated, Paul was a suspect-
ed person in the viev/ of the primitive apostles and the Jev/ish
Christians and so could not afford to open himself to the
charge of ignorance of or indifference to the teaching of
Jesus. ’Vhat better charges to bring against him! Kad that
truly characterized him, could he have secured the approval of
the first apostles (Gal.2:9)? The bitterness of some other con-
troversies in the Apostolic Age show what might have been, had
Paul diverged greatly'- from the generally accepted viev;. Fur-
ther those who so separate Jesus and Paul find it convenient to
overlook the fact that it v;as people v/ho v/orshipped the Christ
of the epistles who edited and accepted the gospels. Lastly,
this view requires a strange blindness to the requirements of
'practical missionary work. Questions he 'would meet everywhere
about the death of Jesus and his burial, proofs of his sin-
lessness, that he is the Christ and that prophecy and fulfil-
ment reall^r agree. Gentiles v/oull not accept, at that time
especially, the religion of a Jew without the facts and if we
had no real evidence, we could know that this practical work
would not permit even indifference to the truth about Jesus’
life.
One considerable problem involved in ascribing ignorance
of or indifference to the facts of the life of the historical
Jesus is the extent to which the Christian faith is dependent
upon historical facts. Did it thrive for a time without them?—
an important question not only for Protestants, but for the life
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of true Christianity. To answer it affirmatively v/ith refer-
ence to Paul and his churches can not be satisfying. If it is
true that Paul’s theology is merely an abstract system which
he reached by speculation, it is little or nothing more than a
philosophy and would be shorn not only of its reality, but
like all the merely theoretical, of its warmth and power. It
might set ihe ideal, but would lack the kinetic and dynamic
forces that help to impel. and achieve. Sabatier says that his
theology in such a case would nov/ exist only in the history of
philosophy, ’’that herbarium of dessicated ideas”. (The Apostle
Paul, '06, p. 72) Such a separation from, history it may be
certain Paul never entered into. Nothing is clearer than his
consciousness of adherence to the gospel and spirit of Jesus.
7/as he deluded?' There is no evidence that the distinction be-
tween the earthly Jesus and the exalted Christ ever occurred
to him. Schmoller asserts ”Der erhfJhte Christus ist ihm
nicht sine ganz neue, selbst'andige Person, sondern eine mit dem
irdisch-geschichtlichen Jesus ident isch. ” (Studien und Kr-itiken,
'94,s.667) So Deissmann concludes
,
(Theologische Literatur-
zeitung, ' 15 , s . 522) It is a modern problem and so an anachron-
ism '.vhen introduced into Paul's thinJ^ing. Lastly, this denial
of a vital relation between Jesus and Paul results in a play-
ing off of the undogmatic gospels against the dogmatic epis-
tles, a rather popular exercise in certain circles at present.
However the great facts of both came out of the same quarry and
the evidence that follows will show not only agreements in
phraseology occasionally little short of striking, but, what is
much more signific .nt
,
complete similarities in spirit and prin-
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oiple bet';7een them. A vital historical connection between Paul
and Jesus stands out as more illuminating and adequate for the
facts anc' so much more probable than the divorce some would
decree between them.
B. Factors that help determine the r;eneral method to be
followed
.
1. Our indefinite knowledge of early Christian tradition
which has been fully discussed(p. 22 ff.).
2. Jesus and Paul were both Jews and in common inherited
the teaching of the Old Testament. That element both in them and
in the holders of the early tradition can not disprove depend-
ence upon Jesus, but weakens its force and allowance must be
miade for it. Strum, Der Apostel Paulus und die evangelische
t}berlief erung, has not sufficiently allowed for it in his dis-
cussion of the eschatology of Paul and Jesus nor in that of
the love of- neighbor as the quintessence of the law (!.!k. 12:31,
Gal. 5:14, Rom. 13:10 and Lev. 19:13). 7/rede* s contention that
this common Jewish inheritance explains all the similarity
there is betv/een Paul and Jesus has its basis in a belief that
there is relatively little such similarity to account for, and
that is grounded, as previously noted, in a viewpoint both
inadequate and exaggerated.
3. Jesus and Paul v/ere so nearly'' contemiporaries that some
of their agreements might be due to contemporary thought, to
a com.munity of thought and language because of current use, or
to what might be termed the ’’Zeitgeist". This would not estab-
lish dependence or lack of it, but has value for estimating
their similarity in spirit and interests. Verbal correspondences
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might be accidental, but those of mental attitude and religious
conception are deeper, less subject to chance, and so vastly
more significant.
4. Paul’s apparent use of sources, if his use of the Old
Testament is a criterion. If he always followed the Septuagint,
it was a different version from any we know. Thackeray thinlcs
it often similar to the version by Theodotion. (The Relation of
St. Paul to Contemporary Jewish Thought, p. 180 f.) The Lxx text
of Job differs widely from that used in Rom. 11: 35 and I Cor.
3:19. In II Cor. 6: 16 several Old Testament passages are com-
bined, I Cor.2:9 only remotely resembles any Old Testament
passage. Some think it may be apocr3^phal, from an Aramaic
document. The awkward construction favors the theory of a
quotation found at hand rather than a free wording from a con-
fused memory. In I Cor.l5:55 and Ephes.5:14 some think^lost
writing is quoted. F. H. Woods (Article on Quotations in.H.D.B.
vol,IV:107) notes that out of 31 quotations in Romans, taken
from the Pep.tateuch and Psalms only 9 are not practically exact
and that out of 22 taken from historical and prophetic books
only 3 are exact. Not only his accurac 3>^, but his exegesis may
be called in question. In passages other than those he inter-
prets .'.'essianicall^^, he shows little care as to the sense of the
original context. Deut .30 : 12-14, said of the law, he ajpplies in
Rom. 10: 5 ff. to the gospel. Among many illustrations of this is
I Cor. 9:9 and 10 where he overlooks or holds unimportant the
obvious historical sense. If when he quotes a text he has been
taught to reverence as Scripture, he is not always careful to
quote accurately and is willing to adapt to suit his purpose.
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how much more fre-ly could he he expected to use the gospel
tradition which he rarely professes to quote, a tradition as yet
largely fluid in its transmission! His materials he never used
in a slavish manner, hut forms them in his o'wn mold.
5. Religious life is never a copy merely of something that
precedes, still less so in the case of a personality like that of
Paul, so he should and could not entirely echo uhe thought and
spirit of another. An eye should he kept for refractions as
well as for reflections of the life and thought o.f Jesus, so
that differences are not significant here unless they mean a
break or a departure from the thought or life-spirit of Jesus.
Differences that come within the laws of continuity and devel-
opment are zo be expjcted. The "Religionsgeschichtliche” school
for all its good work has made rather too much of analogj^ and
points of contact. Too much attention has been given to the
source of the materials and not enough to the source of the
spirit. More decisive then than verbal agreem.ents is any evi-
dence that points to reflect 'on by the great independent mind
and spirit of Paul upon the "mind" of his Lord.
C. General method to be used. 1. In investigating the
evidence f or a vital relation betv/een Jesus and Paul use will
be made of similar materials in the Pauline epistles and notably
the Logia, as constructed by Harnack (The Sayings of Jesus),
and the Marcan elements of the synoptics. Special attention
will be called to Paul’s direct allusions to the historical data
of Jesus’ life, to quotations from the words of Jesus, clearcut
agreements with his teaching in spirit, thought, and in phrase-
ology where key or leading words indicate possible dependence
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or a close connection of some sort. Discussions will usually
follow passages or materials compared. Thid study will be limit'
ed to ten of Paul's epistles and will not consider t*.e Pastor-
ials, since tlieir authentic it^?’ is much debated and since, how-
ever that may be re^c^rded, the data they offer could not be
such as to either materially strengthen or v/eaken the evidence
given us in the other epistles. The text of the American Stand-
ard Version will be used, save' in passages where the Greek text
seems to be necessary.
£. Allowance must be made for trivial simil-arit ies
,
since
our knowledge of early Christian tradition is uncertain, s^nce
the connection ma^^ be simply a common Jewish source, and since
similar forms of expression and thought, due to "current coin"
in religious phraseology, do not assure real connection.
Alfred Resch, Der Paulinismus und die Logia Jesu, has failed to
make such allov/ances and has, as a result, seen, allusions to the
life aiid sayings of Jesus too readily every’where in Paul's
pages. Probable Old Testament references in both Paul and Jesus
will be omitted here unless significant for some other reason,
not because they are valueless, but because their value is
sufficiently slight that they can neither add i.or detract very
much. Similarities between unimportant words or phrases do not
necessarily have even much cumulative value, so these will be
omitted
.
3. Emphasis will be placed more on similarities in thought
or spirit, on indications of the "mind" of Jesus in Paul than on
verbal correspondences and an attempt .vill be made to classify
compared materials v/ith reference to probability of real de-
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pendence
.
4. The evidence indicating the close relation of Paul to
synoptic tradition v/ill be compared v/ith similar materials as
they are found in Acts, I Peter and the epistle to the Hebrews.
If the author of the first was the writer of the third gospel,
if the author of the second was Peter, an eye-witness, and if
th; comparison shows agreement to any considerable extent, it
will not only support the evidence of Paul’s close relation
to early Christian tradition, but will answer the charge that
Paul altered primitive Christ ianitj?-, as well as point to this
early Christian tradition as the ground of the unity of the Nev/
Testament
.
5. Divergences between Jesus, Paul and the primitive church
will not be overlooked, but little attention will be given them,
since, in viev/ of the fact that the possibility of Paul’s depend-
ence upon Jesus has been established, their existence can not
hold against its probability?-, if there be other evidence suffi-
cient to substantiate it. Some considerations to account for
these variations and for the absence of even more synoptic
material in Paul’s work v/ill be suggested.
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III. Investigation of the Relation of Paul to Jesus.
1. The life of Jesus as reflected by Paul.
Did Paul kno.- anything about the life of Jesus? Are such
references as he makes to it unhistorical or only .vhat he could
derive from Jewish thought of the Messiah? The answers are dis-
cordaiit. Renan, Histoire du peuple d’ls-rael (’93,p.416),
”0n pourrait faire une petite vie de Jesus avec les epi^tres aux
Remains, aux Corinthiens, a'ux Galates, et avec I’epitre aux
Kebreux, qui n’est pas. de saint Paul, mais est bien ancienne."
On the other hand Bruckner, Zum Therca Jesus und Paulus
(Zeitschrift fui' das neutestamentliche 7/issenschaf t , ’06),
holds that the reader of Paul would not get the faintest sugges-
tion of the earthly life of Jesus, if he did not add to his
writings certain ideas from the gospels. Paul’s grounding of
the sonship of Jesus on David (Rom. 1:4), the death and resur-
rection (I Cor. 15) and other items of his faith on scripture
and his ascription of the Lord’s oupper (I Cor. 11:23) and other
words (I Th.4:15) to i:mer revelation showed that for Paul there
was no purely historical view. "Es spielt alles in der himm—
lischen und irdischen Welt zugleich.” Cs.115) Tno is right?
Which view is the plausible one? Could a thinking pagan or even
a cultured Hellenized Jew, entirely innocent of knov/ledge of
the gospel tradition, possibly -understand Paul? His epistles
contain presuppositions in every chapter not solved by current
Jewish Messianic thought. They imply clearly a knowledge of
this tradition about Jesus on the part of the first readers and
necessarily of the writer.
A. The events of Jesus’ life to which references are clear-
ly made. The evidence is about as follov/s:
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Rom. 1:3, Jesus was "born of the seed of David according to
the flesh”. That the Davidic descent of Jesus was preached by
the primitive church quite generally is shown not only by Paul,
but by the genealogies of Luke and Matthew. Paul's reference to
it might be accounted for by familiarity with Jewish prophecy
about the promised Messiah, but as persecutor of the Christians,
the Davidic descent of the Nazarene is one point he would have
been instructed to discredit, if it were possible. No objec-
tion to it seems to have been known to him and if he followed
the traditional line through Joseph, as given in Matthew and
Luke, it follows that the story of the supernatural birth has
not yet taken form, or is unknown to Paul, or is silently reject
ed by him. This bears slightly on Gal.4:4, "born of a v/oman,
born under the law”. The attempt of some to find here a refer-
ence to the virgin birth is now generally denied, "Born under
the law” implies t’le environment Jesus entered, in conformity
with which he was circumcised and subject to its statutes gen-
erally. Luke 2:27, "And tlie parents brought in the child Jesus
that they might do concerning him after the custom of the law.”
I Cor. 9:5, "the brethren of the Lord”, and Gal. 1:19, "save
James the Lord's brother” reflects Paul's familiarily with the
imformation of Mark 6:3, "Is not this the carpenter, the son of
Mary, and brother of James, and Joses, and Judas and Simon?"
From this it follov/s that Paul thought of Jesus as a man. I Cor,
15:21, "For since by man came death, by man came also the re-
surrection of the dead". So Rom. 5 : 15 , "the one man, Jesus Christ
and Phil .2 : 7, "made in the likeness of men".
I Cor .15 : 5, "then to the twelve", inaccurate as a number,
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bat the traditional title and its meaning was known to Paul.
In G^al.l:18 and 2:9 he assumes something of his own familiarity
with Peter and John on the part of his readers. Peter’s place
of leadership among the apostles Paul knows, Gal.2:7, I Gor.9;5
and 15:5.
Drescher, Das Leben «Jesu bei Paulus (s.26) and H.J.Holtz-
mann, Zum Thema Jesus und Paulus (Protestant ische Monatshefte,
'00, 463 ff.), agree that Paul associates with the character of
Jesus those virtues which are of the highest order in the
synoptic account. Paul's great hymn of love (I Cor. 13) must
have had Jesus as its inspiration, as he is its only illus-
tration. He was meek and gentle (II Cor.lO:!), not prominent
characteristics of the Jev/ish Messianic ideal. He pleased not
himself but others (Rom. 15; 3) and this passage Holtzmann finds
the "bezeichnendste fur einen ganz frischen und lebensmassige
Eindruck, den Paulus von Jesu geistiger Physiognomie gewonnen
hatte." (ibid, s.464) He was sinless (II Cor. 5:21, Rom. 1:4,
5:13,8:3 and Phil.2:3), but it was the sinlessness that results
from constant effort. This idea Knowling says is not found at
all in post-Christian Jewish theologj^ (The Testimony of St. Paul
to Christ, p,271).
I Cor. 11:1, "Be ye imitators of me even as I also am of
Christ". Just preceding this verse in 10:24-33 Paul had been
urging unselfishness and self-renunciation. What more natural
on that theme to one vhio knew his life than an appeal to the
example of Jesus I fiifjirixal meant to the Greeks not only a pupil
who followed his teacher's instruction and mode of life, but
also one who followed the gods and sought to become like them.
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Could that be done in this case without a clear idea of the
earthlj^ life of Jesus. This verse and I Th. 1:6 are excellent
evidence that l-'*aul not only had a definite and distinct pic-
ture of ^esus, but that he had given it to his churches.
Christ terrestre lui sert de modele", '^^oguel, ^•Apotre Paul
at J^sus Christ, p.250)
Some have thought that Paul's references to the histor-
ical Jesus from his birth to the institution of the Eucharist
are relatively blanl^:. The above must indicate the possibility
of another conclusion to one who is not prejudiced. His allu-
sions to the events of Passion week are very precise and con-
crete. II Cor. 1:5, "the sufferings of Christ" find an echo
on aLmost every page (Rom. 15 : 3 , Phil.3:10 and Col. 1:24). I Cor.
11:23 ff., gives quite a detailed account of the Lord's Supper
and 10:16 and 11:20 show he had told his readers previously, so
that ideas concerning it were current in the church. I Cor. 11: 23,
"in the night in v;hich he v/as betrayed" reflects knowledge of
Judas the traitor. I Th»2:15, "who both killed the Lord Jesus
and the prophets". Paul Imew his death v/as due to a conflict
with Jewish authorities. I Cor.5:7&8 indicates the time of the
crucifixion as in conjunction with the passover. I Cor. 15:3-4,
"Christ died", "was buried", and "hath been raised".. The facts.
of the death on the cross, burial and resurrection are wit-
nessed by so many passages in Paul that it seems useless to list
them. Some of them are: I Cor. 2:2, 8, II Cor. 4:10,5:14,13:4,
Phil. 3:10, and Col .2 : 12(Scl4. In Gal. 3:13 he refers to the tree
and to the nails in Col. 2:14. II Cor. 5:15, "And he died for
all that they that live should no longer live unto themselves,
but unto him v/ho for their sakes died and rose again"- his death
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was an act of love, Phil. 2 :8 , ’'obedience even unto death, yea,
the death of the cross’* makes of liis death an act of obedience.
I Cor .2 :8 , "f or had they known it, they would not have crucified
the Lord of glory", when compared v/ith the two above passages
indicates that Paul had little of the systematic teaching which
some have tried to present him and that when he forgot his theol
ogy, he went back to the admittedly earlier thought of Jesus'
death. Acts 2:23 and 3:17, as due to the ignorance and unbelief
of the Jewish people. That view makes of it far more a crime at
their hands than the great fact of religious history.
I Cor. 15: 4-8, the appearances "to Cephas; then to the
twelve; then he appeared to above five hundred brethren at once,
of whom the greater part remain until nov/;" then to James,
then to all the apostles, and last of all "to me also". V/eiz—
sacker thinks Paul did not regard the appearances to the rest
as physical, but thought they were all like his, spiritual ap-
pearances. Their nature need not be discussed, as the signifi-
cant feature here is the order in which he presents them. The
series begins not at the grave, but with Peter. But may not
Paul in this possess the older and more trustworthy tradition?
Mark states that those who went to the tomb did not see the
resurrected Jesus, but they v/ere told that he had gone into
Galilee. It is at least plausible that if we had the original
conclusion of Mark from 16:9 on, the anticipation aroused by
16:7 would be fulfilled in an account of the first appearance
in Galilee to Peter and the disciples in Paul's order. Reason-
ing from the fragment we have, it seems probable that this tra-
dition is supported by the gospel of Peter. If Mark has the
oldest tradition here, and if his agreed essentially with that
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of Paul, both would be supported, seemingly, by Luke 24:34 in
which the eleven tell those '.vho had been companions of Jesus
on the road to Emmaus, ”The Lord is risen indeed, and hath ap-
'
peered to Simon**, v/ith no apparent Imov/ledge of any other
appearance. Then Paul gives assurance by stating that his v/it-
ness can be confirmed by numerous people who "remain until now",
and feels that the appearance to him was the last of its kind.
Finally there is the practical question of the demands of
Paul's missionary work v/'nich has been too often forgotten.
Feine, Johannes ‘’,’e is s, and Moe are prominent among the few v/ho
have given it attention. As one has put it, would a Gentile
be baptized in the name of a hated Jew without information about
him? Many questions Paul would need to be able to answer and
how could he convince others, if he did not know? This together
with the amount of synoptic material he reflects in his epis-
tles merely creates the presumption that he knew much r.ore of
it 'than appears in his work and the absence of certain refer-
ences to Jesus* baptism*, temptation, miracles and ascension,
though some find them all- and they might be implied— is of little
note. The character of the history of Acts is highly regarded
and to its Lucan authorship large assent is given, tut what does
it reflect of the miracles of Jesus? It seems certain that one
v/ho saw the signs of an apostolate in "signs and wonders ** (II Cor.
12:12), v/ho referred to Christ as v/orking signs and wonders
tiirough him (Rom. 15 : 13&19) and who v/rote Gal .3 : 5, "He therefore
that supplieth to 3/ou the spirit and worketh^among you", must
have knov/n and reported the miracles of Jesus to his churches.
Such an estimate of Paul is supported by Gal. 1:14, "luid I ad-
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vanced in the Jews’ religion beyond many of mine own age among
my countrymen, being more exceedingly zealous for the traditions
of my fathers’*^ This verse shows Paul to have been a tradition-
alist as a Jew and all tlie data set forth in this investigation
point to the conclusion that he changed not his spirit, but the
content of the tradition, v;hen he became a Christian. As a re-
sult he has acquired and passed on sufficient knowledge to serve
as some basis for Sturm's conclusion that "aus seinen Schriften
das geschichtlichen Le oen. und V/irken Jesu, wie . die 3-rundschrif t
aus einer Palimpsests, zu einen verbal tnismiassig guten Teile uns
entgegenleuchtet .
”
(Der Apostel Paulus und die evangelische
Uberlieferung, s.l7)
B. Historical data' from the life of Jesus in other writings,
e.g. Acts, I Peter, He brev/s
,
and certain of the Apostolic. Fathers*
With Paul’s sketck of the earthly Jesus Acts, I Peter and Hebrews
in general agree, as the following brief survey v;ill show. They
agree in the omission of any reference to the virgin birth or
to the title, "Son of Han". Jesus is of the seed of David, Acts
13:23; of Judah, Heb.7;4; is a man. Acts 4:10, 10:38, 22:8 H.eb.
2:11 f.,12:2. Among the characteristics of his life are love,
Heb.l3:l, I Peter 4:8; sinless. Acts 3:14, 4:27, 7:52, Heb.
4:15, 7:26, 9:14, I Peter 1:15, and 2:22, He is our example,
I Peter 2:21; endured sufferings, Heb.5:7&8, 13:12,^ I Peter
1:11, 2:21, 23-24, 4:1, 13 and 5:1. The Lord’s Supper is fre-
quently referred to in Acts and references to the death and
resurrection are found in Acts 2:24,32, 5:30,10:39—40, 13:29f.,
13:31, Heb.2:9,14, 13:12&20, I Peter 1:29, 2:24 and 3:18 among
others. "The tree" of Gal. 3:13 appears in Acts 5:30, 10:39, 13:29
and I Peter 2:24, an evident part of the common recital.
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References are r.ade in these writings to the temptations and
ascension of Jesus, hut they are exceptions in the almost iden-
tical picture given. This studj'’ confirms the conclusion of
Oscar Holtzmann that "the genuine epistles of Paul convey far
more historical information as to the actual course of Jesus'
life than any other epistles in the Hew Testament." ,The life
of Jesus, p.ll) That Acts in its reflection of the facts about
Jesus' life is much like the epistles can not be charged to the
author's lack of knowledge or interest, if he be Luke. Harnack's
v/ord (Neue Untersuchungen zur Apostelgeschichte
,
' 11
,
p.31) on the
relation of Acts to gospel history may be equally well applied
to Paul in the face of large discounts on his knov/ledge of that
history. "Wenn wir von dem Verfasser der Apostelgeschichte
nur dieses '.Verk und nicht auch das Evangelium beshssen, so wiirde
voraussichtlich das Urteil iiber seine Kentnisse der evangelische
Geschichte also lauten: dieser Mann hat von der evangelischen so
gut wie nichts anderes gewusst, als was die christologische Dog—
matik ihm zugetragen hat, speziell aber hat er von der synoptis—
Chen Tradition ganz abseits gestanden."
Apart from the gospels neither eyev/itness nor historian as
such uses m.ore of this material than does Paul. The question
as to why he does not use more will be considered later. Not
so much is found in Ignatius' work from the first decade or two
of the second century. To make this comparison is much fairer
than v/ith a modern writing, for knowledge of the gospel tradi-
tion is much more prevalent now. ‘^esus was of the familj?^ of
David, To the Ephesians 18-2,20 *2, To the Smyrnaeans 1*1, To
the Trallians 9*1; "born of ^''^ary". To the Ephesians 7*2, 18:2,
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To the Trail ians 2*2; '•born of the virgin", To the Smyrnaeans
1:1, and To the Ephesians 9. Jesus was a man. To the Trallians
2:2 eind To the Smyrnaeans 2 and 5. He knov/s Jesus v/as baptised
by John, To the Smyrnaeans 2:1 and 7:1 and that he should be
the Christian example, To the Ephesians 10:3 and To the Phila-
delphians 7:2. The Lord's Supper is described. To the Phila-
delphians 4. Jesus' crucifixion appears in To the Ephesians
9:1, 18:1,16:2, To the Magnesians 11, To the Trallians 9:1,11:2,
To the Smyrnaeans 1:1 and 2, and happened under Pontius Pilate
and Herod, To the Magnesians 11, To the Trallians 9:1 and To
the Smyrnaeans 1:2. The resurrection and appearances he alludes
to in To the Trallians 9:2, To the Philadelphians 9:2 and To
the Smyrnaeans 3. It would be equally unscientific and unwar-
ranted to drav/ the conclusion from the argumentum de silentio in
some particulars that the above evidence represents all that
Paul and Ignatius really knew about Jesus.
C. Passages which may imply knowledge of Jesus' earthly
life. These are not so free from other construction as those
previously cited have been. However they may be interpreted,
they can neither add nor subtract very much from the impression
given by the above material, so they v/ill be treated here but
briefly.
I Cor. 9: 14, "Sven so did the Lord ordain that they that
proclaim the gospel", uses a word of Jesus in Mt.l0:10 and Lk,
10:7 - a comparison of which will be made later - at the tim.e
of the sending out of the twelve and so may suggest lnov;ledge
of that incident.
Gal. 1:12, "For neither did I receive it from man, nor was
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I taught, hut it came to rae through revelation”, and 16b,
” straightway I conferred not with flesh and blood”. Paul may
here relate himself to the experience of Peter at Caesarea
Philippi, v/hen after his ''confession", he was told (I.It.l6:17)
"flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto me”. Peter had won
his knov/ledge of Jesus in purely human ways, as had Paul also,
and these materials prepare him for the insight which he feels
may be as clearly revealed to him as was that of Peter's. If
this is the correct interpretation, Paul, unlike some of his
interpreters, secured his facts before he developed his theories*
II Cor. 3:18, "I'/jV 6o&av Kup'iou KaxoTiTp vo i tfjv auTviv stxova
|ji£Toc,aopq>ou|j.£ 0a anobocr^Q £17 5 6^a\5', shows possible contact with
iik.9:2, ”>tai p£Tap.opcpw6rj £p.7ipoj6£v auxwv ”. Some try to con-
vert the account of the transfiguration into arijailegory depend-
ent on II Cor.3:7-4;6, but Feine finds them parallel with
[X£xapop;|)6w 3-S the key word. (Jesus und Paulus) Mark 9:1 is not
Pauline and Peter's inability to understand it favors a measure
of historicilty for the narrative v/ith which Paul might have
been familiar.
I Cor. 12:3, "no man speaking in the spirit of God saith,
Jesus is anathema; and no m.an can say, Jesus is Lord, butjin the
Holy Spirit”, may reflect knowledge of John's protest against
others casting out demons in the name of Jesus, when Jesus
spoke a similar word (I/lc. 9 :3S-40)
.
II Cor.8: 9, "though he v/as rich, yet for your sake he became
poor, that ye through his poverty might become rich”, has been
variously interpreted and is sufficiently amibiguous to be of
little value for evidence on this subject. Goguel rejects it
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as a reference to the earthly poverty of Jesus and declines to
believe that riches are promised the Corinthians, for that would
imply that Jesus once had earthly riches. Instead it refers to
his voluntary humiliation and the riches like the verse are
spiritual in character. Typical of the other view is that of I.!oe
that Paul here thought not about the incarnation, but the fact
that Jesus was born poor, and holds that eTixwxsujev was not
used figuratively. V7e have no right, he thinks, to regard the
riches of believers here to consist in future heavenly glory
merely, but that earthly possessions may be included. This
interpretation has in its favor the fact that the verse appears
in a context which purposes to stimulate giving to the saints
at Jerusalem. It also meets Sturm’s objection that v/e must not
speak of spiritual riches and earthly poverty here at the same
time by putting them in the same field. Jesus’ poverty, as
expressive of his humility, has spiritual significance. Paul
probably alludes to that fact of his life.
Phil. 2:3, ”he humbled himself, becoming obedient even unto
death, yea, the death of the cross”, was v/ritten, Deisamann
thinks, under the impression of the Cethsemane tradition, as
proof of the obedience of Jesus to the Father (Paulus , s . 115)
.
An allusion to this tradition may be present in Heb. 5:7.
Rom. 4:25, "oc /lapsSoGrj 5iot tot riapajiTWjj.aTO( « . Jiapaol5co,ut
to express the thought that Jesus was delivered up is used by
Paul also in Rom. 8:32, Gal. 2:20 and Ephes.5:2. It is also used
in the same way in L!k.9:31, 10:33, 15:15 and parallels and in
Acts 2:23 and 3:13. Such a v/ord does not convince one of depend-
ence, but r..ay represent an expression already fixed in the
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tradition about the latter part of Jesus’ life.
D. Did Paul knov/ Jesus personally? Had he ever seen him?
The evidence is not very great in extent and both sides of the
question are defended by vai'ious scholars. Among those v/ho
answer the question affirmatively are Olemen, Drescher, II. J.
IToltsmann, Lake, Hoe, and Johannes '.Veiss. A few of those '.vho
take the negative position are B.'". Bacon, Deissmann, Peine,
Goguel, Julicher, Kdlbing, Renan and 7/eizsScker.
One of the arguments for the possibility of Paul’s hav-
ing seen Jesus is the fact that they were 2Dractically contem-
poraries and that the former’s student days in Jerusalem m*ay
have been during the activity of Jesus. There is no positive
evidence for it, for even his familiarity with %tbe details of
the Passion week he could have taken over from early Christians.
Then it is emphasized, especially by JohaxU.es ;7eiss, that his
vision on the road to Damascus can be made intelligible only by
the supposition that Paul had s'en Jesus and had a definite
picture of him in his mind that he could recognize. Again there
is no evidence and the ability of the human mind to formulate
pictures of people, m”ch heard about but never se-v, rrsy be
underestimated.
I Cor. 9:1, "Am I not an apostle? have I not seen Jesus our
Lord?" Thayer regards opaw here as meaning "lo see with the
eyes", but the v/ord is also used to mean "to see v/ith the mind",
"to see spiritually-’’, "to experience" even, so it is ambigu-
ous, to say the least. The expression here means simply that
Paul regarded his sight of Jesus as equal to that of Peter and
the rest, but the.e is no evidence that he thought their post-
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resurrection sight of him as anything more than spiritual, like
his. I Cor . 15 : 33-44 suggests that the spiritual body was just
as real to Paul as the n.aterial and raises the question 'whether
Paul had our conception of inmater ial spirit or v/hether he
shared the somewhat current vie’w of a diaphonous, ghost-like
spirit. At any rate this verse is entirely inconclusive on this
problem.
II Cor.5:lo, "even tho'ugh .'we have known Christ after the
flesh, yet now v/e know him so no more”, has to its credit a com-
plete menu card of various interpretations. 3aco.., The Story
of Paul (p.16), translates it, "yea, though (as Jews) we have
known a Messiah of a fleshly type, yet we would know such a
Messiah no more". So think Paur, Sabatier, and Bernard, The
Expositor's Greek Testament, ad loc . Some, e.g. Heiiirici, Das
Sendschre iben an die Korinthier, ad loc., think the contrast is
not betv/een Saul the Pharisee and Paul the apostle, but one be-
tween the ordinary human judgment and the judgment "in Christ".
Lake, The Earlier Epistles of Paul (p.225), Johannes V/eiss,
Paul and Jesus (p.24 f.), and Olaf Moe
,
Paulus und die evangel-
ische Geschichte (s.S f.), all agree that this verse is de-
cisive that Paul had seen Jesus and could glory in such know-
ledge, but that is now not so important as more real knowledge
of him. To go into the detailed discussion of such an ambig-
uous and inconclusive verse will lead far afield and hardly
pay expenses. For thaL reason Feine, Julicher and KClbing de-
cline to consider it seriously.
This part of the argument remains inconclusive. Paul's
school days in Jerusalem could have been after the crucifixion.
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If he had seen him then, he would not have approached him like-
ly and if he had, some trace of a combat v;ould likely remain.
The charge that he had not seen him, Paul never meets with an
unambiguous denial. These considerations together with the gen-
eral impression left by his epistles point toward the conclu-
sion that Paul never knew Jesus personally'- and that his seeing
him is littlej-nore than a possibility.
2. The teaching of Jesus as reflected by Paul.
A. Q-uotations.
Paul’s quotations from Jesus are clearly acknowledged
appeals to his authority in faith and morals and are not only
least open to question, but furnish unmistalsiable evidence of
dependence
.
I Th.4;15
Touto y^P XEyopev £v
Xoyu Kupiou, OT t fipsTc ol
fwVT£7 oi TTSOtXstTTOU.SVOt £lC
' \
T'r)V Tiapoucriav tou Kuptou ou
jj.7} ;p9d(0-c«)p£ V TOuC ko ip.rj0£ vtac
‘
16. OT t aUTCC 6 KUpiOC £V
K£ X£ uj|jiaT I
,
£ V ^o)vf) apxaYY^”
Xou )tai Iv o-dXTiiYY’'
KaxaS 7](j£ Ta i an' oupavou, nat
Ol V£K7iol Iv XpUTCu aV<X<7T'/i-
cTovra I TipwTov
,
17 . 'iriSLia rijieXc ol
oi 7i£p t X£ iTi6p£ VO i apa auv
auToiC apmaY Ti<76.u£ 6a Iv v£>:jj-
iXaiC eiC ana vT'r|j t V 'cou
)cupi ou £tC aepa na'i ouxciiC
ndvTOTE jbv Kupioj I(j6pe6a.
L±.9:l.
Kal £X£Y£v auTotc' afjirjv XIyw
up tv ox l I 17 IV TLVeC W0£ T«v £jvrj-
XOTWV 0 1TIV£C ou p'?] Y ^
^
Savaxou av i5wjiv T-f/V SaatXeioiv
TOU 0£ou IXr]Xu6uiav Iv duvapet.
Charac teri st icall y Matthew in
16; 28 changes Mark’s indefinite
3a7iX£t,av tou 0£ou to the Ujore def-
inite *Ul6v TOU (XvSpWTTOU.
Mk . 13: SO.
apr]v Xeyw upTv ox i ou p-X| TTapeXo-fi
fj yevsa. auxv) plxpt-C ou xaijta nave a
Y£ v£xa t
.
:.lk. 13 :2o.
nat t6t£ otpovxai xov uiov tou av
Bpconou lpxop£vov.£v v£:jpsXatC psxa
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sd.)^ d-Kpou oupavou.
Mt. 24:30-31, parallel to ,1.1^ . 13 :26-27
,
adds to vscjisXatc the
words, TOO oupavou and to dyysXouc the words, auTou ijiSTd jdXrny-
yoc p.£ydXr,c.
These verses of Paul’s agree with no synoptic passage,
it will be noted, but "^anz zu der Anschauung Jesu stimmt’’.
(. endt. Die Lehre des Paulus verglichen mit der Lehre Jesu,
Ztschft. fur Theol. u. Kirche,'94, s.l6) '.Vhether v;e can locate
it or not, there is no question but that Paul is consciously
using a logion of Jesus well known to him,' for a revelation
mediated to him the Holy Spirit he does not report as the words
of the Lord (I Cor. 15:51 and Rom.ll:25f ). These references are
the more significant that their common word, "ra^z-stery"
,
is used
as it is in Hk.4:ll in the sense of esoteric truth. But even
though it has been largely hidden and so revealed to him, it is
not in so real a sense a word of the Lord’s as is this word
he writes the Thessalonians . An analysis of the above passage
shov/s that I Th. 4:15 with itsiip.£i7 ot J^mvteo’ and Tiapou7iav
rests upon the oitivec ou |j7| ysuacovTat OavaTuo and £ X/iXuGu loc v
respectively of Ivk:.9:l or the equivalent idea of 13:30. The
change introduced by tradition, probably, in lit. 16: 28, as noted
above, accounts for the substitution 6 ytuoioc for ttjv 3a7iX£iav
Tou 6 £ou
. The ev veyi^Xai^, which appears in both, suggests
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the idea of descent v/hich accounts for the word, oupavou
,
in
V.15 of Paul’s and Mt . 24:30 and also the (XTravTacrtv of
V.17. £v o-aXTiiyY^ v.lo probably goes back to the source of
Mt’s. ,^£T 0( o-aXTiiYY^^ in 14:31. It must be admitted that the
dominant interest of the Pauline and s^moptic passages is dif-
ferent. In the synoptics it is merely the Parousia. In the
Thessalonian epistles it is the resurrection of the dead. Hov/
the dead are to be treated at the time of the Parcusia does not
appear in the gospels. If Jesus spoke the v/ords here given
us b3'- !:ark and his parallels, their different purpose would not
necessarily exclude Paul's adaptation of them to comfort those
v/ho were despairing because of those who had fallen asleep.
The SoA of man of Enoch and Daniel seems to have been identi-
fied with the thought of the Davidic Messiah in the thought of
Paul. If Jesus never made that identification, he must have
used the term, Son of man, so as to dislodge popular thought
on that theme and thus to associate it with what he did say.
£V cpwvfi ocp)(C(YY^ ^ou ^ vsjtpot Iv Xp tuxa a vaarx '/jcrowTa t npooxov
of V.16 are not found in the knov/n words of Jesus. ITor is
Etc (XTid vxrj(T t V X ou Kuptou Etc o(£po( and according to f.loffatt it
has no Jewish parallel. (The Expositor’s G-reek Testament, ad
loc.) Some have ascribed these words to Jesus and some to
Jewish apocaljrptic sources. It looks much like a v/ord of
Jesus which contained or had added to it some Jewish apocal3^p-
tic material plus a little of Paul’s interpretation. '.Vhen he
later discusses the same question in I eincl II Gor., he seems to
have given up some of his "Thessalonian" ideas, v/hich is intelli-
gible, if he, as his ’MVeltanschauung" became mors Christian,
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ceased to use Jewish apocalyptic conceptions in interpreting^
the logia of Jesus. e>v Toic(X6y'otc louxoicin v.l8 may refer to
an early collection of Jesus’ words or to an early oral tradi-
tion that lies back of both Paul and the synoptics.
Mk. 10 : Ilf
.
,
"and he
I Co r . 7 : 10 f
.
^
" B a t a n b o the
married I give charge ( /lapayyl X>o)}
yea not I, but the Lord, That
the wife depart not from her
husband (but should she depart
^
let her remain unmarried, or else
saith (Xlyst) unto them,
Whosoever shall put
awa^ his wife, and
marry another, cornmitteth
adultery against her: and
if she herself shall put
be reconciled to her husband); and av/ay her husband, and mar-
ry another, she cornmitteth
adultery.
"
that the husband leave not his
wife ,
"
This passage of Paul’s rests not on Mt.5:32, as some have
held, since sex equalit yjseems absent in it 6ind the prohibition
of divorcing the wife and marrying the divorcee is but half the
problem of I Cor.7:10f. Nor is it clear that it depends on
Mk.l0:9 and parallels, as Feine contends, for its problem is
treated in the synoptics in Xlk. 10 :11—12: only. Feine ’s objec-
tion to the latter is that it is not found in Jewish law, but
reflects the marriage lawa of the Greeks and Romans, and so is
open to the change of an addition to meet later needs. So
thinks Heinrici in Das erste Sendschreiben an der Korinthier,
’0Oy (ad loc,), who on the basis of this verse concludes Paul
had a collection of the sayings of Jesus at his disposal. What
reason is there here to feel that Jesus might not have proclaim-
ed this law on his own authority or even borrowed the Greek and
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Roman standard? Foreign customs introduced the practice of the
v/ife to divorce the husband into Palestine during Nev/ Testament
times, but since tlie Hebrev/ lav/ did not recognise it and it
seemed distasteful to Jev/ish custom, it v/as opposed by Joseph-
us (Antiq. 15:7 and 18:5) and by the Talmudic writers, who
would only permit her to ask her husband to give her a divorce.
Further there are variants of this Ma.rcan passage and the codex
Sinai ticus follows, as in Paul, the non-Jewish order of placing
the case of the wife before that of the husband by placing
V.12 before v.ll. Since then Paul’s unnatural order ma^'' have
been that of the source, since he states specifically^ it is
not his, a statement he does not make when he applies prin-
ciples of Jesus to specific cases (I Cor. 8:8) and since he uses
TiapayY^^^w a military word of command, in vv.lO and 11 and re-
turns to Xeyci) in 12, the natural conclusion here is that Paul
simply'’ reproduces Jesus.
It must be noted that Paul here emphatically calls atten-
tion to the fact that he has the highest, authority,'- for the law he
lays do’wn. In 7:12 -with reference to mixed miarriages and in v.
25 concerning uimarried women he has no word of the Lord’s, but
his own word is sufficient. Paul’s frankness where he has no
word of Christ’s at hand, removes all doubt from ’.vhat he means
when he says in v. 10, “I give charge, y^ea not I, but the Lord",
He positively* dist inguishes his v/ords here fromi those of Jesus
and the statement establishes his knov/ledge of a saying Jesus had
categorically spoken on this theme.
I Cor.9.:14, "Even so did Lk.l0:7, "And in that same
the Lord ordain that they that house remain, eating and drink-
proclaim the gospel should live ing such things as they’’ give :
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of the gospel." for the laborer is v/orthy of
his hire. (Mt. 10:10)
Verbal similarity here is lacking, but that there is a
direct reference that amounts to dependence is practically un-
disputed. If Paul knew this aaying of Jesus and could appeal to
it when primitive Christian rights were forming, the possibility
of fajniliarity with others would follow.
Acts 20:35, "And to remember the words of the Lord Jesus
that he himself said, it is more blessed to give than to receive,"
shows Paul's familieirity, as it occurs in his speech at Miletus
to the elders of Ephasus, with words of Jesus which are not pre-
served by the gospels. In the views of Hamack, (Acts of the
Apostles
,
p. 129)
,
and Gardner in his "The Speeches of St Paul in
Acts" (Cambridge Biblical Essays, p.401f.) this speech which
contains constant parallels with Paul's Epistles is the speech
of Paul in Acts which contains the most of him and least of Luke,
and so may be regarded as reeisonably historical. If in one out
of five quotations from Jesus Paul reflects materials not given
by the synoptics, a presumption is created that he may some-
times be neajT the tradition of Jesus when he has little or no
contact with the gospels.
I Cor. 11:23 Mk. 14:22 Lk. 22:19
syco yap TiapeXaSov otTio xal suSiovtcov au- kol \ XaS'ov aptov eu-
Tou Kupiou, 0 )ta\ Tiap- xiv Xa3yv apxov eu- £>tXa'jev Kai
e6f*)Ka uptv, ox t 6 nupioC Xcyi^cxac ^KXaxev Kai ISroKSv aurotc Xeycov
Tr]!Tooc £v rfi vukxI f, sowksv aoxol’c K,ai xouco sdiiv x6 J.liijia
napsStSexo s Xa3 £ v apx o
v
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To read over these three passages is to be furnished
sufficient evidence of their closest connect icr, in. t Brtchner
regards the Pauline account as unhistor ical . It has divergences
from the synoptic account, but really no more than exists be-
tween the synoptic gospels and in all essentials they agree.
Heinrici points out (Das erste Sendschre iben an die Korinthier,
ad loc.) that had Paul meant an Uiimediated reception of tradi-
tion, he would have used JiOLpa but he uses and so that while
Christ was the "Urheber", the tradition has reached him through
ordinary means. Paul's words in so far as they are found in
either Mark or Luke, are underlined, but that is not the entire
stor^?-. Paul knows the historical setting of the Lord's Supper
(v.2o) . The giving of tne bread and the cup is missing in Paul's
account, but 10:16 and 11:20 show he had previously told the
Corinthians about the Eucharist and likely had observed it with
them, so they needed no specially detailed account, xouxo 7101 -
£ix£ £t.c xriv £pr,v gvgpvr,(Jiv is not in Mk.
,
so it is held by
some to be an addition to the earlier tradition, because of the
needs of the church and that v/hile it is in Luke, it is an
interpolation here. It ..as in the ear 13^ church. Acts 2:46, and
Paul probably found it when he was converted (Acts 9:19), so
II
i
I
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was convinced by the practice of the chui'ch ^hat the request had
come from Jesus. The Huchai'ist had no special place in Paul’s
theolojical thou£;ht
,
so he .vould have had little inclination to
develop this incident which would be less subject to chaii^e be-
cause of the deep impression that evening made on Jesus' follow-
ers. Paul here shows a stron^;^ historical interest in the facts
of primitive Christianity, and dependence upon Jesus is certain.
If Paul had a collection of the sayings of Jesus at hand,
it must be admitted he did not often use it. 'Jhy did he not
quote Jesus more? Are the alternatives, as some say, but two,
either that he did not know or that Jesus was not then the abso-
lute authority he later became? It may well be that Paul is often
as near the words of Jesus as are our gospel records. The facts
are just what v/ould be expected, if P..ul reaches his message by
meditation upon the tradition, the mind of Christ.
These sayings set forth the claim that they are quotations
from, not allusions to the teaching of Jesus. They show that
in questions of both morals and faith the words of Jesus are the
supreme authority’- for the Christian comjuunity. If that is their
place concerning divorce, giving, the support of the gospel
workers, the conduct of the Lord’s Supper and the fajste of those
who have died before the Parousia, can we believe that that
authority did not extend to the same degree to other concerns
of the apostlic church? They have an authority to Paul greater
than that of the law or even of reaso^i itself, an authority be-
yond compare. With such an attitude toward the teaching of Jesus,
conscious of dependence upon it, to suppose that the great
Apostle w^as or could have been indifferent to its content is
II
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nothing short of absurd.
B. Allusions to the teaching of Jesus.
Some of the passages under this heading will be found as
evidently echoes of the teaching of Jesus, as even the quota-
tions, while many others are doubtful or at least open to
question. An attempt will be made to avoid citing passages
that are possibly the product of a Jev/ish inheritance or those
whose similarities are trivial or quite doubtful, in the con-
viction that whatever their bearing upon the problem, they can
neither add nor detract from the conclusion other data might
warrant
.
(1) The **Gospel of Christ”, to suxYysXiov roO Xpia-xou
is an expression Paul frequently used (I Th.3:2, Gal. 1:7, I Cor.
9:12,9:13,10:14, Rom. 15:19, and Phil. 1:27), or tou xuptou
TjjjLw V ^ Irjjou (II ThJ.:8), or xou uioO auxou - (Rom. 1:9). Iv.an^''
have regarded the genitive here as objective and so hold it to be
the gospel "about Christ", but this is not be^^ond doubt at
least. In Gal.l:7 the subjective genitive is really the only
distinction betv/een these phrases and the other "gospels" re-
ferred to in the context. This applies not only to the other
references, somewhat, but to the synonyms of the phrase as well,
6 XCyoc xou Kuptou (I Th.1‘3, II Th.3:l), or xoO Xpicrxcu (Col,
3:16) and xb KTlpuypa ' xp t.axou(Rom. 16 : 25) . In the last
example and elsewhere the subjective genitive , "Christ ' s gospel",
seems necessary to distinguish between it and x6 euayyeXtbv pou.
-Tot to so construe it is to introduce a false contrast between
them. B3'- assuming- that the gospel preached by all the apostles
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•.vas the same, by never granting that his opponents in Galatia, at
Corinth or Rome preached any other Jesus than his, and by
asserting that Jesus was its source, a strong presumption is
thrown toward the subjective genitive or genitive of author-
ship. By it Paul means that the unity of the gospel is found
in Jesus.
Nor is the force of this significant fact weakened by
such a passage as I Cor. L5: Iff. Apparently Paul gives here a
summary of the gospel he has received and preached. In reality
he is offering historical evidence of the resurrection of
Jesus as part of his argument for the resurrection of all and
while a balanced summary is not to be expected in the apology
,[
and the polemic, this one has great value. It has never been given
; !!
him b^'- the Messianic thought he inherited, "That he hath been : i
raised on the third day" might have been, since Judaism had no li
1
,
place for a dead Messiah, but never so with his death and burial.
! ]|
Then the use of the acrnst indicative, a7T£6avev and sTacj^r) i'i
! 1
mal^;es it clear that Paul is thinking of historical events. The
i'
burial em.phasizes the completeness of the death. But some object '
hil
that Jesus said but little, if anything, about these events, !
so this is not the gospel of Jesus, but one about him. Hov/ever
liPaul contends he is not an innovator but a transmitter and it |{
m:Ust be noted thai his message here is not theological or dog- II
)
matic, but historical in character. The message of Jesus had
been lived as well as spoken. The purpose to help men overcome
:
sin had dominated him. That purpose had been, m^ost nearly achiev- !
ed, the spirit of his life most highly expressed in his death. I
Those two ideas were very early put together into the form., "that
Christ died for our sins", a thought so completely iion—Jewish,
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save as Deutero-Isa iah ' s suffering Servant was later related
to it, that nothing short of the historical Jesus can be its
explanation. Reference is made to the enigma in “according to
the scriptures” o.ijp. 9^^, and to the primar^r character of the
“appearances” on p. 5Sf . This passage is a“thorn in the flesh”
to any vvho would deny Paul's close relationship to early tradi-
tion about Jesus.
(2) The kingdom of G-od. Schweitzer, Paul and his Inter-
preters, charges that scholars from. Baur dovm do not give
sufficient attention to Paul's neglect of the message the
kir.gdomi of God, as Jesus gave it. The demand that the Apostle
should give a full account of the preaching of Jesus on that theme
has been one of the main su'pports of the idea that Paul v;as in-
different to the historical Jesus, gliile he uses the term but
twelve times, more important is the question v/hether what use he
malces of it is in harm^ony with that of Jesus. Then we maA’- right-
fully ask if he does not often present some of its essential
ideas b' means of other expressions.
Rom. 14: 17 Lit. 5 in the beatitudes ex-
ou ydp STTtv r SacrtXeta xou presses the characteristics of
0£oO SpwJtC Hai TToatC, «XXd 5i-
KatOTuvrj Kai etpr.vr) ytai
Tiveupax i dy ij).
I Cor. ^:9a.
ri obit oi6o(X£ oxt dStxoi 0£o\3
3ajtXe'iav ou KXr)povopf|aroua tv,
members of the kingdom.. In vv.
6 and 9 v/e find 5 t>ta locruv r| and
Eiprjvonoiot and pomtdptot
is found throughout.
.Mt; 6:33
CT)X£tX£ d£ Tipwxov X/jV BaCTlXsi
SiQiilar are Gal. 6: 21, B!pbes.-5:5. av )tal xf)V StxatoJuviQv auxou,
I Cor. 15: 24,
“Then cometh the end.
Llt.l7 :21,
"for lo the kingdom of God
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when he shall deliver up Liie is .viohin you.” 3imilt.r in
kingdoir: to God even the t iir.e are lit . 9 : 1 , Ilk . 1 : 15 , Mt
Father .
”
2C:31, 23:31. Similar in inward'
ness are the parables of 2^owth.
The kingdom is future in I.Ik.l3
and lit. 24.
Paul’s thought that the kingdom is righteousness is almost
omnipresent in the teaching of Jesus, in Mt . 5-7 and especially
in 6:33, if we follow the reading of codex Vaticanus which
reverses the order of SaaiXelav and 5 t xa i oj6 vrjv I Cor. 6:9 shows
that Paul’s thought, like that of Jesus, is both ethical and
eschatalogical . It is vithin and also without man. It is here
and it is yet to come. It is a gift and yet man must strive
for it. These antinomies are present in the kingdom-idea of
both Jesus and Paul. In the thought of Jesus to enter- into the
kingdom is to be saved (Oc. 10:24 and 26).- To Paul Jesus is the
only means of salvation(I Cor. 2:2). The difference was chiefly
in the expression, for ”in the kingdom” to Jesus was really
equivalent to "in Christ" to Paul. Jesus wanted men to be in
the kingdom and to have the kingdom in them, wi.ile Paul’s desire
was that they might be in Christ and Christ in them. The idea of
transformation is in both, in Jesus’ "except ye become as little
children" (Mt .18 :3) , and in Paul’s "new creature"(II Cor. 5:17).
The argument of Johannes Weiss that with Jesus moral change v;as
antecedent to the kingdom, while with Paul it was largely a sub-
sequent gift, does not sufficiently consider I Cor. 6:9-10,
Gal. 5:21 and Sphes.5:5. Paul, too, relies on the human will,
though not so much. Then Paul’s )taTaXXo(Y-f| (Rom. 5:11 and II Cor.
5:18 and 19) is about the same as Jesus' requirement of
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.aexavota (i^r, 1;15).
But why did he not use the term more frequently'-? It had
been g-iven to Jev/s, while Paul dealt -with Greeks. The idea, too,
is found -.vhere the term is used. Titius (Der Paulinisrus, II: 32)
argues that the oriental does not knov/ our sharp distinctions
between family and political bonds, so we may find the idea in
Phil. 3:20, "For our citizenship is in heaven", Ephes.2;12,
"the commonwealth of Israel", v.l9, "the household of God",
Gal. 4:7, "son and heir", and wherever we find the expression,
"children of God", x'inother reason is apparent in the absence
of any explanation of the term. The idea had played a greater
role in his oral teaching and his readers knew it. Lastly the
person of Jesus, bece.use the kingdom is most closely related to
him, has overshadowed it, or better as Kahler (Geh'drt Jesus in
das Svangelium, s.22, quoted by J. '.Yeiss, Jesus und Paulus)
puts it, "Die Peichspredigt ist die verhullte Selbstaussage
,
das
Svangeli'am von. Ihristo ist die enthullte und voll entfaltete
Selbstaussage." Paul like Jesus eliminated the Jev/ish political
features of the conception and altogether understood it much as
did he.
(3) The thought of God
Rom. 11:23. ric.lO :27
evKevxpicrai auxoti 5ovaxa riapa x5 eeco.
I Gor. 8:6 ViK. 12:29
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ou ra )ta\ r.iieXc etj auTov, e'TTiv* Sckouc, la-pa>|A, '/tuptoS o
x.o(t etc Kuptoc ln^jouc Xpt(7T6c,5t’ 6e6c fjpcov Kuptoc etc eJTiv,
ou Tot TKXvxa Kat rjpetc 6t' auxou.
In God's 6uvaxbc lou/te vxp t ja t Rom. 11:23 is clearly a
special application, Ciiaracterist ic of Paul, of the principle of
God's Tcavxa Suvaxd of IGc. 10:27 ai:d shows a community of belief,
even though its general prevalence weahens the force of any poss-
ible dependence here. The monotheistic emphasis of Jesus in
Ilk. 12: 29, as a part of the first or greatest commandment of all,
is maintained by Paul's stc 8ebc of I Cor.3:6, and also
in Rom..3:29f., despite his conception of the divinity of Jesus.
Not only do we find God's omnipoteiice and uniqueness witnessed by
both Jesus and Paul, but both regard him as the creator (!.Ik;.10:6
and Rom. 1:25), as sovereign (Mt.5:45 and Rom.9:19f.), as holy
(Ilk. 10:18, lit. 5:48 and Rom. 2:4) and as the possessor not only
of forelmowledge
,
but of omniscience (Mt . 6 :S , 24 :36 and Rom. 8: 29
& 11:33). - '
The center of neither' s thought is to be found however in
the attributes or essence of God, but in the mutual relation of
God and man. The interest of Jesus is chief Iv in the attitude of
k/
God tov/ard the sinner, v/hile Paul's is rather in his attitude
tov/ard sin, but it arno'unts to the same in the end, since in
this case the individual in Jesus become-s the general in his
apostle. The great feature is that the interest of both is
far more religious and practical than speculative.
Rom.8:14 Mt.5:9
b^ot yap riveupaxi osou a/ov
xcx i ouxoi uloi sicTtv 6eou.
pajcdptoi ot e tp r,vo7To 1
0
1
,
oxt
lauxotj uto'i 0£ou xXrjGriarcvxa t
,
Phil. 4:6,
"In nothing be anxious
(pr] psptpvdxs); but in every-
Mt.6 :25,
"Be not anxious ( ur
psptpvdxe ) for your life, what
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thing by prayer and sup ye shall eat, or v/hat ye shall
let your requests be 'iiade hat ye shall put on.**
known unto God.'*
I Th.2:13, Mt .10:20
'*that 'wVhen ye received "For it is not ye that
from us the v/ord of the mess- speak, but the spirit of your
age, even the v/ord of God. ye Father that speaketh in you.'*
men, but as it is in truth,
the word of God." ( Xcyoc is
used here.)
The thought of God as caring for his own, echoed here in
Phil. 4:6 and in Rom.8:28—o9, 7/rede thought v/as not to be found
in Paul (Paulus , 2te Aufl.,s.91). Since the key v/ord in both is
K'O M*PhwvaT£, found only in the gospels and seven times in
Paul's epistles, it is apparent that the thought of God's care
is the same and verbal dependence may be possible. Roim.3:14
and Mt.5:9 are in agreement tliat the possession of a certain
spirit or quality of God's enrolls one among the utoi 6s ou
The difference between Xoyoc and XaXsw I Th.2:13 and Mt. 10:20
does not affect the agreement in both that the representative
of God speaks not only his own, but the v/ord of God as well.
Paul regards God not only as the Father of Jesus (II Oor . 1 :3, 11 : 31
and Rom. 15:6 among others), but speaks of him also as the Father
of Christians thirtytv/o times. Johannes 'Jeiss insists that
accepted it not as the v/ord of ( XaXsco is used.)
while the Fatherhood of God is a Jewish idea, the warmth and
feeling in Paul's expression of it is Christian. Paul's cour-
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age, as a Jew, to sa^r "Our- Father " (Horn. 1 : 7 and many other passages)
v/as won from Jesus(Mt.6:9 and 11:27). To both the place of God
in the -.-/orship of his children Is the same, '//hat difference
there raa3/ be Goguel accounts for on the basis that Jesus affirms,
while Paul seeks to explain. (L’ Apotre Paul et J^sus Christ, p.l95)
The classical expression of the attitude of the believer
in his worsliip of God is the Lord’s Prayer and some are much
concerned, because it does not actually appear any\-/here in
Paul’s writings. Can they explain its absence from Mark? Moe
thinks Mark does reflect it in 11:24 and 25 and in 14:36 and 38
(Paulus und die evangelische Geschichte , s . 194) . To a much
greater degree does it appear in Paul’s writings.
Eph.4:32 Mt.6:12
)(ap t ^ 6|j £ V 0 t sauToIc i Xcpec ra o:(>£ i Xfipaia
Kat 6 0£oc Iv Xp tcTTC^ IxapijaTo ripwv, uc >tal fjpsTc a^f)Kap£v tote
uaiv. Also in Ccl. 3:18. oqistXexatc
II Thess. 3:3, '’-t. ^:lao,
Kat ®uXa&£t aTib tou Kovripou, aXXa pua-ai rjuac ocTib tou Tiovr)pou.
In the first parallels there is no verbal similaritv, but
aqjtrjjit and ar-e essentially’' synonyms and the ideas are
identical. In both Pauline passages are probable reminiscences
of the Lord’s Prayer, So thinks Feine (Jesus und Paulus , s . 252f
.
)
Since Mt.6:13b is a tradition not given by any one else, Paul’s
reflection of it makes it at least a little more certain. Mt
.
uses pujat which means deliver or snatch from danger, while
Paul uses :puXa££i which means keep guard over or keep in safe-
ty, so the words are practically identical. To note that the
formiCr means more a delivery from the danger into which the
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sup; liant has fallen, v/hile the latter has more the sense of a
protection from falling into that danger is to split a linguis-
tic hair in which it is fair to doubt that Paul had much inter-
est. In I Cor. 10:13 appears a possible allusion to ’’bring us
not into temptation” and the cumulative impression of these
passages is that Paul knew the Lord’s Pra^^-er and had given it to
his churches. Here as elsewhere ie found the same thought of and
attitude toward God as . in Jesus, but reached and expressed in
the apostle’s own ways.
(4) The relation of Paul’s thought of Jesus to that of
Jesus about himself. Has Paul’s thought of Christ any relation
to his knowledge of the earthly Jesus? Bruckner (Zum Thema
Jesus and Paulus, Ztschrft f. d. N.T .’Vissenschaf t
,
*06
,
s . 117)
replies, "Das paulinische Christusbild ist in alien ssinen
Zuge.n aus sich selbst heraus verstandlich
,
es weist nirgends
auf eine abh^ngigkeit von der Personlichkeit Jesu kin und
schliesst eine solche durch die Bedeutungslosigkeit des Brden-
lebens Jesu fur Paulus aus.” Knov/ling answers that there is
growing agreeement between more or less conservative critics.
Peine, '.Vendt, Heinrici, Resell, Sanda3’-, Fairbairn and Drummond,
that Paul’s statements about the person of Christ find their
source in the teaching of Jesus about himself and that they agree
essentially with the witness of the tv/elve and the early church.
V/ith the Pauline Christolog^^ as such, save as it is connected
in some way with the teaching of ‘^esus, spoken or lived, this
study is not concerned.
Is it true, as Kaftan claims, that the conception of
Christ as coequal with God, is the continuation of the Messianic
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consciousness of Jesus? Did Jesus proclain tliis Messiajiship?
SoL'ie thinl: he was not conscious of it until the close of his
life, that he was a prophet or teacher and so called not xupisbut
6t6dj>caX£. They thinl-: such a consciousness does not go hand
in hand with Lhe temptations, prayers and simple Jewish piety
that entered into his life. Some think Jesus did announce his
MessiaJaship and others that he never did so publicly, but all
the v/hile believed he, was. The data admits no decisive answer.
It can be said that Jesus never claimed to be one of the God-
head and it is a question whether Paul ever meant such co-
equality, even when he put him alongside God. He is anxious
to preserve the monotheistic standpoint, I Cor. 8:6, Rom.3:29f.,
and even in Phil.2:ll, at the close of a great Chr istological
passage. He always avoids calling Christ God and affirms the
form.er’s dependence on the latter in I Cor .3 :23, "Christ is
God’s". Then finally ..e never ha^ve given adequate attention to
the fact that, however equal the Father and Son may be in som.e
particulars, to the oriental there is an inferiority i'n the
latter that can not overcome.
I Th.4:2,
"For ye know what charge :;e
gave you through the Lord Jesus."
Then he states that this char'^e
called them from uncleanness to
a liOly life and in the same con-
text follows:
8. Toiyapouv 6 ocGstwv oux avGpwTiov
ad ex el aXXa t6v 6ebv xbv na'i 5t6bv-
Lulce 10:16
b OtKOUWV f||jLMV gpou OLKOUS i
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Rom. 10 :
9
Ivit . 10 ; 32
"Because if thou shalt "Ever-'’ one therefore v/ho
confess 6ixoXoYf](jr,c ) v;ith shall confess ( ojxoXoy fjcre t ) me
thv mouth Jesus Lord, x: before men, him v/ill I also co
thou shalt be saved." fess before mv Father '.vho is
in heaven.
"
In both I Th.4:8 and Lk.l0:16 there is comiplete agreement
that the rejection of the v/ords or v/ill of Jesus is a rejection
of God. a Gets w is not onlv used, but is also t'.e key v/ord in
both and that toi^ether with the fact that a direct charge of
Jesus is involved in the Pauline passage indicates rather dear-
13' Paul's use of tradition here. The ideas of Rom. 10: 9 and lit.
10:32 are apparently' synonym.ous . The protases are identical,
save Paul's characteristic addition of belief in Jesus as Lord,
so it must follow that to "confess him before my Father" is
equivalent to "thou shalt be saved". Similar is the thought of
!‘k.8:33 'wh.ose verb, j)(uvojxo( i , and even more its content is
echoed in Rom.l:lGa.
Sol. 3:1 with its " O'J o Xptjxoc Ijtiv ev 5ed? Geou''
xaGfjijevoc and the " SKdGtaev Ik 5edwv tou Gsoij|of I'k.lc;19 may*
both hark to a source other than Jesus. Paul's idea that Jesus
gave himself for oui’ sins(Gal . 1 :4) finds some basis certainly^ in
the "but to minister and to give his life a ransom for many,'"
of rk.l0:45. His word, Phil. 2: 10, "that in the name of Jesus every
1-niee should bow, of things ixi heaven a..' things on earth and
things under the earth", seems warranted by,' what Jesus is report-
ed as saying, "All authority hath been gi'/en unto me in heaven
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and on earth". A similar tlioaslit Paul expresses in Ephes.l:
21-22. Still ouher words of Jesus give the inpress ion that he
thought himself more than ordinary man: "Every one that hath
left house or brethren, xx for my name’s sake shall receive",
(Mt. 19:29) and Mk. reports it (10:29) "for my sake and for the
gospel’s sake". He claims he can forgive sins (L!1^.2:5) and that
his words shall never pass away. '.Tnatever may he said about
some of these words in detail, it would seem that only surgical
and not critical methods could eliminate the general impression
they picture. Paul agreed 'with Jesus in the character of his
departure from the cui'rent Jewish thought of the liessiah and
doubtless knew that his predecessors had preached that Jesus
was Lord of the Sabbath (I.!li.2:23) forjoar nasha v/as probably
quickly so interpreted rather than as humanity, that he was
greater than the temple (Ivit . 12 : G)
,
greater than the prophets
(I.It . 12 : 41)
,
was seated at the right hand of God (Mk. 16:19) and
even heavenly Lord and King.
Then it is quite likely that what Jesus was, taught even
more than what he said. Could' there have been a greater anti-
thesis than that betv/een the crucified Nazarene and the
Messianic King? Yet why after the crucifixion of Jesus did the
certainty’’ as to 'what he .;as
,
arise, as one has put it, like "the
impulse of a compressed spring"? 'Jas it the resurrection?
That, if he were niknown or uriv/orthy, would not be enough. Not
the least cause was the conviction that came from the impression
of what he was. That impression Paul had certified in his own
experience. Paul found in Jesus the source of unhindered com-
munion v;ith the Father, for God v/as present in him. This impreS'
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Sion that Jesus was more than man, the experience oT his activit
in human life, and the resurrection besides necessitated a
ChristolOi^y and it v.as not surprising he should go beyond Jesus
here. That was largely due to the nature of Paul and to changed
conditions which v/ill be treated later. The evidence presented
thus far indicates that those differences are not so great as
some have seen them to be. Jesus probably never claimed pre-
existence, and if he did, the absence of reference to it in !.!ark
and Q leads us to believe that he included in it nothing more
than may have belonged to the current belief about the previous
existence of every soul. Paul believed clearly in the pre-
existence of Jesus, but his allusions to it are so implicit, so
ambiguous in one case, at least, and so fev/ (I Cor. 10:4, II Cor.
3:9, Phil. 2: of.. Col. 1:17) when compared with the extent of his
work that they seem hardly more than incidental to his thought.
In any event this point is not nearly so much ai an "irrecon-
cilable" in the teachirig of Paul and Jesus as miUny have affirmed
it to be. A bigger question than that of similarity here is that
of continuity. In view of this it is serious for Paul’s relation-
ship to Jesus, only if he has broken fromt or contradicted his Lord.
.Another question that has bearing on this problemi is that
of Paul's relation to the primitive church at this point. The
evidence in detail will be noted later, but it indicates that
Paul followed the main lines of the preaching of the first
apostles. They never look exception to his view of Jesus. If
he had differed radically from them., how could he have cursed
those v/ho preached differently (Gal. 1:8 and 9)? Could he in
such an event have secured the approval of the Jerusalem
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council (Gal.2:9)? Then Paul used all sorts of nar.'.es or titles
for Jesus, Christ Jesus, Son of David, Christ, The second Adam,
Son of God, and Lord, and he never feels called upon to explain
v/hat he means, v/hether v/riting his o’.;n or other churches. In
I Cor. 15: 45 and Rom. 5: 14 he assumes that his readers know what
he means by the second Adam. That is, of course, not decisive
that the^?- did, for such assumptions ma^^ be responsible for som.e
*
of the m.isunder standings Paul experienced. He probably did not
distinguish these names as clearly as some have represented him
as doing v/ith reference to the earthly Jesus or the exalted
Christ. 'Vrede would contend tiiat this general agreement be-
tween Paul and the primitive church is only because the latter
had already left the thought of Jesus. However the evidence of
his conformity 'with the thought and life of his Lord throws a
presumption in favor of Kaftan's conclusion that a straight line
led from the gospel of Jesus to primitive -Christian preaching
and it "ist von Anfang an die Predigt von den Ge.Inreuzigten und
Auferstandenen gev/esen, ist es nicht etwa erst durch Paulus
geworden" (Jesus und Paulus , s .27)
.
(5) The attitude of Jesus and Paul toward the law.
Neither Jesus, "born under the law", nor Paul, the one-time
Pharisee, could completely break with the past. Paul's atti-
tude v;as doubtless in part, if not largely, derived from his
experience rather than from Jesus, but it may be asked, even
where dependence is quite doubtful, if there is not som^e evi-
dence of influence in their agreements. They are similar in
their attitude toward scripture. Unlike Hare ion or the
miodern man, who begin with Jesus to respectively disprove or
establish the Old Testament, Paul uses the latter to prove the
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nev; order, the Messiahship of desus (I Cor. 13:3) and his
resurrection (v.4), thoun;h that scripture is unknown to us.
Here he simply follov/ed Jesus who in Mt. 11:2-6 interprets
Isa. 35: 5 f., and 51:1, as applj^ing to himself. In lie. 14:49 he
"that the, scriptures Alight be fulfilled”
, ^
says he is to oe delivered up,^ . <Jesus' attitude towara tne law
or scriptures v/as not that of slavish dependence, for his "but
I sa^,^ unto you” (Ht . 5 : 39) is to replace it. To him the law must
not only be subject to his own interpretat ion, but is not a
complete and errorless revelation from Cod
.
(Mt . 5 : 33 f.) Both
argue that the law can not change what was established earlier;
Jesus (?.Cc. 10 : 6-9) denies the right of divorce, because Cod
joined together our first parents and Paul claims (Gal. 3: 17)
that the law never annulled the promise given 430 years earlier.
To Paul the law was, as IVrede puts it (Paulus, s.75), "an inter-
I
mezzo between Abraham's promises and Christ". The subsidiary
charact.er of the law Paul argues not only from its age, but from
its source (Gal. 3:19). He attacks the Jev/ish theory, found in
the Haggada, that the law was given by the angels as evidence
of its inferiority, since the promises came from God. Further
to Paul the law was tem.porary, as. shown by his incorect exegesis
of Exodus 34 in II Cor.3: 12-13 and both of these arguments seem
implicit, at least, in the teaching of J'esus noted above.
Jesus ate v;ith publicans and sinners (Mk2:15), it was his
custom to go to the synagogue on the Sabbath (Lk.4:16), he paid
the temple tax (Mt.l7:27), urged the ten lepers to observe the
law (Lk. 17:24), observed the passover, and did not condemn the
law itself— "v/hen thou doest alms" (Mt.6:2) and "when ye fast"
(v.l6). How can this be reconciled v/ith Rom. 10:4, "For Christ
is the end of the law unto righteousness to every one tnat
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believeth"? However he repudiated the Jew's thou^^ht of the
Sahhath, said fasting was necessary (I.!k.2:18 f), rejected the
law as to clean and unclean (lie. 7 : 1-23)
,
held he need .not pay
the tenple tax, rejected the law on divorce and retaliation,
and as the greatest of the commandments failed to choose one
of the ten. (Hie. 12 : 28—34) How can this be reconciled with Kt
.
5:17, "I came not to destroy (the law) but to fulfil"? Some
tr3" to harmonize, while others seek to eliminate this verse.
It is echoed q_uite fully in Rom.. 3 :31, "Do we then make the
law of none effect through faith? God forbid: nay, we estab-
lish the law." Both statements agree that the law attains its
own ends only through the life and faith generated by Jesus.
Clirist and faith in him uphold the law. Paul's tJTiTjjj.i
,
up-
holds, establishes or causes to stand ^is essentially equivalent
to uXrjpou v/hich means fulfil or cause to be obe^^ed as it should
be
.
Among the passages which
connection are: Rom. 14: 5,
"One man esteemeth one day
above another. Another esteem.-
eth every day alike. Let each
m.an be fully assured in his ov/n
mind.
"
show agreement and so a possible
Lk.6:'4, as given by D,
"The same day he beheld
111 a n
aA working on the sabbath and
said to him, mian, if thou
knowest what thou art doing,
blessed art thou, but if thou
knowest not, thou art cursed
and a transgressor of the
law.
"
Mt .12:5,
"Or have ye not read in
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the lav/ that on the sabbath
Rom. 14 : 14 day the priests in the temple
"I know and am persuaded m profand the sabbath and are
the Lord Jesus that nothing is guiltless?”
unclean of itself", unless I re- I.!k.7:15
gard it so. v.20, "All things "There is nothing from
indeed are clean; howbeit, it is without the man that going in-
evil for that man who eateth with to him can defile him; but the
the man are those that defile
him." Also vv.lS and 20 ff.
In these passages is found first the thought that the
worth of the sabbath is found not in the day itself, but in
the attitude of the mind toward it, that it is a means and not
an end and that "als gottliche Institution kann der Sabbath un-
moglich das Wohlthun verhindern"
.
(G-lock, .Die Gesetzesfrage
,
us.v.,s.24) This is followed by another non-‘"ewish idea that
ethical uncleanness is not a quality of things, but of the
inner life and it seems highly probably that Paul here in his
departure from the Jev/ish lav/ had the exam.ple and teaching of
Jesus fully in mind. This is quite clearly shown in his "in
the Lord Jesus"* The principle that souiewhat subsumes these
is found in:
offence
.
things which proceed out of
Gal. 5: 14 Mk.l2:31,
"For the v/hole law is fulfilled "The second is this.
in one word, x Thou shalt love Thou shalt love thy neighbor
thy neighbor as thyself." as thyself." - the greatest
commandment
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These passages might go back to a com''-on source (Lev. 19: 18)
but their agreement speaks for a measure of influence upon Paul.
The principle involved in all these passages is that love which
fulfills the law is greater, and may lead to the breaking of the
letter to fulfil the spirit, as in Lk.6:4, as given by D, and
regarded by .Alford and Sturm as genuine. That freedom from the
law belongs to those who recognise the requirements of love is a
great principle taught here by Jesus and Paul and neither learn-
ed it from the Jews.
Rom. 12 :17a, Mt.5:39,
"Render to no man evil for "but I say unto you, re-
evil" . V.21, "overcome evil with sist not him that is evil;
good." I Cor. J :7b, but whosoever smite th thee on
"?/hy not rather take v/rong? thy right cheek, turn to him
Vrny not rather be defrauded?'^ - the other also."
than to have lawsuits.
There is no verbal similarity here, but the principle in-
volved was very near the heart of Jesus* teaching. The identity
of thought in independent phraseology is what is to be expected
from a great spirit who has reflected on the mind of a greater.
The contradiction betv/een knowing or teaching the lav/ on
one hand and not doing it on the other is condemned with equal
spirit and in similar v/ays by both (Rom. 2: 18 ff., and I..k:.7:9-13
and Mt.23). Jesus never so completely condemns the law as does
Paul, but the Apostle never scathed the law more severely than
does Jesus the "lawyer" in the last named cliapter. ’.Vlien Jesus
opposes the law, it is because it has led its followers to
substitute externalism for inv/ardness in both morals and re-
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lijion and that has rosulted in a heartless and loveless self-
righteousness. o^esus oharged that a result of their interpre-
tation of the lav/ was an increase of sin. Paul contended, what
was in final effect the same, that sin and its stimulation v/as
the purpose of the law (Pom. 7 : 13, 5 : 20
,
"that the trespass might
abound .
"
)
Whence came Paul's thought of the inadecpaacy of the law?
Did it Gor..e before or after his sense of the power of Christ?
"Either - or" has too much expressed the debate at this point.
Much more natural and in accord with Paul's words it is to re-
gard them asjplaying into each other. His account of the law
can be largely regarded as "ideal biography", in so far as it
brought l^nowledge of sin, (Rom.3 :20)
,
caused sin to increase,
produced a i: oral stupor in him (Rom. 7:10), and rested upon a
theory that he could do it, which because of the evil impulses
within him which it left unchanged, was quite impossible (Ron..
7:18 ff.). With allov/ance for his reading his later insight in-
to his pre-Christian experience, he must have felt that the re-
ligion of the lav; was a failure. It led to routine, external-
ism., and lacked inner driving power. Salvation can not be
earned and a religion should impel and not conipel, as did, the
lav;. He heard the story of Jesus. V/ith a perception keen be-
yond that of contemporary Christians as to its significance for
JudaisWi, stirred b}^ his observation of Stephen and other Christ-
ians, he was made a persecutor and at the same time prepared for
his Damascus—road upheaval. Hatred fed by the fear that one is
on the losing side plus religious seal has often led to murder
for the glory of God. Hence the genesis of Paul's thought here
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\'72.s experience and the observation of the pov/er and influence
of the Nazarene whose story he had heard.
.
It v/as not so ruch
the product of speculation, as it was of the compulsion of facts
without and v/ithin.
If something like this was the course Paul's thought took,
it v/ould be wholly unnatural not to find features in it that
show little or no^-contact with Jesus and it can not be denied
that such do exist. If hov/ever the agreements are so great,
why has he not quoted Jesus' authority more frequently? He did
quote it with reference to divorce (p.^5} in I Gor.7;10. Vhy
was not such an appeal made in the Jerusalem council? It is
even ijore significant that his opponents made no such an appeal
and Hoe thinkis both sides felt they were in harmony/- with Jesus,
but without decisive argument against the other. "In Prinzip
erscheint Jesus, als derjenige, der mit dem Schranl'cen des alten
Bundes gebrochen hat; aber in concrete verh'alt er sich zu der
OrdnvJigen des Alten Testaments wesentlich konservativ.
"
(Paulus
und die evangelische Geschichte , s»189) Jesus' observance of the
law and yet his freedom from it, unified in his own conscious-
ness, preserved themselves in two currents in the early church.
Paul, too, has his apparently ambiguous attitude tov/ard the.
lav/, for even though it is cancelled, he appeals to it as author-
ity (I Cor.9; 9 and Gal. 3: 13) and is convinced that the law must
be satisfied in the new order.
;/ith a quotation from Jesus with reference to the law
(p. 65 , other verbal similarities, and often identical points of
view, it would seem that the only question as to hisoorical de-
pendence here could be its extent, even though Wrede, Leyer
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and others deny it. Paul had to face hosts of converted Gentiles
and so had to treat the question as Jesus was never- obliged to
do. For both the lav; had lost its absolute character and tlie y
treated it freely. Both stressed the love of God as the bene-
ficent source of what the law had tried to give and both taught
that the gospel was not a patch to be sewed on an old garment.
Finally/ both- possessed in their teaching the universalism (Rom*.
3:29 and Mt.3:ll and 12) and the thought of the autonom37- of the
ne.v faith which killed the law.
(6) Soteriolog3/-. Paul’s view of salvation had earlier
found its center and circuLiference in the la'w. It has been
noted that through his experience with it and what he learned
and savi? about -Jesus and the power of his lived and spoken m.es-
sage, he had becom.e convinced of its impotence and inadequacy.
How may righteousness be secured? Paul cane to see there was
just one way. Rom. 2 :21b, "for if righteousness is through the
law, then Christ died for nought", and I Cor.2:2, "For I deter-
mined not to knov/ anything among 3" 0u, save Jesus Christ and him
crucified." Jewish Christians added the law as a m.eans, but
Paul rejected the addition. Has his viev; arg/ relation to that
of Jesus? ’Vrede thought there was none whatever. Denney contends
that this is not Paulinism, but the Christianity of Christ.
(The Death of Christ) Goguel thinks Jesus grounded the pardon
of sin on the infinite love of God, while Paul based it on
expiation by the death of Jesus. "II est difficile d'iinaginer
deuix theories plus radicalement dif f ereaites"
,
but it is false
to suppose Paul conscious of a break. (L’Apotre Paul et Jd'sus
Christ
.
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Did Jesus ever thirds; of himself as in any v/a^’’ related to
the salvation of r.en? Did he ever require that ir.en should take
any definite altitude toward hir:.? The incompleteness of our tra<
dition must be reckoned with here, but while he seems to have
left the impression that he did so regard hii.self, he evidently
said little or nothing about it, so far as our records are con-
cerned. Some of the evidence that he regarded himself as more
than mere man has been reviewed. (p.81). Two of the greatest
passages for this thought on the part of Jesus arc;
l!k.l0:45, Isa.53;12,
kolX ^ ut6c Tou dvGpo5riou iv6' g5v TiapenoGrj stc edvarou 'i]
ouK fjXdsv 5 Loncovrjdr]vo(. L ocXXa aocou, - v. 11,
Sta^ovTijat xxi Souvat rrjv su BouXsOovca .loXXoTc,
q/ux^v aurou Xutoov ;<vrl jioXX3 v . oeptuagint)
lie. 14: 24,
"And he said unto them. The connection between this
Tour 6 l.7Ttv TO aiiid uou rric 5 t /-verse and I Cor. 11: 25 has been
CO e v6,u£ vov onkp icoX- shown, p.68f .
X5v,
,
The word, Xurpov
,
has been the cause of much controversy
and some have claimed the idea came into the gospels from Paul,
but that is now asserted less confidently than formerly, even
though Paul reflsots the thought in almost every chapter of
his epistles. It existed before Paul’s day, hov/ever, so he did
not originate but found it (I Cor. 15:3). The above parallels
between I;!k. 10:45 aiid Isa..53 throv/ light on the source of the
former, ’.7ho are the ttoXXoi of. h’k. 10:45 and 14:24? If there is
a reference here to Isa. 53, it is a little more intelligible.
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In Isa. 53, XCcpov is not found, though the idea is essentially
present, and if it is omitted from MJc.lO:45, the sense is only
very slightly'' affected, if at all. These facts together with
the Marcan context suggest that neither xOroov nor noXAvv is
the point of the verse, but much more either 5ouvxi or .0 tot,cov7)j x i
,
an idea often on Jesus’ lips. From the above parallel it also
follows that if Jesus had not identified him:self with the Suf-
fering Servant of Jehovah, it was his spiritual possession.
Id:.4;17f.
,
(Isa. 61:1 and 2) and I'.lc.21:17 (Isa. 06 : 7) show that
Paul v/as not the first to see that the path to glory leads
through suffering. Jesus had taught that the of giving,
suffering, even death, apparently losing, was the way to life and
victory and the conception was alien to Jewish thought. Kk.
8:35 ”7irhosoever shall lose his life for rny sake and the gospel’s
shall save it. Bacon holds that the synoptics do not grant a
lajTge enough place to this thought in the message of Jesus (The
Gospel Paul ’’Received", American Journal of Theology, Jan. ’17).
Jesus’ conception of salvation as the giving of a life of love
and obedience to the will of God is the very heart of Paul's gos-
pel. The death of Jesus for the sin of men often seems fundam.en-
tal in Paul’s thought, but again and again he gives ground for
the belief that that was but a single step in the process, sig-
nificant because it caught up and expressed at its highest the
spirit of a life of love and obedience. Gal.2;20 "the Son of
God, who loved me and gave him.self up for me", II Cor. 5: 14,
"For the love of Christ constraineth us" to a life of unselfish
service, and Phil.2:8, "becoming obedient even Unto death",
all imply something more than the one act of death which mani-
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Tested these attributes. The death gained its significance large-
ly from the spirit of the life. That Peter and Paul should so
earl3'- with the rest preach the cross on v/hich rested a curse ,
declare that a crucified fellow-Jew had died for their sins is
intelligible onlj'’ on the basis of an impression of a life of
love and suffering for others whose welfare was his whole con-
cern, and of words spoken to the effect that he was most inter-
ested in saving men’s souls. He claimed the right to forgive
sins and that with his submission to the will of God from
childhood fujrnished in good measure the basis of the thought of
his final sacrifice.
In their thought about redemption or salvation there are a
number of similarities. Kk.l0:15,
Ephes.2:8, ”?/hosoever shall not re-
”for by grace have ye ceive the kingdom as a little
been saved through faith." child, etc." Lk.l2;32,
"For it- is your Father’s
good pleasure to give you the
kingdom. ’’
Paul had learned, Rom. 2 and 7, that salvation can not be
earned and so was prepared for the thought of Jesus, that it is
a gift. That principle of Jesus that one is accepted not be-
cause of what one is or has done, but because of the mercy of
God (He. 17: 10), Paul followed completely, as is evident in
Rom. 3 : 24, 11 : 5-0
,
and I Cor. 15:10 and other passages. Faith
as a requisite for salvation both emphasize. Rom. 10:9, "be-
cause if thou Shalt confess with thy mouth Jesus as Lord and
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shalt "believe in thy heart :--z thou shalt be saved'*, reflects
but a development of Lk.7:o0, ’’And he said unto the v/om.an, Thy
faith hath saved thee'*. In neither case is it the theocretical
acceptance of the facts of salvation, as Wrede states, but
rather denotes the faculty of receptivity coupled v/ith a sense
of need. Many thinlc Jesus never required faith in himself as
a condition for salvation, but the evidence does not permit a
dogmatic statement and Jas.Moffatt asks, **llust v/e not affirm
that Jesus did regard men as being under an eternal obligation
to himself in the matter of their relation to the Father and
that therefore Paul's steadfast grip of this truth nas a
genetic development of the original gospel"? Ke believes the
question may be answered affirmatively. (Paul and Jesus, Bib-
lical ’.Yorld, 32:173)
Paul expressed the possibilities of faith in words Jesus
used: I Cor. 13 :2b, Mk. 11:23,
"And if I have all faith, "VJiosoever shall say unto
so as to rem.ove mountains, this m*ountain. Be thou taken up
but have not love, I am noth- and cast into the sea; and shall
ing." not doubt in his heart, but
shall believe xx he shall have it
In vnriting the Romans he presupposes the same view of faith he
had given his own churches and so is evidently in agreement with
tradition.
Rora.3 : 24,
"being justified freely
by his grace through the re-
demiption that is in Christ
Lk.l8:14,
"I say unto you, This man
went down to his house justified
rather than the other."
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Jesus . " Epli* 1:7.
Justification is a Jewish iciea, but as the Lucan basis for
Paul’s thought makes no reference to faith and works directly,
its genuineness is not so much subject to suspicion, even though
it seems from neither I.'ark nor the Logia. Redemption is a
Greek idea related to the thought of Mk. 10:45. (See Deissmann,
Licht vom Osten, ’ OS , s . 232f
. ) The importance of confession and
the agreement of Jesus and Paul v/ith reference to it has been
cited, p. 80. A prime requisite for both was repentance, for
only the righteous could inherit the kiigdon. Bacon seems to
thirik that different words ..ecessaril37- mean different ideas,
that Paul never preaches repentance (The Gospel Paul ’Received’,
American Journal of Theology, Jan. '17, but Paul's KOLxaWx'f r],
Rom. 5: 11 and II 0or.5:13, and the [isravota of Jesus are essen-
tially equivalent. All men were not prodigals to Jesus (Rom.
5:12), but both Iield that all need divine redemption.
That there are distinct differences between the soterio—
logical thought of Jesus and Paul must be admitted unless it be
that Paul is as near or nearer the thought of Jesus than the
Palestinian synoptic tradition. Jesus never concerned himself
with the question theoretically as did Paul and this accounts
for many of their differences, in the thought of Goguel (L'Apotre
Paul et Jesus Ghr is
^
,
p, 110) and. of Heinrici (Jesus und Paulus,
col. 813). His thought of the death of Jesus as an offering or
atonem.ent was essentially a Jewish idea and the cai’rier here has
too often received more attention than the cargo. "O'est des
pharisiens, par 1 ’ intem.Jdiaire de Paul, que nous tenons les
ide'es de justice, de jugement, de justification, de condemnation,
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etc., tiennsnt taut de place dans la piete et dans la theo—
losis chretiennes.
"
(Goguel, L’Apotre Paul et Je'sus Clhrist,p. ,3)
Pharisaisr, however, never gave him his materials. Jewish theo-
log’" never gave him the idea of a Messiah who was either to die
for mea’s sins or to incarnate God's love and grace. Jesus in
his Sj;oken v/ord and still more in his marvelously, lived life was
the magnet :ihic.h drew many things to him that were not originally
part of nim, the stai^ting point for tlie thoughi of the great
apostle, who lid not copy or follow slavishljr, but brooded over
the tradition, the "mind" of his Lord and then place] his own
v»
stamp ineff aceablyr upon the product. More significant by much
than the verbal similarities is the greater harmony in the inner
spirit. As ',Veizsd,cker puts it, "the new -.vine was contained in the
old bottles" (The Apostolic Age, p. 131), but in tlie face of this
evidence, what reason is tliere for iiot taking Paul's word at its
face value? I Cor. 15:3, "For I delivered unto you first of all
that wiiich also I received: that Chrsit died for o'or sins."
"Aocordi-ig to the scriptui-es" is something of an enigma here, for
what Paul could have had in mind is unimowii. However that word
does not affect the fact, that "Christ died for our sins" is not
a product of Jewish Messianic belief, is part of an early 're-
ceived' tradition, and has its basis in a figure, not of theo-
logical speculation, but of flesh and blood Iiistory, Jesus
of llazareth. In view of these facts and the consciousness of the
early church, the tliought that Paul here drew largely, even though
indirectly, from Jesus is ti:e most probable and illuminatirig.
(7) Institutional aspects. Paul's words about the church
can not be related to Jesus, for it is not certain that he ever
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said axiythin;, about such aa institution. Preparations for such
an organization are implied in his selection of disciples and in
the instructions he gave them. Paul sees the proof of his
apostolate in the success of his rork, I 7or.9:l and 2, "are not
ye my work in the Lord?" and "tiic seal of mine apo stole ship
are ye." Also Gal.2;7ff. This a^id the signs of an apostle to
which he refers in II Cor. 12: 12 and Rom. 15: 13 and 19, "signs and
wonders in the po.;er of the Holy Spirit", recall Me . 3 : 14f
. ,
and
q: 7 and 13 with their v/ords about preaching, healing c.nd casting
out demons. Three words, found in Ht
. ,
spoken to the apostles
as they were sent out, Paul seems to echo:
Rom. 16 : 19b }
y n JL
i'.l i, . 10 : 16b
,
"But I would have you "Be ye therefore v/ise
wise unto that vmich is good as serpents, and harmiless
and simple unto that which as doves .
"
is evil."
Both Paul and the synoptic writer use axspxioc^ simple.
innocent, or guileless and the former's <jOf)6c is essentially a
synonym of ^povtaoc
,
used by tlie latter, and both conve^^ the
thought of skill a.id prudence. The relationship here is so
close as to be conclusive for dependence or a common source.
Then the fundamental instructions given the apostle by Jesus
are really to be found in Paul's writings. Their right to sup-
port, I Cor. 9:14, has been discussed, lit. 10:24, "A disciple is
not above his teacher, nor a servant above his lord", often
appears in some form (I Cor. 15:31, II Cor .1 :5, ll:23f
.
,
and
Gal. 6:17 among other ^.assages) .
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r
Gal. 4 :14b, llt.lO:.Oa,
"Ye received me as an "Ke that receiveth 3^ou
angel of God, even as Christ receivetn me."
Jesus .
"
The thought here is identical and relates to other t'ords of
Jesus to the efect that a rejection of his messengers would mean
his rejection as v/ell.
Still further does Jesus move toward an institution when he
gives a disciplinary regulation which, while like the above pass-
ages is found only in Matthew, is apparently known to Paul.
II Cor. 13:1b, "e/tt 'TTOijLaroc 5uo txaprupov )ta i tpi'ov TraSv'jTs-
xai Tiav p'OP-'^ , appears essentially/’ v/ord for word in Mt.l8:16,
b\l\r At^'?e^°fde^ntical phraseology is materially lessened by^ the fact
that both probably rest on De’ut. 19:15, "at the mouth of two wit-
nesses or at the mout.ii of three v/itnesses shall a matter be
established .
"
I I Th .3:6,
"IJo’W ’we command you,
brethren, in the name of oitr
Lord Jesus Christ that ye with-
draw youi'selves from everyr bro-
Mt. IS :17b,
"And if he refuse to hear
the church also, let him be
unto thee as the Gentile and
the publican.
"
ther that v/alketh disorderly,
and not after the tradition
which they received from us."
The thought here is identical and by his use of "the name
of our Lord Jesus Christ", Paul seems to be consciously using
the authority of Christ. He has taken an injUxaction given the
Jews, "treat as a heathen or a taxgatherer" and generalized it
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for G-entile uss into "avoid the irregular brother". That con-
clusion both reach only after every attempt to secure the offend-
er’s repentance has been made. If doubt should be thro’/zn on the
genuineness of these 'vords, since they are transmitted by
Matthew only and might be the product of later church needs,
they are still a part of very early tradition and are a monur.ent
to Paul’s interest in and organic relation to that earlier
Christianity.
There is no clear evidence that Jesus ever baptized. John,
after stating in 3:22 and 26 that he did, contradicts it in 4 :
1
and 2. 'Whatever he did, it is clear that he felt men’s adher-
ence to him was more important. Paul was not, anxious to bap-
tize. I Cor. 1:14, "I thank God that I baptized none of you, save
Crispus and Gaius", and v.l7, "For Christ sent me not to baptize."
Neither then thought it essential, the sine qua .ion of the
spiritual life or of salvation, but it does not follow that
either t.iought it unimportant, for both .;ere baptized (Lnc;.l:9
and Acts 9:13). To find an allusion to Jesus’ baptismi in II Cor.
1:21, as does Noe, is to appear to be deteriEined to find it in
Paul’s writings, but anyhow the apostle likely supported it from
the authority of Jesus, though he never calls it an ordinance of
Jesus. Rom. 6:3, among other passages, "or are ^'e ignorant that
all v/e ;;ho were baptized into Christ Jesus", shows that Paul
presupposed its existence in churches not founded by him. Gal.
3:27, "For as many of you as were baptized into Christ did put
on Christ", is evidence that he thought that not baptism, but
the union it represented was important, in which he doubtless
agreed with Jesus and the apostles. The primitive church follow-
ed now a requirement, but the example of desus and so it came
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to Paul.
ks Jesus neither required nor instituted baptism, so did
he not the Lord's Supper in all probability. If Paul made the
latter more a memorial of Jesus' death, by adding to the accounts
of I.'Ik. and Mt
. ,
"Do this in remembrance of m.e", it v/as because he
found it already a part of the regular religious v/orship. The
relation of Paul's account historically to the S3moptic account
has been discussed (p.67f.), so need not be entered into here.
Paul doubtless thought of it only as a memorial rite, but as miore
that that- - a bond betv/een. God and his worshippers somewhat
analogous to the Old Testament view of feasts (Gor . 10 : 19-20)
,
but with reference to that we have no teaching from Jesus. To
Paul the thought that the elements brought about a real connection
between men and spirits or God did not contain the difficulties
it has for us and it doubtless never occurred to him or the early
Christians that there v/as any difference between their view of
it and that of Jesus.
(8) Ethics. Between religion and morality'' there is the
closest connection betv/een Jesus and Paul, so apparent that a
superficial reading of them will often reveal it. The great
principle in the ethics of both is love and almost everything
they teach may be deduced from it. Some of their outstanding
teaching on the character and importance of love follow:
Gal. 5:14, (Rom. 13 : 9-10) I.Ik. 12:31, •
"For the whole law is "The second is this,
fulfilled in one word, even in Thou shalt love thy neighbor
this: Thou shalt love thy as thyself."
neighbor as thyself."
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These coirjnandments are found in Lev. 19:13, t>ut more in the
form of a compelling legal requirement than in that of an im-
pelling spiritual ideal. Jesus relates them to the heart and
conscience as well as to the conduct of men and Paul similar-
ly in Rorn.l3:9f. states that we must not only pay, hut love
our neighbor, vhiich, as always in the case of Jesus, goes to the
springs of moral conduct.
Rom. 12:9,
"Let love be without hy-
pocrisy. Abhor that which is
evil; cleave to that v/hich is
good. •*
lJk.7 :6f
. ,
.
"'.Veil did Isaiah prophesy
of you hypocrites, as it is writ-
ten, This people honors th m*e v/ith
their lips, But their heart is
far from me. But in vain do they
worship me."
Love must be sincere, unfeigned and it is natural to relate
a vuu6>cp I roc to some saying of Jesus about ' the hypocrites. This
verse is characteristically Christian and love as a moral prin-
ciple, like Jesus, its only perfect example, neither blurs mioral
distinctions :;or condones evil.. The Marcan passage in its
sketch of hypocritical love suggests its supremacy, a favorite
them;e to both Jesus and Paul. Even worship is worthless with-
out it.
I Cor.l3:l-.j, I.:t.5:23f.,
"If I speak v;ith ohe
tongues of men and of angels,
but have not love I am xx a
clanging cymbal. And if I
have the gift of prophecy and
know a,l xx, but have not
"If therefore thou art offer-
ing thy gift at the altar, and there
rememberest that thy brother hath
aught against thee, leave there thy
gift before whe altar, and go thy
way, first be reconciled to thy
la
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love, I am nothing. And if brother and then come and offer
I bestow all my goods to feed thy gift."
the poor, an:! if I give my body 6:2, "Tnex'i therefore thou
to "be Lurned, but have not love, doest alms, sound not a trumpet
it profiteth me nothing." before thee, as the hypocrites
do in the syna'^ogues and in the
streets, that they may have
glory of men."
Righteousness is the great element of religion and the
et..ical is the test of the spiritual. Duty to fellowman must be
done before worship is acceptable to -^esus. Love it is that lends
worth to natural gifts as v/ell as v/orship and giving without it
is not meritorious. //ithout verbal agreement such emphasis upon
love's supremacy could not be more similarly expressed.
Rom;. 12 : 14 LulxsG ;28
euXoysTts xouc dicoHOv^ac su- £uXoY£ii*£ roue xarapyu£voue
Xcyeits Kai ijli] xarapajGs. U{jl5c e , /Ip 07£ U^£'J0£ (l£ 0 1 X W V £7I /]p£-
a^ovxav upae.'.
V. 20, "But if thine enemy I!t.0;44,
h'unger, feed him; if he thirst, "But I say unto you. Love
give him to drink; for in so your enemiies and pray for them
doing thou shalt heap coals of that persecute you." Lk.6:27,
fire upon his head."
The similarity in the first two parallel passages runs even
to vocabulary in the use of and Haraoxo.aaL The synop-
tic passages are not quoted, to be sure, but a recollection of them
may be present. Denney (Expositor's Greeh Testament, ad loc
.
)
says, "The change in construction from a participle (preceding-
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verse) to the imperative, the participle bein^ resuii'.ed in the
next sentence, suggests that the form of the seatence v;as given
to Paul - i.e. he v/as consciously using borrowed words v/ithout
modifying them to suit the sentence he had begun on his own
account. The thought of the verses is too non-Jewish to account
for the similarity on a ^Jewish basis. In v.20 Paul gives ex-
pression t a rather narrov/er view of love for enemies than was
that of Jesus, unless the purpose expressed is regarded as the
result
.
5phes.i:32, : It. 5: 43,
"Air" be ye kind one to a- "Ye therefore sliall be per-
nother, tenderhearted, forgiving feet (in love), as your heav-
each other even as God also in enly Father is perfect."
Christ forgave you." 5:2.
i a-
The discriminating love of the Father, as whown in his
A
treatment of the evil and the good, lies at the base of Sph.4:32
and 5:2. Both Paul and Jesus agree that the moral perfection of
God, the ideal of the believer, lies in 'vilinited deeds of love,
the thought of the context in Matthew.
Closely related to the above is the thought of love as a
motive in conduct and attitude, illustrated as follows:
Col. 3:13,
"forbearin^ one another
and forgiving each other, if
any man have a complaint a-
gainst any; even as the Lord
forgave you, so also do ye."
lie. 11: 25,
"A^id whensoever ye stand
praying, forgive if ye have aught
against any one
;
that your Father
also who is in heaven rna^.^ for-
give you your trespasses."
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I Cor. 6; 7b,
"T7hy not rather take
wroiig? '.7jiy not rather be de-
frauded?'* In opposition to
lawsuits.
Rom. 12 :17a, (I Th.5:15)
"Render to no man evil
f or evil .
"
21, "Be not overcome of evil,
lit , 5 : 59f
.
,
"but I sa3 ' unto you. Re-
sist not him that is evil: but
whosoever smite th thee on th^''
ri^ht cheek, turni to him the
other also. And if any man
would go to law with thee, and
take awa^' th3 ’- coat, let him have
thy cloak also."
but overcome evil v/ith good."
The similarity/ of these passages is so obvious that com-
ment is superfluous and they;^ are alike so opposed to the Jewish
thought of. retaliation and revenge that they'- must be regarded
as characteristically Christian. The chief difference is that
Paul here, as often, generalizes the specific.
Paul and Jesus are as much in accord in the \'mj they
stress social responsibility'".
Gal .6:1,
"Brethren, even if a man
be overtaken in a;.y trespass,
ye w’iO are spiritual, restore
i:t .13:15,
"And if thy'- brother sin
against thee, go, siiov; him his
fault between thee and him alone
such a one in a spirit of gen- if he hear thee, thou hast gain-
tleness; looking to thyself, ed thy'- brother."
lest thou also be tem.pted."
There is no verbal likeness here, but the agreement as to
the responsibility to be felt for others in their shortcomings
and the obligation to restore them, if it be possible, is
complete
.
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I Cor. 8:11-15,
"For through thy know-
ledge he that is v/eak perish-
eth., the brother for v/liose
sake Christ died. And thus,
sinning against the brethren
ana wounding tiieir conscience
v/hen it is v/eak, ye sin against
Christ. ’AHierefore, if rr.eat
cause til my brother to sturnbl-e,
I will eat no flesh forever-
more . ”
Rom. 14 :54b,
"But judge ye this rather,
that no man put a stumbling-
block in his brother's way,
or an occasion of falling."
I;Gc.9 :37a,
"ChoGoever siiall receive one
of such little children in my
name
,
r e c e ive 1
1
1 me . "
?.:t .25 :40,
"And the King shall answer
and say Unto them xx Inasmuch as
ye did it unto one of these my
brethren, even these least, ye
did it unto me."
.rik.9 :42,
"/nd whosoever shall cause
one of these little ones that
believe on me to stumble, it
were better for him if a great
millstone were hanged about his
neck, and he were cast into the
I Cor. 8:9, 10:24. sea."
Both Jesus and Paul deal frequently and in a very serious
way v/ith whatever is a j>cdv5aXov
,
a snare or a stumbling block
to others. Phraseologi'^ differs, but the thought and the spirit
not of rules, but of great principles, is the same. To both the
law of personal liberty is limited by the lav/ of love for the
brethren and for uhe weaker especially. They agree not only that
there are rights that v/e must forego for the sake of others
(II Th. 3:7-9), but that ..hat is entirely lawful may not always
be expedient
:
I Cor. 6: 12, Mt.l7:26f
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’’All thin^js are lawful
;
"Therefore the sons are free,
for me; hut not all things But lest v/e cause them to stum-
are expedient." hie, 30 thou to the sea, and
cast a hook”
.
A similar idea v/ith reference to society as well as to
individuals is found in Paul's writings also, Phil.2;14f.,
'*Do all things without murmurings and questionings; that ye may
become blai’.eless and harmless." That the Christian should give
no offence to society is still somewhat extended:'
Rora.l3:l, l-Ik. 10:42,
"Let every soul be in
-er
subjection to the higlu powers:
for there is ho power but of
God; and the powers that be
are ordained, of God.”
V. 7, "Render to all their dues:
tribute to whom tribute is due;
custom to whom custom; fear to
whom fear; honor to whom honor.
"Ye know that the rulers of
the Gentiles lord it over them,
and their great ones exercise
authority over them."
I:!k.l2:17,
"And Jesus saith unto them,
Render therefore unto Geasar the
things that are Geasar’ s; and
unto God the things that are
God's.”
Between Rom. 13:1 and Ilk. 10:42 appears an evident contrast
between Paul and Jesus. The latter used the idea of worldly
kingdoms, as a vehicle for his thought of the spiritual kingdom,
but kept the two entirely separate. To him the average ruler
is a tyrant, morally not worthy of respect. The conception of
the divine right of kings gets cool comfort from Jesus, but
not so much can be said for Paul. Rulers are God's servants
and ^derive their pov/er from God. Paul is a Roman citizen with
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his love for order, v/>^ile the pair lot isrii of Jecus is of a less
conventional type. This paragraph of Pa'ol’s nay have been oc-
casioned by a situation similar to that created by the view
of the "fourth philosophy" (Josephus) in Jesus’ day - that it
•;vas not right to have any king but God. In Rom. 13: 7 and Itk.
12:17 the same idea to the use of leads to the conviction
that Paul may have had these words of Jesus clearly in mind.
However Denney is hardly correct in asserting that Paul says
\
nothing in this passage not already given or implied by words
of our Lord. (Expositor’s Greek Testament, ad loc
.
)
A number of passages that indicate ethical similarities
in the teachings of Paul and Jesus haye been previousl^^ dis-
cussed. Ai.nng them are: the quotation on divorce which Paul
uses in I Cor. 7:10 and 11, p. ; his allusion in Rom. 16: 19 to
the instructions Jesus gave the disciples in Ft. 10:16,
and his reference to the ethical conception of clean and unclean,
I.Ik.7:15, in Rom. 14 : 14, 17, I Cor.8:, and Gal. 5: 6, p.8^.
I Th.5:22, Mt.5:8,
"Abstain from every form "Blessed are the pure in
of evil." heart: for they shall see God."
Just as complete as their agreem.ent in this general moral standard
is that betv/een their ideals in detail. The lists of spec-
ified evils in Mk. 7: 21-22 and parallels, and those of I Cor.
6:9-10 and Gal. 5:19-21 are essentially the same and both Jesus
and Paul agree in not recognizing the mndern and somev/hat Jew-
ish distinction betv/een sin and crime.
Col. 3:5, (Rom. 8:13) Mt.5:29, (Mk.9:43 and 45)
"Put to death ( vs >cp,o(jx cs ) "And if thy right eye causeth
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therefore your members (jjteXrj) thee to stumble, pluck it out and
which are upon the earth: cast it fron. thee: for it is
fornication, uncleanness, profitable for thee that one of
passion, evil desire, and thy members (ij^eXov) should per-
covetousness, which is idol-. ish ( acioXf-jc x i) , and not thy
atry.
"
whole bodv be cast into hell.”
The sirailarit^" here extends to the use of jjlsXgC in both and
vs Ko aja cs putting to death the members of the body is clearly
equivalent to 5ru6Xr)xat* Paul's v/ords here are a generalization
of those of Jesus and more striking than the verbal is the inner
connection the^^ reflect.
Some v/ords the^'- have in common about giving:
II Cor. 8: 12, l.Ik.l2 :43,
"For if the readiness "Verily I say unto you. This
is there, it is acceptable ac- poor v/idow cast more than all they
cordin' as a man hath, not ac- that are casting into the treas—
cording as he hath hot." ury; ’.for they all did cast in of
9:7, "Let each man do accord- their superfluity; but she of her
ing as he hath purposed in his want did cast in all that she had,
heart: not grudging!;’- or of
necessity: for God loveth a
cheerful giver." Rom. 12:8.
even all her living." Mt.5:42,
The coimnon element here is not phraseology, but idea. Both
Paul and Jesus emphasize that there must be a relation betv/een
v/hat one gives and what one has, and that more important than the
a:rount given is the spirit in which it is given. The idea was
doubtless common to the Jews, but the latter was alien to them
and an application of a principle to which Jesus always came.
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The Jews were ir-tcrested primarily in conduct, but the dominant
concern here is more in t/.e invisible sources of conduct.
Dependence in this seems both plausible and probable.
Rom. 2 : 1, Mt . 7 : If t
"Wherefore thou art with-
out excuse, 0 man, whosoever
thou art that judgest: for
where ‘-in thou judgest anoth-
er, thou condemnest thyself,
for thou that judgest dost
practice the same things."
14:13a, "Let us not there-
fore ju'lge one a.iother any
more . "vv. 3 , 4, 10-12
.
"Judge not that ye be not
judged. For with what judgment
ye judge, ye shall ‘be judged: and
v/ith what measure ye mete, it
shall be meas'ored unto you."
Both Paul and the evangelist here use Hjjtvu) which has no
necessaril3'" adverse or disparaging connotation. It means "have
an opinion", "determine", or "estimate" and may mean "approve".
Paul intensifies v/hat Matthev; says by stating that in judging
another one condemns himself. xaraKpivfo originally meant to
"condemn" or judge adversel^^ and something of that idea probably
still remains, though it is not unlikely Uiat like many con^pounds
the v/ord has somewhat weakened and so the difference between Paul
and Matthew is less than appears at first thought. Not only are
these verses strikingly similar, but they are essentially^ non—
Jewish, for the law necessitates judging. However the right and
obligation of free individual judgm^ent is supported by both:
Col. 2:16,
"Let no man therefore
Lk.l2:14,
"But he said unto him, Man,
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judge yoa in r.eat, or in \7ho made me a judge or a divid—
drink, or in repsect of a er over you?”
fea-t day x or a sabbath da^*."
Rom. 12: 3, ”For I say, through the grace that v;as given me,
to ever^T- man that is among you, not to think of himself more
highlj^ than he ought to thinic”, reflects in the abstract the
parable of the chief seats at the marriage feast of Lk. 14:8-11
tl.at closes \7ith the v.ords, "For every one that exalteth himself
shall be huisbled; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.”
Phil.3 :7, "Kov/beit v/hat things were gain to me, these have I
counted loss for Christ", reflects a similar principle to that
of ri;p:35, "For wl.osoever would save his life shall lose it;
and whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and the gospel's
shall save it,” This thought of gaining one's life by losing
It was not a familiar one among either the Jews or the Greeks.
A few other verses are prominent among those having some
bearing on the relation of Paul to Jesus ethically. Gal, 6:2,
"Bear ye one another's burdens and so fulfil the lav; of Christ.”
The expression presupposes on the part of the readers an idea
of the content of the law of Christ, whatever that may be. Gome
have thought it the total teaching of Jesus; others, some m.axim
which gives his spirit in a phrase. No concise statement meets
such requirements better than Jesus* .vord as to the greatest
commandment, IGt. 12 : 29-31
,
and it fits admirably into the Galatian
context. Ephes.4:20, "But ye did not so learn Christ", and the
context implies instruction about Jesus and tl:at -iic ha -; ’ eei.
held up a- the example of perfect moral life. Similar seems the
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force of 5 la in I Cor. 1:10, " 6ia rou 6v6[xotroc cou >cupiou rjii^v
r/]o-ou XpicTTou'', though it may refer to hie teaching rather than
his example. The nearest Paul comes to urging that possessions
he sold is in I Cor. 13:3, but he had to deal v/ith very few rich
people, and took the position, quite in the spirit of Jesus,
that poverty is not necessary, that one should he inv/ardly free
from, possessions. I Cor. 7: 30 and 31.
Closely related to their ethical thought is the idea Jesus
and Paul had of sin. To Jesus it v;as simply a concrete reality
of experience. Paul made more of its natur'e and origin, though
the latter, especially', plays a relatively trivial role in his
epistles and v/as not in any case contradictory to the position
of Jesus. They agreed a.s to its reali:.y, its hold on human life,
that it is the transgression of the will of God, and that it
results ill separation from. Him..
The ethics of Jesus and Paul are too similar to he the
product Ox'’ chance. A good S'u.mary of maxiy of the principles
of Jesus stands in I Cor . 10 : 24-33 . Both require the pui-e heart
and walk, and love t,o one's neighbor. Both express man's highest
good in terms of the more abundant life. In both the essential
conceptions of religion are being silently shifted from the
category’’ of time ("nov;" and "thexn") into that of quality ("earth-
ly,'-" and spiritual"). (Scott, Jesus and Paul in Cambridge Bibli-
cal Essays, p,r3Gl.) Paul's thought of love for others and the
impulse that moved his life, his sense of obligation to aliens
were received from Jesus. Both throughout held being to be deep-
er than doing. Everywhere is the spirit of Jesus, but again
and again attention has been called to the fact that the most
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etrilcirig' similarities by v uch have been those, net of v/ord, but
of idea a.id spirit.
(9) Sschatology. In comparing the eschatology of Paul
and J^esus the most striking passage (I Th.4:13ff.) has been dis-
cussed (p.R2f.). In it Paul q.uoted some ./ord of Jesus and so
definitely appealed to his autliority for the view he set forth.
Its- a^e makes it as ^ood evidence as v/s possess that Jesus gave
some eschatalogical teaching and that that presented in the
synoptics is not all brought in from current conceptions of the
time. However the amount of contact these passages have •.'/ith
late Judaistic literature, the Apocalypse of Ezra, for example,
among others, renders this theme less val able for the present
investigat icn. Together with the doubt thrown on how much Jesus
actually said, the probability that Paul and Jesus, to some
extent, drew on these common sources must be reckoned with. In
the discussion of the teaching about the kingdom, it has been
pointed out that both regarded it as beginning in the present
but reaching its consummation in the future (p.72f.). It is a
great tribute to the power that went out from Jesus, if he did not
give expression to these viev/s, that current eschatalogical
hopes were so largely attracted to his person. In any case it
is undenbabl^' due to him that in uniting the present and the
future, we have the consequent union of the eschatalogical and
the moral-religious. Apart from a few verses the comparisons
will be made rather in important phrases.
I Th . 5 : 2 , lit .24:43,
auTol fotp axp i3o5c oldaxs ox i "If the master of the house had
Kupiou DQ KXineq^ ev known in what ,/atch
vuKXt ouc'o? epxsrai. he would have watched.”
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otSacs clearl 3r refers to the teachir.c: Paul Iiad siven
them, probably his ov/n expression of the teaching of iTesus. >tA£/icr|C
'2,ppears in both passages, but aore striking is the har-
mony of this verse of Paul’s v/ith the general teaching of Jesus on
tiiis point. This verse and still more the following passage
prepared for a postponement of the Parousia in the thought of the
early Christians.
II Th.2:l-3,
"touching the coming of cur-
Llc.21 :9,
"And v/hen ye shall hear of
Lord Jesus Christ and our gather- v/ars and tumults, be not terri-
ing together unto him; to the end fied; for these things must needs
that ye be not quickly shaken come to pass first; but the end
from year mind, nor yet be trou- is not immediately-."
bled, either by spirit or by word,
or by epistle as from us, as that
the day of the Lord is at hand;
XX for it v;ill not be, except the
falling away come first." ITh.5:6, lie. 13:53,
"so then let us not sleep as
do the rest, but let us watch
an" be sober."
In these passages Kennedy tliinles Paul takes his stand on the
teachings of Jesus. (St. Paul’s Conception of the Last Things,
p.l94f.) Among other possible echoes of Jesus are: the Lord
with his angels (I.rk.8:33, lit. 16: 27 and 25:31) in II Th.l:?.; the
sign of the Son of man • (’It,24 :30) is specified as fire in II Th.l:
. "Ta.:e ye heed, watch and
pray; for ye know not when
the time is."
7f
;
the embodiment of avoKioc in II^Th.2:3,3 and 9 is a possible
generalization of the pseudo Christs of I.!k. 13:22; and as in the
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synoptics, the Parousia or coming of «lesus is to be visible. In
the sayings of Jesus there are words that indicate the kingdom
•was to come soon (I.H’C. 1 ; 15)
,
spoken apparently at the close of his
activity (Iv!t.2G;24) and such an impression Paul had clearly given
the Thessalonians
. In both there is the same strange insistence
on the end as at hand and on the present as likely to continue.
\Vhile Paul quotes Jesus in I Th, 4 : 15f f
. ,
. in support of a
resurrection and often himself argues for it, the material given
us for it in the synoptics is slight. However, L!k.l2:25, ”For
when they shall rise from the dead, the^^ neither marry, nor are
given in marriage, but are as angels in' heaven", and Mt. 12:41,
"The men of Nineveh shall stand up in the judgment", furnish Paul
not a little, support for his extended argument in I Cor . 15 : 12-58
.
Much the same points of view, as Paul reflects in this passage,
appear in Mk. 12:24-27, the truth of the resurrection and the
changed body. They probably agree in thinking the resirrec tion
as neither fleshly or bodily, nor as purely spiritual, but as con-
sisting of heave.nly or angelic bodies.
In the picture of the judgment given, the judge is now God
(Mt.l0:32f) and now Jesus (!It.25:32f) and so it is in Paul (Rom.
:2:5f and 16, and II Cor. 5:10). Mt .7 :22f
.
, 13 :41f
. ,
and 25:32f.
indicate that Jesus made emphatic claims that he v/as to be the
judge of men. Kennedy adds (ibid), "There was nothing to corre-
spond to it in Judaism". This and the general resurrection
implied in Mt.l2:41 are two points that call for something more
than a conmon Jewish background as an explanation. So in the
following passages:
Rom.2:6, Mt.l6:27,
^ TOO 9eou, oQ ajioocoo’S t . "For the Son of man shall come
.
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in the glory of his Father with
II Cor. 5:10, "before the judg- his angels; Ka 1 r oTs \fiob-07c. c
ment seat of TO-**will 1:^ • r r|V /tpd^ tv a 0 r ou
.
The striking agreement here may be ac'counted for by Prov.
24:12, save that here Christ exercises the function of judge.
Similar in thought is Rom. 14: 12 and Mt.l2:3G. If the synoptic
records furnish us anything like a genuine account of Jesus* mess-
age on this theme, there is considerable probability of a rela-
tionship between him and Paul and in any case the latter's unitj''
with the primitive church is unniistakable
.
(10) Miscellaneous. Six passages, difficult to classify
elsewhere, remain to be noticed for v/hat they reflect of poss-
ible points of contact between Paul and Jesus.
11^.14:58,
"1/e heard him say, I -.vill
destroy this temple that is made
with hands, and in three days I
will build another made without
II Cor. 5:1,
"For v/e know that if the
earthly' house of our taber-
nacle be dissolved, we have a
building from G-od, a house not
m^ade v/ith hands, eternal in the hands."
heavens .
"
Paul has used the Marcan thought and both use ax£ i poiio t q co v
,
a word found neither in profane writings nor in the Septuagint
(Thayer's Greek-Snglish Lexicon) and so a mark of presence in the
tradition that reached both Paul and Mark,
I Cor . 3 : 10 , "According to the grace of God which was given
unto m.e, as a wise master-builder, I laid a foundation, and
another buildeth thereon." Resch (Texte und Untersuchungen
X,s.l93) holds that Paul's oocpoc ocpviTS)tr«v is equivalent to the
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av^p fpovipoc of Mt.7;24 j,nd SspeXioc is equivalent to Jesus
Christ
.
I Cor. 5:4, Mt .13:20,
Iv t<5 ovojjiari Tou >tuptou 1/)(Tou ou yap siaiv 5uo yj cpetC juv-
juvaxQsvryv u,a<5v jcat too epou rjYpli/oi SIC TO siibv bvo|jia, ensT
Tiveo.aaroC tov rf, 5 ova pet coo
Kupiou rjjjiwv Ttjo’ou.
£i,at sv ,u.sTc<) auriv.
These passa3es v/ith their use of auvdyw and ovopa ^ their two
key words, reflect such cor.plste similarity that nothing short
of acquaintance with a written source of Marl: or a very definite
kno ..'ledge of that tradition is adequate.
Phil. 1 : IS, I^Ik.O :4Q,
"’.7nat then? Only that in "For he that is iiOt against
every v;ay, whether in pre-
tence or in truth, Christ is
proclaimed .
”
us is for us."
There is no verbal agreement here, but Paul's statement is
an illustration of the Marcan principle.
I Cor. 10: 27, Lk.lO :8,
"Whatsoever is set before "And into whatsoever city ye
you, eat, asking no question enter, and they receive you, eat
for conscience' sake." such things as are set before you
Paul’s word ./as written with reference to eating meats that
had been offered to idols, while that of Jesus v/as given to his
disciples v/hen they were sent out on their mission, so there is
here a different application of exactly the same principle.
I Cor. 4:12, Mt.5:ll,
"being reviled, -.ve bless; "Blessed are ye when men shall
being persecuted, we end'ure
;
reproach you, and persecute you.
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’cein^ defamed, \;e en- and sa3* all manner of evil
treat:” a^^ainst 3"'u falsely."
Paul narrates his experiences in the same terms and
in the same order in v; .ich they appear in the Sermon on the Mount
Tnile that might be accidental, it could just as v/ell be the
result of familiarity’- with the tradition.
Last, but by no means least, is the very important bearing
of Paul's use of certain Arairac v/ords in his e-oistles upon this
problem. Not only "amen”, but "maranatha" (I Sor.l6:22) are
doubtless liturgical •.-.ords, used in Judea and introduced by-
Paul into his Gentile churches. "Die blendende These, Paulus
sei der eigentliche St if ter des Christentums
,
zerschellt an
dem Granite des /u.-’amaischen Hierogly-phen Maranatha." (Deissmann,
Die Urgeschich tejdes Christentums im Lichte der Sprachf orschung
,
s.25ff.) Then "Abba, Father" (GaL4:G, Rom. 8:15, and Mk. 14: 36)
is most certainly a formula from the primitive ritual. The
double form is not so much for the translation of the Ararr^c as
for the preservation of the v/ord Jesus had used, so Paul here
suggests unintentionally the indissoluble connection of his
gospel -;;ith that of Jesus.
C . Summary
.
The biographical material on the life of Jesus is on the
v/hole simpler in the epistles than that of the synoptics.
Reason is not troubled v/ith an account of the supernatural
birth, the Gadarene sv/ine, or in fact any .miracle at all, but
the impression gained from the pict-ure given -mith all its lack
of './onder is impressively similar. He is born of a woman and
under the law, from the tribe of Judah and of the seed of David,
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lives as an unknown servant, poor, hated, persecuted and cruci-
N.
fied, is betrayed just after the supper, is nailed on the cross,
suffers, dies, is buried, and then rises from the dead. ‘.Vhat more
compact outline of the synoptic gospels could be given than
these unidealized facts of the epistles! These and ot’v:.i- iteris
Paul furnishes, are equivalent or supreior to the historical
data about the life of Jesus in Acts, I Peter^ the epistle to
the Hebrews or the epistles of Ignatius. Who would want to
venture that these writings reflect all their authors Imew about
the Nazaren,e? In view of the completeness of his hmowledge,
the arguTient from silence would be still more precarious when
applied to Paul.
The quotations Paul makes of Jesus’ teachings are evi-
dently taken from the materials that entered into the Idarcan
or Logia sources according to Hamack's constx'uc tion of them
(Sayings of Jesus. ’03) and their force witii reference to this
problem can scarcely be questioned. If there were no other
evidence, this v/ould be enough to establish Paul’s acquaint-
ance ,/ith the tradition about Jesus. The possibility where
gospel and epistle do not so well agree, that Paul may be near-
er the actual v/ords of Jesus than the synoptic records has been
noted. Paul rarely refers to the kingdom of G-od a.:A nowhere
does he give a resume of Jesus’ kingdomi idea. Nor would a
compilation of all his references to it furnish a co.iplete
account of the conception. This has led many to think him in-
different to v/hal was most im.portant to Jesus. However the idea
is often present when the term is not and when he uses the latter,
he is always in harmony with the thought of Jesus.
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All tl ;0 synoptic pc,ssa{"es referfBd to on this subject and
on Paul's thought of Christ, which he probably derived indirect-
ly from the Messianic consciousness of Jesus, are found in Mark
and the Lo^ia. No special account has been taken of irjany refer-
ences, but of all the po.ssages used for n.ore important compar-
isons betv/aen 4b and JO are from Mark and the Logia, v/hile about
20 come from the other material. That does not mean that in some
particular cases the latter may not be equal to the former in
value. Not infrequently that is the case. It does follov.q how-
ever, that Mai'k and the Logia are probably nearer the tradition
Paul knew and likewise because older, contain less of the later
loss and accretions due to the growth and development of tradition.
Since they are probably nearer the v/ords and deeds of Jesus,
their value for Paul's relationship to them is greater. The
proportion in the passages used in this investigation is more
than two to one in favor of Mark and the Logia, Other things be-
ing equal, the degree of probability'’ of a connection between these
passages and Paul's is relatively high. In the evidence studied
on their thought of God, the la’.v, anC salvation, but one or tv/o
passages in each are not from the Logia or Mark.
In tlieir conception of God ohere is the possibility of not
a little coimnunity of tho’ught and of Old Testament ideas, but
the same religious and practical interest in Him speaks for some
connection. Every'' feat'ure of Paul's Christology is doubtless not
to be deduced from Jesus' Messianic consciousness. Existing
differences are not great. Paul did not regard Jesus' coequal-
ity with God as absolute and Jesus thought himself more tfettd a
man. Both took the sarnie path in their departure from Jewish
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Messianic thought and the onl^^ plausible source fbr the faith
Paul and the early church had in Christ is v/hat the historical
Jesus v;as . Their attitude toward the lav/ has been sliown to be
so similar that the question appears rather as one of the extent
of dependence than as one of connection or no connection. Such
agreement betvveen two Jews on a non-Jewish viev/ of salvation
points strongly tov/ard dependence. Only so does the place given,
a crucified fellow—Jew in his belief, and to the cross, upon
which a curse rested, seem plausible and no other part of his
teaching is Paul so careful to say he '’received” (I Cor. 15:3).
The striking identity between the spirit of their ethical
principles, of which love was the greatest, their belief that
being is deeper than doir^, their common emphasis ’upon the
ethical as the test of the spiritual, and their viev/ of social
obligation and responsibility, makes f or a connection too close
to be accounted for by the accidental. The Jewish spirit of the
eschatalogical passages, as shov/n by their similarity to the
later Jewish apocalyptic thought, renders their value here less
but not inconsiderable. The least valuable of the evidence
presented is the section on the institutional aspects of the
teachings of Jesus and Paul. Twice as mucli as is found in Mark
and the Logia comes from the "peculiar" sources. It is a ques-
tion how much Jesus said about disciplinary regulations, baptism,
or even the Lord's Supper in the way of instituting it as a
memorial rite. However the above evidence strongly supports the
grammatical interpretation of 'feu XptTCou in £6ayYe X t, ov tou
XptjToo as the subjective genitive and both unite in pointing
to the historical Jesus as the source of Paul's gospel. The data
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do not permit proof, of course, ’;ut v/ith the possibility of such
dependence established, warrant belief not only in its proba-
bility, but in its greater probability than that of any other
theory
.
Again and again it has been pointed out that the agreements
or similarities have not been verbal, even when that of thought
and spirit has been most evident. Verbal likeness has been
found but rarely. Different words do not necessarily/- mean
different views, but why so much of this? "But ..e have the mind
of Christ", I Cor. 2: 16, may be suggested here as an explanation.
Paul feels that his own mental processes are inspired, that his
judgments are the product of his inner relation with Christ and
because of that he so designates his reflection upon the mind of
Christ which he gives us. Such reflection would carefully pre-
serve the spirit, but would care little relatively for the exact
words of Jesus. It has been puzzling to some how Paul could give
so much of the spirit of Jesus and yet so rarely/- quote him. The
unnaturalness here is due largely to the point of view of the
approach to the study of Paul. Is the fundamental in his thought
of Christianity its teaching or its' spirit? Is he a dogmatist,
a philosopher, a systematic theologian, or is he mnre a prac-
tical missionary’? May/- it not be that his understanding of Jesus
sets his emphasis upon the inner spirit rather than upon
phraseology/-, and is that not what a great creative and independ-
ent spirit so understanding the Nazarene would most natural ly do?
It has been observed that he did not quote even the Old
Testament accurately, but inclined to his own reproduction. Con-
sequently/- in writing the Corinthians concerning their factions and
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their problems of tl.e moral life and of church worship, he is
convinced in the face of his mystical view of inspiration that
he is stating the mind of dhrist in ~iving them his own con-
clusions (I Cor.2;16). Such a statement would hardly be possible,
if the apostle were not conscious of fidelitj?- to his Lord’s
message. Goguel says Paul was "tout nourri" on the words of
Jesus, so he need not quote him. When he is not certain he is
reproducing his Lord's teaching, he plainly states it in his
"say I, not the Lord" of I Cor. 7: 12 and 25. There is -quite as
much reason for asserting in this connection that Paul may re-
fer to sor.’e things said by Jesus, but not preserved in the
synoptic tradition, as for the statement that he has departed
from primitive tradition about Jesus. Such certainty of the
•^mind of Christ", not an empty assertion in the light of the
above evidence, was possible only if he had mieditated upon the
early tradition about Jesus, until he had become saturated by
it and had marked it with his own stamp and seal.
Some in the interest of a vital relationship between Jesus
and Paul to explain the latter's consciousness, the attitude
of the church toward him and his thought, and above all the life
of the early church, argue, as did Resch, that|Paul was familiar
with a written source of the '.;ords of Jesus. However they find
it difficult to explain why he did not make a greater use of it
and whjT- he develops, if he does not depart, from some 5f the
positions of that tradition. Those who are led by these diffi-
culties, as ’.Vrede, to deny such a vital relationship between
these two, are much annoyed - unless the^' pass by on the other
side - by the consciousness of Paul and the approval the eai-ly
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church seeir.s to have given him. These and other facts of the
early church life are either minimized or explained satisfactor-
ily to themselves, hut it can be insisted that it is an ex-
plai-iation that stages Hamlet v/ith Hamlet himself left out.
Postulate the life and teaching of Jesus and Pauline, yes.
Apostolic thought may be derived, but to propose the reverse is
to forget the necessit^^ of the aduquate cause for any effect.
This great fact is preserved by the theory that Paul nieditated
upon, brooded over the gospel tradition until he made it his ov/n.
It adequately accounts for Paul's conviction that he continues the
spirit and thought of Jesus; on this theory the attitude of the
early church tov/ard him is no puzzle; that he very rarely quotes
Jesus and is not much concerned, apparently, about phraseology
is the expected; that at some points he develops his thought
along original lines to considerable distances even from that of
his Master, v;hom he never slavishly follows, is the nat'ural;
and on this theor3^ the increased reflection of this body of
tradition from Galatians and the Thessalonian epistles, the
earlier, to the Corinthian epistles and Romans, the later, maj^
be regarded as the product of continued meditation upon and..
growing assimilation of this "niind of Christ", This theory
stresses not so much the speculative as the practical interests
of Paul and provides an excellent basis for the study of the life
of the primitive church. Some at least of the difficulties of
other theories it solves and ' the stronger features of prac-
tically all of them it admirably synthesizes.
Either the facts about the life of Jesus which Paul's \;rit-
ings include or the words of Jesus he quotes as the highest au-
thority for him and the chui-ch establish Paul' p. intimate
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acquaintance v/ith priiritive Christian tradition. In addition
there has passed in review a large nui.^her of allusions to the
life and teaching of Jesus. I'any a theory of relationship has
hung Aevidence no niore convincing than many of these allusions
taken singly. Their cumulative v/eight, coupled with Paul's use
of certain Aramaic words, his consciousness of unity with the
mother church and v/ith other heralds of the Cross, his sense
of dependence upon Jesus, that he was the transmitter of the
gospel not about, but of Jesus, and the plausible and the nec-
essary in his earlier experience and h.is missionary labor empha-
ticallj?' support the conclusion just stated. If more evidence of
Paul's knowledge of the traditional life and words of Jesus
were added - and more can be - it would not essentially streng-
then the impression of Paul's vital co.^nection with the spirit-
ually creative energies of the Pazarene
.
IV. ?/hy is there no miOre of the Synoptic Tradition in the
Pauline Writings?
To those who grant full recognition to the above evidence,
but feel there should be rriore of the synoptic tradition in Paul's
work and as well tn those wlio seel-: to reduce tins data a
minimum this question arises. Some considerat ions make it more
reasonable to wonder that there ia so much rather than that
there, is so little of this tradition in the Apostle's v/ritings.
He appears somev/hat inaiffarent to the life of Jesus because he
seelcs to prove the Hessiahship of Jesus by reference to the Old
Tesuament rather than to the historical Jesus, his claims, mir-
acles, and work. That that is unnatural to us is due chiefly
to o'di’ point of view. To the Jews especially the chief objection
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to the nev/ ...ovement was its o.:iscr ipt oralness and that Paul with
his preiecessors and colleagues tried to r.:eet. Then Paul had an
attitude toward truth that seems to have belonged q.uite as much
to the spirit of the time as to the Jew. He felt that the older
truth is, the truei' it is. It is aii. argument J'^.stin used in his
Dialogue with Trypho. The promise, and so the Old Testament
argument for the Hessiahship of Jesus, was 430 ^ears older than
the law (Gal. 3:17). To some, e.g. 3chweitzer, he appears in-
different to the life and teaching of the earthly Jesus, be-
cause he fails to give a full- resumJ of Jesus’ message about the
Kingdo.-.. That has been sufficiently treated, p.72T.
There are a number of conditions which would affect Paul’s
exact reproduction of synoptic tradition. . Certainly its written
form, and perhaps its more or less fixed oral form, was subse-
quent to Paul’s contact v/ith it. The disagreements among the
synoptic writers themselves indicate that the tradition was trans
mitted not only variously, but for all its fixity soi.ewhat free-
ly. Just v/hat was its state at the various times when Paul
came in touch with, it? Ho real answer ca*. be given, for we do
not have the data necessary, but the probability of deviation
from the records v/e no;v have is sufficiently great that v;e have
little reason to expect great similarity even v/hen he quotes
Jesus
.
Further it is xiecessary to reckon with the different person-
ality and temperament. Religious experience never exactly re-
c’urs and much less than the average could it be expected in a
forceful personality like that of Paul. His mental make-up
seems more reflective and speculative than that of Jesus, and
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his langua^'e is aot so simple a:id pictorial, '^ot Oi:!^'- are there
differences in disposition, but markedly different are the for-
mative influences that play upon their early lives. Tarsus
could make a contribution impossible to ’^azareth whose influence
she could not duplicate. Paul had gone to school to the rabbis,
had been taught to prove and to trace connections, all of which
was rather alien to Jesus. He had learned the Rabbinic dia-
lectic with its principle, its objection and reply, and found
it useful not for unde . stand i^ng Jesus, but foi- fighting the Jev/s.
Rom. 5: 20 - 6yll is an excellent example, so different from the
terse and sim le expression of Jesus. Paul knew the Greek world
more intimately and so possesses Greek ideas that were never
used by Jesus, who reveals little trace of either Rabbinic or
Hellenic color. In not onl^" personality and temperament, but in
training and maimer of thought and expression, not to mention
the difference of their audiences, there is ground not onl 3'- for
considerable difference between Jesus and Paul, but for a
radical departure in the form the latter v/ould use for his
Lord’s thought.
These factors affect not only, the accuracy with which Paul
reproduced the tradition about Jesus, but along with others, the
amount of it as well. Among the most evident of these is the
fact that the presuppositions of these epistles indicate that
they v/ere written to an already/" instructed people. To refer to
soire of them seems superfluous, so omnixjresent are the^'' in the
epistles. The Galatians previously'- know about Jesus Christ,
his gospel "which ye received " (1:3), Cephas and the other
apostles (1:13), that Jesus was crucified (3:1), and still more.
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Neither in the epistles he writes chiu'ches he has visited nor in
Romans does he feel called upon to explain such allusions as these
and others, or the various names and titles he ascribes to Jes-
us. It is certain, too, that he presupposes greater knowledge
than Luke reports as given in the missionary preaching. After
Peter's preaching at Pentecost, the 3000 were taught (Acts2:42).
Lulce further says about Paul's stay in Oorinth, "and he dwelt
there a year and six months, teaching the word of G-od among
them" (18:11). In Jerusalem Paul was charged as " the man that
teacheth all men ever;j,w/here
" (21:23). V/ith one exception he
had personall^T” visited every chi.urch he wrote and before writing
he had given them the gospel he had received (I Cor. 15: 3).
Paul also in Ephes.4:21 and Col. 1:23 and their contexts seems to
distinquish these tv/o functions, as in Gal. 1:12 also. His to-
tal oral teaching- is represented by suayy'sXt^j) and d
,
and "oy collecting the allusions of Paul to the life and teaching
of Jes'us, and adding his presuppositions of it all, it would be
possible to reconstruct, in a measure, his oral gospel. •
Further, Paul's allusions to the life and work of Jesus are
so:..ewhat incidental and are alv/ays a means to some other end.
'.7ith the Parausia imminent what call was there for an- extended
interpretation or account of gospel tradition? If the end was a
matter of weeks or at the most of m.onths, what was the big
task to be met? Naturally it would not be to give s-uch accounts,
nor even a system, of teaching. More urgent was the practical
work of preparing the people for v/hat seemed just ahead of them.
It is a very significant fact, however, that the pressure of
this dema-id, great as it v/as, never neutralized Paul's active
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interest in the teaching of Jesus. With the exception of the
epistles to the Roi.^ans and Corinthians Paul nowhere reflects
nore Icnov/ledge of the life and teaching of Jesus than he does in
the Thessalonian epistles. His quotation (I Thess .4 : 15f f
.
)
is con.^ected with the Parousia, but iiot so "love your enemies",
echoed in I Thess,. 5 : 15
,
the ideal of- ...oral perfection in I Thess.
4:3,7 and 5:22, watchfulness in I Thess.5:6, unceasing prayer in
I Thess. 5:17, deliverance from evil in II These. 3:3, Jesus’
ethical yiew of the kingdom of God in II Thess. 1:5, and yet
otiier passages. Eschatalogical belief must have affected this
interest in -.he historical Jesus, but even it v;as not strong
enough to neutralize at any time, it seems, Paul's, high regard
for earl3^ Christian tradition*
Concrete situations arose in the churches and the epistles
v;ere written not to give an exposition of Paul’s teaching, but
v/ith the definite aim of solving certain problems. Time was
short and Paul’s sense of its importance forced out the 'unnec-
essary. Like the rest even Romians arose out of urgent needs,
living questions, a.id plans for the inir.ediate future far more
than from reflection. In such epistles if he chanced to give an
interpretation of Jesus or to refer to his deeds aid teachings,
it would not be as an exposition of what he believed or knew,
but as a means to aiding some distinct situation. In such
writings not balance but bias is likely to be present. Some
aspects of his teaching are s'ure to be over-emphasized and
others just as certain to be slightly touched or even omitted.
Paul wrote the Corinthians, "For I determ.ined not to knov; any-
thing among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified" (I Cor»
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2:2), but while in Corinth he wrote the Thessalonians with just
the barest allusion to Jesus’ death. What Paul wrote in his
epistles was more or less accidental, that is, it depended much
on local ne-^ds and conditions. Once he wrote to correct the
results of fanaticism and skepticism about the Parous ia; again
it v/as to make reply to strictures made against him and his work.
Once it was to give instructions with reference to certain
ethical and ritualistic irregularities and to unify factions;
again it was to prepare for a visit, to thanic the givers of an
offering, or to meet false teaching. It is cleai'' that such sit-
uations would tend to call forth not so much the historical as
the dogmatic. The materials he used v/ere determined not so
much by what he knew, as by the practical needs of his readers.
Striking illustrations of this fact about Paul’s epistles
£ire found in the five q_uotations he makes from the words of
Jesus, discussed on p.36 ff. They are all ’’occasional". The
Parousia-teaching made quite an im.pression on the church at
Thessalonica and the people who heard it evidently thought it
was to come during their lifetime. Som.e died and still the
Parousia delayed. It was to answer the question as to the part
these who had died would have in the Parousia, when it happened,
that Paul wrote the Thessalonians . That fact explains why he
quotes Jesus on that theme here and nowhere else. Pagan mar-
riage ideals and the Parisian type of life in Corinth had
affected the church there and that accounts for the fact that in
I Cor. only he discusses that subject along v/ith divorce and
in 7:10f., quoted the words of Jesus, presumably recorded in
I'.lk. 10 : Ilf . It is the abuse of the Lord’s Supper in the same
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church that calls forth his rather full account of its insti-
tution by Jesus, quite completely in agreement with the synoptic
narrative. There is every reason to believe that if these
situations had not arisen, these sayings of Jesus would not have
been cited, ^••anj’’ of Paul's teachings have this character and
any attempt to everjw;here bring Paul's teachings into a system
commits a grievous error at this point. For controversial pur-
poses or to correct unethical practices and false views undue
emphasis v/ould be given to aspects of his teaching quite out of
proportion to that given to other equally important features of
his thought. For example, Wrede believes (Paulus
,
p . 72ff
.
)
that justification is not the central point of Paul's thought,
as we have grown to think since the Reformation. For that he
thiiilcs it is too rarely expressed and then only when there is a
conflict with Judaism, as in Gal., Rom., and in Phil. 3:6-9.
"oie ist die Kampfeslehre des Paulus, nur.aus seinem Iiebenskamp-
^xicfe seiner Auseinandersetzung mit dem Judentura und Juden-
Christentum verstandlich.
"
(s.72‘) The Jews tho'ught he could
reach redemption by keepirg the law, which Paul felt could not
be done (Gal . 3 : lOf
.
) . To Paul the thing v/hich marked the Christ-
ian from the Jev/ -was not morality, but faith in Jesus Christ.
His Lord's death did, he felt, what the Jev/ish offering had done
(Rom. 3: 25) and by faith in this divine offering he could be
justified. Elsewhere than in these polemics Wrede holds that
Paul's thought is that God judges man not by his faith, but by
his works. V/hether Wrede's contention is a true one or not, he
has done good service in pointing out whau may result, if allow-
0
ance is not made for over-emphasis or for too little attention
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a::d so a lack of balance in such writings.
Sven Paul's assertion of freedom from tradition, Gal. 1:12,
"For neither did I receive it from man, nor was I taujht it, but
it came to me through revelation of Jesus Christ", is in answer
to a charge and so is "occasional". Both this and his occasional
emphasis on the value of tradition, in I Cor . 11 : 23f f
.
, 15 ; If f
. ,
and
Phil . 1 : 12f f
.
,
appear in polemics, but if allov/ance is made for
controversial over-statement and account is taken of the point
at issue, they are not irreconcilable. In Corinthians he appeals
to the authority of Jesus with reference to the Eucharist and
gives a s'ummiary of the gospel he has received, which the^' all
preach. The situation in Galatians is a different one. The
point at issue is not one of gospel facts, for on those, as
given in I Cor . 15 : 3f
.
,
" that Christ died for our sins", and else-
where he was in agreement with Peter, James and the Jewish
Christians. To write that he had spent but fifteen days with
Peter auid had seep, no other of the apostles save James, the
Lord's brother, (Gal . 1 : ISf
. ) , would convince no one that he had
not received the facts of early Christian tradition from them
a::d to admit indebtedness Lo the Jerusalem church at that
point would not in any sense comiijromise him.. That was not the
issue and the controversy v;ould not be intelligible apart from
a common possession of the great facts of Christian tradition
on the part of Paul and his Jewish assailants, who, too, were
preaching, but perverting the gospel of Christ. They were in-
sisting evidently not upon the law as a means of salvation,
but upon it plus faith in Christ. Paul's contention v/as that if
anything more than Christ were necessary for righteousnes.^
,
he
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had died in vain (2:21). His claiin that a Gentile need not
first become a Je\7 in order to become a Christian, that obser-
vance of the Jewish law as such is unnecessary, is the occasion
of the stricture against him. Paul is *.ot one of the twelve the
Galatians are told and so has no authority to .uake such a state-
ment. Paul’s reply is a defence of his authority as an apostle.
His independence is not to be found in the historical, the gos-
pel facts, but in the dogmatic, his peculiar understanding of the
gospel. Here he is on a par with tl.e rest, for t!.eir •n.derstand-
ing of Jesus came not during his lifetime, but after his resur-
rection. ''ou5s (1-12) suggests that they received theirs
also not from men, but by revelation, that is b2/ inspired insight
.
In 1:16, ”I conferred not v;ith flesh and blood" might refer to
words spoken to Peter, Mt.l6:17, "For flesh and blood hath not
revealed it unto thee, but my Father v/ho is in heaven". In any
case he like Peter had received his knowledge of the facts by
natural channels, but more important than that is the interpre-
tation of them and Paul’s argument is that his independence here
has as good and better authority'' than that of the Jewish Christ-
ie ians or even the twelve. ’.7hen Paul refers to direct revelations
to himself, visions, he has nothing to say about their content
(II Cor. 12:4), and even states he can not reveal them.
Just what then does he mean b^ the "revelation of Jesus
Christ", which is the source of his author it 3?' for his independent
gospel with reference to the Gentiles and the law of Hoses?
I Cor. 2: 16, "But we have the mind of Christ", indicates his be-
lief that his thought processes are by virtue of his union with
Christ in essential agreement with his Lord’s, By them Christ’s
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v/ill ai'xd mind ma3'‘ lie revealed to him. Is he then ascribing to
his reflections ax^d speculations the dignity of revelations? It
has already been noted that to derive Paul's thought from his
speculation about the Christ he had Imown through Jev/ish liter-
atui’e aiid tradition, is to fail to accoui^t for his departure
from the Jev/ish thought of the I'essiah to his view with its em-
phasis on the cross. Even if that were possible b^* a synthesis
with the suffering Servant of Isaiali and Enoch's Son of man, and
probability'’ and direct evidence ara against it, it still less
adequatel3'’ accounts for the new viev/ of the law and the ..e’w love
for an alien race which came to Paul the Pharisee. It is psycho
logicall3'', inconceivable that his anti-Jev/ish gospel, and his
universalisin, his complete devotion to another race could be de-
rived from Pharisaic Judaism. Nothing short of reflection upon
the mind of Christ, the total tradition he possessed about him,
and his experience with it, the logic of facts he felt within
and observed without, can account for these irx.portant features
of his message. Jesus' reply ix’i the parable of the Good Sam.a-
ritan as to who one's neighbor is, Paul excellently illustrates
in his life. Its irxiplicit universalism he xxiakes concrete. The
product of his meditation upon the materials given him b3'- earl3'’
Christian tradition and bv its effects within and without himV
he regards in the light of I Cor. 2: 16 as revelations from Jesus
Christ. Not only has this view of Paul "occasional" feature,
but his viev7 of revelation as developed here throws some light
on his paying less need to the actual 'vvords of Jesus than might
be expected.
This bears particularly on tne objection of some here that
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Paul raalies no appeal to the authority of Jesus on such subjects
as the lav/ on which his authority might be especially effective.
Some think he could not so quote him. Even more significant is
the fact that there is no evidence that Jesus v;as quoted against
him and Paul s^emiS ta know he can not be. This n.ay be due to
Jesus' apparently’- double attitude toward the law. (See p. 89)
Paul m^ay have thought his revelation, i.e.. his reflections on
the mind of Christ and his ov.n experience, as quite as satis-
factory a norm for the validity of his ivessage as the more or
less indefinite attitude of Jesus on this theme, especially,
To this must also be added the tremendous influence of the cross
on the disciples and their reproduction of Jesus' words and deeds.
How could the crucified, accused by the law, be God's Iv'essiah?
The amount of space given the Passion week in the gospels indi-
cate that the earthly- career of Jesus before that v/eek had fallen
into a secondary’- place. The early Christians must interpret not
those early events, but the death and resurrection, the great
events betv/een them, and the life and teaching of Jesus, and Paul
here is in complete hanmonyr with his predecessors and colleagues.
He had seen, dimly;^ if not clearly/, that if Jesus could gain
v/orld-v/ide significance, his limitations historically'- inust be
transcended in the heavenly*. The man of Nazareth, as J.H.I'oulton
puts it, the speaker of Aramiaic, must become the universal man
'With a message that all men of whatever tongue, clime or age
can understand. (Jes'us or Christ, Kibbert Journal, 7 : 759ff
.
)
'.Tliat then can be said for the "arg-ument-um de silent io"
which is so much stressed by'- some scholars, notably Bruclmer?
It has just been pointed out that had it not been for the abuse
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of the Lord's Supper in the church at Corinth, Paul v/ould pro-
bahly have "iven no account of it. The reasoning of Bruckner
and others, if consistent, would then have been that Paul knew
nothing about it. ’.Vhat reason is there for the belief that such
reasoning on many other items would not be equally fallacious?
The evidence of this investigation slio¥/s it highl^^ dangerous
Tne presupposi<itions> and echoes of the life of Jesus are too
numerous, in spite of the conditions that affect their repro-
duction, Paul's temperament, personality, training, the believed
imminence of the Parousia, the intervening cross and resurrec-
tion, and his aims and methods in 'writing his epistles. In view
of these considerations, that he reflected so much establishes
a strong presumption that he knew and could have reflected much
more than appears even implicitly present.
The point is sometimes made that modern letters written by.
pastors and c’'iurch leaders to churches or the Bishops' quad-
rennial letter or address to the Methodist Episcopal Church
would, if subjected to tne sort of criticism applied to Paul's
letters, show very little knowledge of synoptic tradition and
that by the use of the same methods and tests an even stronger
case can be made for their igaorance of or indifference to, or
both, this gospel material than for Paul's. The analogy, hov/-
ever, is hardly a fair one. Knowledge of this material is now
so much more prevalent that there is not the need of referring
to it that there was in the first centurj^' of the eai-ly church.
!,''uch more apropos is a comparison of what is found in Paul with
the writings of that century approximately. The historical data
about Jesus' life, found in Acts and I Peter (p.32), is really
not as extensive as that found in Paul. They do not so
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frequently refer directly to the sayings of Jesus, as does Paul,
and their echoes of or indirect allusions to them are less ap-
parent (p.lL9f4:‘). If the Lucan authorship of Acts, so generally
conceded, and the genuineness of I Peter, which there is an
increasing 'willingness to grant, be kept in mind, Paul’s knov;'-
ledge of early Christian tradition stands in no ui:ifavorable light,
if compared with that reflected by the author of one of the
s^moptics and by one of the most prominent of the eye-witnesses.
If the argument from silence is not trustworth3^ as applied here
to the authors of Acts and I Peter, what reason is there for
assurance that it is any more so when applied to Paul? Then it
would follow that even if the amount of synoptic material ap-
parently present in Paul's epistles 'were relatively slight, it
would have little or no force against the possibilit 3’ or pro-
bability of his acquaintance with that tradition, if the material
present favors suen a conclusion.
In this connection it ma^'- be well to search a couple typ-
ical -writings of a later time for synoptic materials. First Cle-
ment, sent from Rome to Corinth probably v/ithin the last decade
of the first century nowhere refers to the gospels as such,' but
to ol Xoyot Tou Koptoj lr)(70 U
,
as in 13:1 and 46:7. These it will
be seen are never real quotations. 13:1, "Be merciful that
ye m^a^^ obtain, mi^rcy. Forgive, that ye ma^" be forgiven. As ^’e
do, so shall it be done unto youl. As ye give, so shall it be
given unto you. As je judge, so shall ye be judged. As ye are
kind, XX. With what measure ye m^ete, it shall be measured to
you." (Mt . 5 : 7, 6 : 14f
.
, 7 : If
. ) 46:8, "Woe unto that man: it were
good for him if he had not been born, than that he should offend
one of elect; it v/ere better for him that a mill-stone be
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hunr; on him, and that he be cast into the sea, than that he
should turn aside one of elect. ”2:1, "giving more gladly than
receiving" clearly echoes Acts 20:35, a v;ord of Jesus not pre-
served in the gospels. 24:5, "the sov/er v/ent forth to sow (lOc.
4:3) is used not as Jesus used it, but as an illustration from
nature to support belief in the resurrection. This is the
extent of reference to the -vords of Jesus to be found in the
entire epistle, but it is highly improbable that they at all
represent the author’s laiowledge of that material.
The historical data about Jesus’ life, found in the epis-
tles of Igantius, written probably very earl^r in the second
century, has been noted (p.57f.). To the Ephesians 5:2, "the
bread of God" (John 6:33), 14:2, "the tree is known by its fruits"
(Mt. 12:33), To the Magnesians 7:1, on Jesus’ relation to the
Father (John 5:19,30), To the Trallians 11:1, and To the Phil-
adelphians 3:1, "For these are not the planting of the Father"
(Mt.l5:13), To the Smyrnaens 1:1, "All righteousness might be
fulfilled by him" (lit. 3: 15), "Take, handle me and see that I am
not a phantom without a body" (11^.24:39), 6:1, "He that re-
ceiveth let him receive" (Mt.l9:12), To the Philadelphians 7:1,
"For it knov/eth whence it comes and whither it goes"(John 3:8),
and To Polycarp 2:2, "Be prudent as the serpent in all things
and pure as the dove f orever
"
(Mt .10 : 16) make up the references
at all clear to the ..ords of Jesus in the writings of Ignatius.
None of these references are real quotations of any textual
transmission known to us, even though some of them approach
it. These epistles along with the rest we have fromi the early
centuries shov/ conclusively not only that such writings can not.
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be expected to merely reproduce synoptic material, but that
arguments, based upon its relative absence, are for the writ-
er’s ignorance of or indifference to such tradition highly
precarious, not to say often utterly false.
V. Did Paul alter Primitive Christianity?
For all the similarity'- between Paul and Jesus one feels
himself, as he turns from the syi-.optic gospels to read the epis-
tles, in a new atmosphere. He misses the pictorial language,
concrete thought, the simple, terse and direct teaching of the
Nazarene and finds in its stead the abstract, the theological.
The change is not in this alone, for again and again Paul goes
beyond the thought of the historical Jesus. Often these, diver-
gences are simply more apparent than the agreements. Fre-
quently -./hen no known word of Jesus is reflected by Paul, the
former’s bearing or spirit warrants the latter’s statement,
Tliat there are differences, however, is undeniable. Paul’s
words about the pre-existence of Christ (Col. 1:17), his equal-
ity with God (Phil. 2:6 and Col.2:9), and his allusion to him
as the 'i^econd Adam (Rom. 5 : 12ff
.
,
and I Cor. 15:22 and 45f.) seem
nev/. It is not necessary for the purpose of this investigation
to study in detail these problems of Pauline theology, but som.e
considerations may be advanced that will in a measure, even if
not wholly, account for these differences. They'- will sometimes
be the result of the same reasons that affected the extent or
character of Paul’s reproduction of synoptic tradition. (3ee p,
124ff) Such marked differences in ten.perament and training
could not but produce divergences and they' .vould be materially'
aided by the believed irnninence of the Parousia, as v/ell as by»-
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the later liDO v/ith its intervex.in^ events of the death and
res'vjrrection of Jesus that v/ere calling for an interpretation.
Paul’s life had its "before" and "after", ./liile that of Jesus
.vas unbroken. The Apostle consequently knew the sense of
the power of sin, as Jesus never knew it. Further, Paul was
face to face v/iLh the needs of the Apostolic church with its
hundreds of Gentile converts. Differences in their messages
would be necessitated by these conditions, v;hich largely explain
those divergences which exist between the Apostle and his Lord.
It must be insisted, however, that if differences v/ere found so
great they could not be so accounted for, they could not efface
or even really affect the above evidence for Paul's vital know-
ledge of eai'ly tradition about Jesus.
But to the extent that these differences between Paul and
Jesus exist, is Paul the inventor or creator, as "/rede insists
(Paulus
,
s . 95f f
. ) ? In answering this question man^v have turned
to the psychological and most have too lj.rgaly overlooked
primitive Christ ianity , In spite of "some things hard uo be
understood" in Paul’s epistles (II Peter 3:16) they must be re-
garded as intelligible to their contemporaries. Is it not then
more probable that the new, Paul not so much started as found?
His written message seemed unaffected by the fact that the oral
teaching had, in one case, been given by another. That Paul
had ample opportunity to "receive" his gospel from the ear 13^
chui’ch has been pointed out .(p.S2f.). The historical data he
gives about Jesus’ life ha- been shov/n to be much like that
found in Acts, I Peter and Hebrews (p.55). How do they compare
in their reflection of the teaching and their interpretation
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of the person of Jesus‘S The value of -Acts, I Peter and Hehrev/s
for early Christian tradition h..s been di^cuosed (p.27f.). Gojuel
thinks Peter's sermons are not the ’.vorh of the editor of Acts,
for he had a Pauline tendency and the elimination of this could
not have been intentional, for the difference betv/een tiiCxm was
not then seen. So if not a reproduction of v/liat Peter really
said, they represent the main lines of the preaching of the
first apostles. (L'Apotre Paul et Jesus Christ, Part I, ch.l)
The attitude the;* all take toward the law is implicitly,
at least, in agreement. Peter's discourses in Acts give no
recognition to the law. In 2:38 he states that the things to
be done are to "repent" and "be baptized", figain 3:19, "repent
ye and turn again, that your sins may be blotted out", is follow-
ed in 4:12 by the statement that "in none other is there sal-
vation". If it be objected that these sermons to 'Jews and even
the message to the Samaritans (8:14ff.), are addressed to peo-
ple who kept the law and did not need that injunction, it can
be pointed out that the same absence of a reference to the law
is found in his sermon to Cornelius and his kinsmen and friends
(10:26-48). This is all the more significant, since Peter as
a Jew is the chief representative of Jewish Christianity’-, since
he states that it is "unla.viul" for a Jew to join himself to
other people, and since "they of the circumcision that believed"
stood about (10:45). They v/ere not required to keep the law, but
to believe (v.43) and to be baptized (v.47). Peter later,
in justifying his conduct to the Jerusalem church, asks, since
the belief of these Gentiles in *Jesus brought the gift of the
Holy Spirit just as in their o ;n case, "Tno -was I that I could
withstand God?’ Peter's attit'ude here is due not only to the logic
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r
of events, but to that of his own tiio-oght
,
as shown by his
vision of the unclean animals (10;10ff.), which v/as psycholog-
ically inconceivable unless lie had before practically won that
conclusion. Peter in sitting v;ith the Gentiles (Gal. 2:12)
remembered Jesus' example under similar curcumstances . To be
sure the early Christians kept the law, moral and ceremonial ao
far as possible, but no clear evidence can be found in Acts
that the early church thought it at all necessary to becoming
a follower of the Tlazarene . In the speech of Stephen (ch.7) and
elsev/here the law is held to be valuable and v/orthy of obser-
vance, though subsidiary in character. For a time the observance
_f the law and the thought of its non-essential character stood
more or less unconsciously side by side, but became at length
antitheoic. In Acts 15:1 and 5 appears a group of believing
Pharisees \/ho said, "It is needful to circumcise them, and to
charge them to keep the law of Mosee". Besided their attitude
that all must keep the lav; two others were possible, a. None
need observe it. b. The Jews may observe it as Jews, but the
Gentiles need not. The former was championed at the council,
called at Jerusalem, by Peter, Barnabas and Paul (15:7-!5.2),
while the latter view seems to have been the position of James.
His suggested compromise, which v;as agreed upon, calling upon
the Gentiles to "abstain from things sacrificed to idols, and
from blood, and from things strangled and from fornication", a
concessiorL to the Jews at every point, really grants the correct-
ness of the position defended by Peter, Paul and Barnabas. Forms
of religious worship and conduct continue when views concerning
them have often radically changed and so in the early church
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vith reference to the law. It has been pointed out that the
seemingly ambiguous course of Jesus v/ith reference to the law
is probably in part responsible for the later indefiniteness
about it. I Peter is noticeabl/ Pauline or, better, simply re-
presents the primitive church from which Paul secured his views
and Hebrews regards the law as a copy, the shadow of what is
now the reality, the substance (8:5). All the evidence here
points to ..the conclusion that not Paul, but the believing Phar-
isees of Acts 15:1 and 5 represent a deflection from the real
position of the early church.
Nor is this conclusion weakened ’03^ such contentions, as
that of ’Veinel, that Paul On his last trip to Jerusalem first
learned about the decree of the council ( 21:25), and that in
submitting without a •.vord lo the suggestion that he purify him-
self and perform vows in the temple to overcome the impression
of his hostility to the law, lie not only takes a baclcward step,
but becomes another Paul than the one who influenced history,
(Paul, the Man and his V/ork, p.234f
. ) Such a position must ignore
15:4, which states that the decrees were delivered on the second
missionary?’ journey. It is strangely oblivious to the fact that
Paul never merely reproduces rules, but converts then, into prin-
ciples ajid that of the decree is perfectly?- preserved in such
words as I Cor. 10:32, "Give no occasion of stumbling, either to
Jev/s or to Greeks or to the church of God". In performing the
vows he is .lot another, but the same Paul /ho ’was "all things
to all men" (I Cor.9:22), "to them that are under the law, as
•under the law" (I Cor. 9:20) that he might win them.
VThile the law to the early church was not valid for the
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Gentiles, at least, the Old Testament as an authority pretty
v/ell dominated it. Consequently as for Paul so for it, the argu-
ment from scripture was the strongest proof of the Messia^ihip
of Jesus ( Ac ts2 ;25f f
.
, 34, 3 : 22ff
.
, 13 : 47, etc., I Peter 2:6f.),
The Christology of the early chuc’ch rests upon its thought of
Jesus as Messiah and as Lord. To he sure, Paul does not allude
to his miracles as evidence for it, as does Acts 2:22,10:38 and
other passages, hut who in that is nearer the spirit of Jesus?
And this conviction of the Messiaiiship of the crucified Nazar-
ene could hardly he the product of he. ief in the resurrection
merely, hut goes hack to inextinguishahle impressions of Jesus.
The primitive church thought him more than ordinary man. He
v/as God-sent. The epistle to the Hebrews emphasizes the hum.an
side of ‘^esus. He was like men in all things, tasted c’eath,
was tempted and shared our wealciesses generally, hut withal
sinless and unique. (4:15 and 5:7-8). The same conception is
present in Acts 3:14,4:27 and 30, and I Peter 1:15 and 2;21f.,
among other passages. He is exalted at the right hand of God
(Acts 2:34,7:55, and I Peter 3:22). '4th all his uniqueness
his equality v/ith God is not emphasized as hy Paul in Phil.2:6 and
elsewhere. However Paul so often uses the term Father and Son
in that connection and rarely is justice done to this relation as
conceived b 3r the oriantal. Consonant with a certain equality
is a distinct inferiority inherent in the term son v/hen comipared
with that of father. That synthesis of equality and infer ior-
ity is doubtless present in Paul’s thought of Jesus. The son is
not in every sense equal to the father. 3:13 is but a typical
passage in Acts to show belief that God had planned for Christ
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froir. the beginninp;, found alco in I Peter 1;2C, and from that to
Paul's thouj^ht of ti.e pre-existence of Jesus (Col. 1:17) is but a
short step to take. Paul's use of it shov/s that it held no more
than a very trivial place in his thought. So the point of his
reference to Adam, the racial effect of his act, is derived from
an idea clearly prevalent in the early church, that the v/ork of
Jesus, the second Adam, has significance for the entire race.
Evident, too, is the universality of Jesus' work, so much devel-
oped by Paul, for the book of Acts sets little store by national
distinctions. The basis for all this in Jesus' remarkable claims
for himself, his lack of a sense of guilt, his call to others to
repent, and his assertion of a unique relation to the Father has
been noted (p. 79 ff.).
Dominant, nov/ever, in the Christology of the early church
was its thought of the death and resurrection of Jesus. To
inelude the facts of Jesus' suffering and death in his r.-essianic
tho'ught Paul, a little less evidently but hardly less S'urely than
the early church (Acts 3:13 and 4:27), added the idea of the
suffering Servant of Jehovah from second Isaiah. And as in the
case of the Servant, so in that of Jesus the suffering and death
were for the sake of the v/orld. However Acts regards his death
not as the great fact of all religious history, but as the crime
of the '^e’w'ish people (2 :23 , 3 : 13ff .
,
and 5:50). 3:17 presents it
as something to be explained - done "in ignorance". The same
conception Paul possessed when he ,was not thinlcing first of his
theolog;-, I 0or.2:8b, "for had they known it, they -would not have
crucified the Lord of glory?. Tecause that was the view of
death, held in the earliest days of the church, it doesJesus
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not follo'.v, a -3 son.e have reasoned, th^t another view did no
o live
alongside it and in the ninds of the sane people. i'hat is borne
out by the fact that ”in the, san.e breath" Acts 2:23 a:.c
3:13 state
that his death v/as a crime and the realization of tne plan
oi
God. If his death v;as a pt.rt of the divine pm-pose, and
the for-
giveness of sins through Jesus Christ v/as "the refrain of every
apostolic sermon" (Denney, The Death of Chr ist , p.32) (Acts 2:o8,
3:19, 5:31 and 10:43)., the next step v;as to connect
tne two
which the early church doubtless did, even tho-jgh it does not
often appear in Acts. Dacon notes that while Paul’s thought
of Jesus is dominated by Isaiah’s suffering Servant., he never
makes an explicit appeal to that prophecy. That he concludes
is because his thought is not late but old and generally
adhered to, a part of an older tradition than tnat of the
synoptics ^vhich lacks it. I Peter not only puts Lhe death of
Jesus at the center of its presentation, but holds it to be
the
ground of forgiveness (l:18f.,2:24 and 3:18). In agreement here
is the epistle to the Hebrews 9:12 and 26. Paul claims to
have
received the teaching "that Christ died for our sins" (I Cor.l5:o)
and if it v/as not the mere repetition of the teaching of th=
first
apostles, -t v/as the logical putting together of their emphasis
upon the death of Jesus and that Jesus is the Savxor, the only
hope of salvation (Acts 4:12 and 5:31). V7eizs?Zcker argues that
the infere-ice is indisputable: "the primitive cnurch already
taught, and proved from scripture, that the death of Jesus
exerted a saving influence in the forgiveness of sin" (The Apos-
tolic Age,p.l30f .) . Pa'-il’s consciousness of oneness with tne
cinurch in his interpretation of Jesus’ death, v/hich is not re-
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^t.rded as nev; ...ji: so is never seriously opposed, arjue:. stron'];ly
that I dor.lo:o should be accepted at its face value. All of •;’hich
supports the conclusion that the synoptic story, Vvhich focuses
its interest in the resurrection upon the eriiT)ty tonb, entirely
absent in Paul, has a less secure basis in earliest tradition thart
Paul’s "raised for our jus t if icat ion" (Rom. 4 : 25)
.
Belief in the Parousia had exerted ^reat influence and had
perhaps caused trouble in the early church before its results
v;ere apparent in the church at Thessalonica. It is v;itnessed
in Acts 1:11 and 5:20f. It is an interesting and plausible
suggestion that makes it the explanation of the situation
in Acts 4:32ff. "They had all third’s common", xx "neither v/as
tliere among • them any that lacked" (v. 34) . They were living not
off of income put together, but off of the princi;. al, the pro-
aeeds of Ihe sale of their possessions. That means plenty
for a time, but a day of reckoning comes, which for the church
at Jerusalem may be present in 11:29, "And the disciples xx deter-
mined to send relief unto the brethren that dwelt in Judea".
Perhaps it helped create the condition that called for the col-
lection Paul raised for the saints at Jeruscilein. Nothing but
the belief that the Parousia was inminent and that there would
soon be no need of property accounts for its sale and the use
of the proceeds as in Acts 4:34. Oor.munism, so often suggested
here, does not e?;plain the situation. I Peter reflects the same
belief about the future, though the coming is not so near in 5:4
as in 4:7, but its presence in 1:7, 13 and 5:1, as Hoe thinks,
is doubtful. That the judgement of God upon the living and the
dead is to be pronounced by Jesus is expressed in Acts 10:42,17:31,
- >v.
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and I Peter 4:5, as v/ell as occasionally in Paul’s v/ritin^s.
This general agreement doubtless rests u^ on the words of Jesus
to a similar effect in Mt. 16:27 and 25:31-46. The belief in
the nearness of the Pax’ousia so dominated the apostolic chur-ch
that it must have had some connection v/ith Jesus, if but
indirectly.
In man^^ other respects there is marked agreement between
Paul and the first apostles. The ethical ideals of Jesus are
the ideals of the early church and it has never been suggested
that Paul ever altered them. The charge has been made that Paul
has perverted the pure gospel, the simple morality of Jesus, into
a system, of theolog3^ and for it two errors are responsible. The
first is to regard Paul as a systematic, thinker or theologian.
f
His thought is not methodical. In Rom. 1:8 and 3:2 he begins v/ith
his "first", but he grows v/eary and one looks in vain for his
"second". In Rom.2:17 and 21 he closes his sentence differ-
ently from the ending he had intended. The "occasional" char-
acter of his epistles leads him frequently to develop one aspect
of a truth to the neglect of others, for to him the system, if
there be one, is quite subordinate to the practical purpose of
his writing. Because of this dominant interest the viewpoint of
the missionary worker and preacher is the one from which to best
understand Paul. The second error is the implication that Jesus
expressed the moral apart from religious teaching. The ethical
in the Serm.on on the Mount is imbedded in the theological,
for Jesus sought to make his moral teaching effective by insist-
ing on the religious, which would furnish the form.er its driv-
ing power. Especially does I Peter 7/ith its emphasis upon the
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supremacy of love (4:S), the example of Christ (2:21), duty to
the state and its rulers (2:13-14), its thought of persecution
(4:14), and humility/- (5:6), and its treatment of anxiety (5:7),
and finally the spirit of love and sacrifice, v;iiich pervades .the
life of the early church as portrayed in Acts, reflect the quarrj^,
the mind of Christ, from which Paul drew his inspiration.
l.astly, v/hat was the general church consciousness with re-
ference to Paul? /Vhere is the evidence of notable divergence in
the teaching of Paul from its faith as to the Person of Christ?
That Paul never gives the impression he has something entirely
new to tell, finds its converse in the fact that the earliest
churcl.es seem never to have regarded him as an innovator. The
great desire at first was not for the facts, but for their mean-
ing and both Paul and the earliest churches had to interpret the
death of Jesus and the life of the church. That Paul had ample
opportunity for familiarity with tie facts of early Christian tradi
tion has been sufficiently noted
.
(p. 32f
.
The thought of
the church at Jerusalem about Jesus he could equally tell have
known, and his visits there, his presence in the council and
his work at Antioch ought to have made his position known to
the leaders of the mother church. It is significant that Paul
not only knew the primitive Christian faith, but must have
known it from very near the time of the death of Jesus. That
Paul should hold views seriousl 3'- divergent from thosolof the
mother church is hardly consonant with his high regard for her.
^ took a collection from his various churches for her saints
and' for the sake of peace v/ith her he lost his life. She gave
haad
him the rightA f fellov/ship and'his views about the Christ, at
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least, v/ere never once the occasion of dispute or ennuty. . The
controversy’’, to ';/hich reference has been made (p.l41^, could
not have occurred, as it did, apc.rt from great and fundamental
agreements. It v/as not over Christology on v/hich they v;ere in
general agreed. They all gave assent to the necessity of faith
v>
in Christ for salvation, but disagreed as to ’.vhether more was
necessary?-. It was more a question of practice in admitting the
Gentiles into the church, but the differences in practice re-
vealed a deep-seated difference in their interpretation and prac-
tical application of the Christian religion. Evidence that
indicates that the believing Pharisees far more than Peter and
Paul diverged here from the course of the early ch.urch has been
pointed out (p.l40f).
The tradition th t connects Peter with Paul at Rome seems
to confirm the spirit of oneness between them as revealed in their
literary' >vork and in the history of Acts. To account for the
Similarity in the thought of Paul and I Peter by means of the
Pauline neither avoids improbabilities nor explains the facts
so 'well as the view that both had the saii*e general source.
This unity of their work finds support in Eusebius* H,E. 3:39,
**v/hile Peter and Paul v/ere preaching at Rome”, and in the epis-
tle of Ignatius to the Romans 4:3, ”I do not order you as did
Peter and Paul”, They' did not so much borro’w from each other as
they had a common source, the life and teaching of the man of
Galilee, which controlled Paul no less then his eye-/;itness-col-
league. In this connection, too, it can never be over-emphasized
that people, -who worshipped the Christ these m.en interpreted in
their epistles, -vvrote and accepted the gospels. Had the order
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been the synoptics, Paul’s epistles, and then the Johaunine
writings, there would have been ground for belief in a devel-
opr*ent from the earthly to the spiritual, from the historical to
the legendary or eternal, and from the real to the ideal. That
the synoptics stand between the writings not only xDrevents such
a theory, but also tends to preclude Paul's isolation from the
tradition his pupils, in a measure, later recorded.
Some urge that there v/as a great gulf between Paul and the
primitive -Christians. The latter, they think, made more of the
man Jesus than did Paul, who could hardly have written. some
things he did about Jesus h-d he known him intir.ately in the
flesh. Their Jewish Messiah became the world Redeemer to Paul.
In that but- partial truth exists. The above evidence indicates
that Paul saw in Jesus what the earliest Christians saw, even
though he may then have seen more than did they. That he took
over their faith that Jesus delivers from sin is necessary to
make his conversion intelligible. In giving greatest importance
in his thought of Christ to the death and resurrec ..ion, Paul was
not the first, but stood with the early church. To it Paul v/as
not an innovator. It preserved actual acquaintance with Jesus
himself and Paul’s connection with it and its historical start-
ing point seems beyond reasonable doubt. There can be little
question that the evidence warraiits the assertion of O.Holtzmaim
that "the genuine epistles of Paul convey^ far more historical
information as to the actual course of Jesus’ life than any
other epistle in the Nev/ Testament." (The Life of Jesus, p. 11)
Still truer is this with regard to the teaching of Jesus. Here
he compares quite favorably v/ith the synoptic writer of Acts
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and with the eyev/itness in I Peter. What reason is there for
supposing that the conclusion that Paul's epistles give all he
knew about the historical Jesus is any ii.ore trustworthy than
would be a similar conclusion about Lul:e and Peter drawn from
the evidence of Acts and I Peter? Then the general agreement
among them in their thought of the new movement and their sense
of essential oneness points to the conclusion that the heai-t
of his teaching ^^aul fouiid, refracted through his experience and
developed in his religious life by activity and meditation,
but al'ways in the spirit of the Greater whom he v;ould serve.
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VI. Conclusions.1.
The data presented here are not of a sort to malie strict
proof possible, but establish probability and provide ground
for the belief that the resulting" conclusions are r.ore probable
thaj.1 any other.
2. Either the "Christ" theory or the psychological explana-
tion of Paul's v/ork, and the conse>:j_uent indifference of Paul
to early Christian tradition, raises core problems than it solves,
and so is not only more unsatisfactory, but more unnatural as an
explanation of the facts thsn is the recognition of a close re-
lationship between Paul and t!:at tradition. Paul never derived
his thought, of the law, of Christ, salvation and t..e kingdom from
Jewish theolog^r^ his pre-Christian point of view.
3. The possibility of this relationship between Paul and primi-
tive tradition about Jesus is established 'oj Paul's fifteen
day visit with Peter and James, his later associations with Peter,
his journey with Barnabas and John hark, and his contact with the
Christians at Damascus, as well as v/ith those he had persecuted
and with yet others named and unnamed.
4. The high probability of Paul's intimate acquaintance v/ith and
dependence u_^;on the early tradition about Jesus is certified by
a mass of evidence, almost any part of which is sufficient to
advaxC.ee the theory and whose cumulative weight in its support
is insuperable. To dCxCy it recognition is to "pass by on the
other side" of much literary evidence, to remove all adequate
basis for the genesis of Paul's thought and to generate a number
of practical absurdities in understanding the activity of Paul
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and th'3 early church.
A. A series of prac lical-psycholoyical considerations re-
quire for their understanding rhis co.uiection between Paul
and early synoptic materials.
(1) Paul's knowledge of the historical Jesus is the onl^'"
corrective of his pre-Christian views which provides an
adequate basis for his non-Jewish view of the lav/ and salva-
tion and for his thought of the crucified kazarene as the
Messiah.
(2) His controversies ./ith the Judaizers of Galatia and the
Christians of Jerusalem ai-e unintelligible apart from a
common tradition held by all.
(3) The demands of Parl's missionary work in his attempt
to jonvince others of the truth of his message and to ans—
v/er inevitable queries .'.hich his insecure position as an
apostle would not permit him to leave to others, would
prejlude indifference to the historical, if he were so in-
clined.
(4) 'Vith his high regard for the past Paul's contact with
the. first apostles, the church at Jerusalem and the early
Christians make any indifference to what they Imew about
Jesus highly improbable. ATien coupled with Paul's conscious'
ness of oneness with the early church and the latter's ap-
proval of him, a unity W:iich is based upon a common God-
given message, this position becomes inconceivable.
B. No less conclusive is the literary evidence f or a close
relationship bet.ween Paul and primitive Chrsitian tradition.
(1) His epistles are a riddle apart from such knowledge
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on the part of the writer, unintelligible vithout it on the
part or the readere, who, ,;ith the exception of the Romano,
had received it largely from him.
(2) The character of the s^nioptic gospels, largely ’eter-
mined by their didactic and evangelistic purposes, and the-
relation of their general outline to the historical data of
the sermonic and epistolary literat'ure of tlie Hew Testament
indicate that . they v/ere v/ritten to preserve apostolic
preaching and teaching about Jesus.
(5) The Pauline epistles and the synoptic records present
similar viev.-s of the hingdom and the law, the same emphasis
in the thought of God, an agreeing departure from Jev/ish
H.esslanic conceptions, ideas of salvat ion at least related
to each other, and ethical standards so strikingl 3 '' similar
that they are almost identical. Paul's thought of Jesus
seems in continuitj^ v/ith that of Jesus about himself and
the latter's various names and titles he is able to use with-
out explanation. This material supports the view that the
genitive in Paul's "gospel of Christ” is that of author-
ship, but even more impressive are the historical data he
gives from Jesus’ life which belie ignorance and even in-
difference to the story of Jesus,
(4) If more than the cumulative weight of this evidence were
needed to confirm the closest coiuiection betv/een Paul and
the material of the synoptics, it exists in his quotations
from Jesus which he uses as the highest authority in questions
of faith and morals and which establishes his intimate know-
of the teaching of Jesus. Belief in Paul's indifference
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to v;hat was greater in its severe i^iiL;; Tor the chui’ch than
either the Torah or reason is absiircl.
(5) This conclusion is further supported by his funda-
mental agreement with the thought of the early chui’ch about
Jesus, his death and resurrection, the consciousness Paul
had of unity with it, its feeling that he was not a:,
innovator, and his association with Peter by tradition.
The impression that he converted gospel e.tbics into theol-
ogy is due to two errors: 1. Paul vvas a systematic thinicer,
a oheologian. 11. Jesus separated ethics from religion.
In this connection it must never be forgotten that those who
v/orshipped tlie Christ of the epistles put together and accept'
ed the gospels.
(6) Finally, no writers of the early church reflect more
of the historical data and the sayings of Jesus than does
Paul, as is shown by a comparison of his writings w'ith Acts,
I Petei’, Hebrews, and ^.he epistles of Ignatius. If the argu-
ment fr.om silence is a precarious one when applied to the
authors of these -'Writings, v/hat mahes it any more trust-
v/orth^', -when applied to Paul?
C. Differences, however, exist between the point of view of
the synoptics and that of Paul, but they are largel 3^ explain-
ed by forces -which operated against the reproduction of the
tradition about Jesus. It is significant that these forces
could not neutralize the transmission of this material.
(1) Religious experience never recurs and so no exact
copies are ever found. r.Iarkedl 3 '- true is tliis of Paul v/hose
experience with sin and the law was so far removed from that
of Jgsus.
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(2) Differe.ices '.voul'; be necessitated by different per-
sonalities, temperaments and the diverse formative influ-
ences in environment ant training that had played upon
them. Their different audiences would affect the character
of their massages.
(3) The purpose of Paul's epistles was not historical, but
"occasional", directed at definite needs.
(4) The presuppositions that stand upon every page of Paul's
v/ork show he is writing a people v/Lo are alread37' informed
on early Christian tradition.
(5) The written f orif. of the s^’-noptic tradition is later thaa
Paul's contact with it, so he ma^/- often be as near the earli-
est tradition as the s^uio^-tic record. If Paul has in-
fluenced the synoptics, it is strange there are not more
traces of it-
(6) Some divergence between the message of Jesus and Paul
would be accounted for \)y the cross and resurrection
which in time stand between them.
(7) Paul's use of Old Testament sources implies that he
uses his materials in a free spirit and often paraphrases
or gives the product of his meditation upon the sources.
(3) Like his colleagues Paul proved the Llessiahship of
Jesus not by history' but by reference to the Old Testament.
(9) The Parousia he believed to be so imiiiinent that natur-
ally interest in the historical gave wa-y somewhat to that
in present needs.
5. The absence of verbal similarity 'where there is frequently
identity of spirit betv/een Jesus a:id Paul, the rarity of the
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.
latter’s direct appeals to the authority of Jiisus, the claim
that his thought represents the mind of Christ, which is supported
by the consciousness of the early church, and the progress from
Galatians and the Thessalonian epistles to Romans and the Cor-
inthian epistles in the reflection of this tradition about Jesus,
furnish evidence wiiich strongly favors not a study of the Logia
by Paul, but a meditation upon and a growing assimilation of the
"mind" of Christ, given him by a quite complete Imowledge of the
materials found in the synoptic records.
6. This higti probability, which recognizes divergences ..•hich
szist, but accounts for them cliiefly on the ground of person-
ality, varying purpose, changed historical situation, and natural
development, gives to the genetic elements of the New Testament
more importance than to its variants and locates the unity of the
Ne?/ Testament in the historical Jesus who, because of his signifi-
cance for all human life, became the exalted Christ.
VII. Summary.
1. How far is the early Christian tradition which Paul
learned to know identical with the synoptic material? Since this
tradition, was not static, but dynamic
,
our knowledge of it Hiust
be incomplete, if not inaccurate.
A. Sources for this tradition are the synoptics, the Pauline
epistles. Acts, and I Peter. The time of writing, purpose,
and questioned authenticity of other writings of the New
Testament lessen their value.
(1) The synoptics, -ritten a generation after the happen-
ing of the events described, when closely compared, contain
evidence of a tradition that has developed probably in the
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interest of later needs and desires. Tiieir historical value
is greatly heightened by the probable use of written sources,
and ?iark and Q, older and less subject to change, are
doubtless nearer the tradition Paul learned to hnow than the
gospels as a ./hole. On these two sources the influence of
Paul is admittedly negligible. Indeed if there is any, it is
strange there is not 1/ ore . '.Vhile chronology bov/s to top-
ical order, due to a didactic rather than a historical aim,
the value of the synoptic records is fui'ther increased by the
similarity of their general outline to that of the preach-
ing and teaching of Acts and by signs of resistance to
tendencies of tradition to develop.
(2) The historical value of Acts is heightened by its pur-
pose and its probable use of v/ritten sources. ’.Vhatever the
authenticity of the speeches, Paul’s at Miletus has high
value and Peter’s admittedly contain primitive Christology.
There is a growirig tendency to regard I Peter as genuine,
but other non-Pauline epistolary '.vri tings are either so dated
or questioned that the 3 ' can neither greatly add to nor de-
tract from the evidence found elsewhere.
(3) Thoiigh Paul’s writings are the nearest to the events
described, their value here is lessened by their epistolary
character, as well as by their purpose. Paul’s presupposi-
tions of the gospel material and hi.s references to it may be
used to construct t}ie tradition of his da^- and his strik-
ing similarity to it in spirit, if not in word, strengthens
our thought of its genuineness. If he ./new this tradition
half ..-a^/ bsi^ween its starting point and its written form,
his deviations from the latter may be as near the actual as
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the s^moptic record. His independence lies not in his facts,
but in his interpretation of them. The facts of Christian
tradition he could have secured from Peter, JaL.es, the Lord's
brother, Mark, Barnabas, Junias, the homie of Alexander and
Pufus, or by contact ’.vith Christians curing his student da^^s
tiie persecutions, or iiis sojourn at Daniascus and elsewhere.
2 . /a^ Paux a:: inve.itor or innovator in his day, because he
.i^new littxe or nothing aoout tlie earthly Jesus? If he iinev/ much
about him and has continued hi:, work, .what is the evidence for
it? -diy ha.:., he not said more about it and v/hy does he seem so
much to differ from Jesus?
A. /hac. are the implications of a de.LL.ial to Paul of vital know-
ledge about Jesus? To do tiiis it is necessary to minimize
his reflection cx such material in his epistles, to magnify
his claim of independence from human instruction, and to deduce
iiis nev/ Pai L.n irom his older ideas, from his logic whether
by the "Christ" or psychological theories.
(ly .-.ucii a cenial involves the idea that the fundamental in
Christianity is teaching rather then life. If so, Jesus
should not have been so indifferent to the preservation of
his teaching and Paul's new belief, if not from Jesus but
from logic, should have a closer relation to the soil on
which it grew. Apostolic thought can be derived from the
"mind" and person of Jesus, but this denial involves the re-
verse
.
(2) It does net explain t.ie facts. How unnatural that
Paul snould have persecuted the Christians, later associated
with eye-witnesses, sought to convince the Gentile v/orld.
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and all vithout the facts! Hov; could oH';^ understand Paul's
consciousness of unity v;ith the r other churcli, her approval
of him, and the sense he had of the coinr.on 30 spel preach-
ed b3 -' all his colleagues? Without tne facts of earl^r tra-
dition about Jesus he could not have r..et the queries of
his followers and other demands of his i;.issionary work.
3uch a denial renders the controversies he had unintelliyi-
ble. What correcte’ his earlier views? Could he have af-
forded the cho-r^e in his missionary work of ignorance of
or indifference to the tradition about Jesus.
(3) To what extent is Christianity free from historical
facts? Paul was not free, consciously at least. Ilis con-
nections with it are too many and too close to be acciden-
sal. The "Jesus or Christ" question is a ;'Odern and not
a Pauline problem.
B. Factor 3 that determine the general method to be followed.
(1) Our knowledge of the Christian tradition Paul learned
to kno'7 is indef l^inite
,
because it was about half way be-
tv;een the history and the present form of the synoptics.
(2) Jesus and Paul v/ere both Jews and contemporaries, so
had a common inheritance and "Zeitgeist".
(3) Paul's use of the Old Testamient was not always accurate
and his exegesis was' faulty. If he adapted scripture to suit
his purpose, how much ..lOre a tradition, as yet fluid in its
transmission?
(4) Paul could not an-" did not slavishly copy, so similar-
ity in spirit rather than in phraseology should be expected.
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C..The method.
(1) The 3 imi lari tie 3 between ten of Paul's' cuistlco - the
Pastorals are excluded'- and the synoptics, -especially the.
I.larlo and Q. elements will be compared and studied.
(2) Because of the common Jev/ish bachQ;round, current "coin-
a{30 ”, and oui- indefinite tnowled^e of eai-ly Christian tradi-
tion, unimportant words axid plirases v;ill pive way to key
words, thought and spirit.
(3) Paul's reflection of the gospel material will be com-
pared with that of other writers to detect the extent to
which he altered primitive Christianity, if that happened
at all.
(4) Divergences will be accounted for, though they do not
really affect the probability of dependence of. Paul on
Jesus, if there is sufficient evidence to indicate it.
3. The life of Jesus as reflected by Paul shows that the Paul,
who as a Pharisee was a traditionalist, has kept that spirit and
so 'knew the facts of early Christian tradition.
A. Jesus was born of a woman and under the law, from the tribe
of Judah and the seed of David, had brothers, chose twelve
disciples, lived as an unknown servant, poor, hated, persecuted
and crucified, an example for all believers, was betrayed just
after the Supper, was nailed on the cross, died, was bui’ied,
and then rose from, the dead. There is reason to believe that
his account of his "appearances" may be m.ore trustworthy/- than
those of the synoptics. Not so much of this compact outline of
the gospels is given in Acts, I Peter, or b.j the ..Epistles of
/
Ignatius and it v/ould be untrue to say that 'ihat is all their
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"nrilsrs l-new. Just as daiigerous v/oul^- be sucb an assertion as
to Paul's knowledge of what he does not mention. !
B. Ar;.ong Paul's possible allusions to Jesus' life, more open
to ouher construction, are: the sending out of the twelve (ICor,
jj
9:4), Peter's "confession" at Caesarea Philippi (G-al.l:12), the |
transf igurat ion (II Gor.3:13), John's protest against the cast-
^
pi
ing out of spirits by others (I Cor. 12:3), and the poverty of i;
Jesus (II Cor. 8: 9), f
C. Did Paul know Jesus personally? Paul's v/ords, I Cor.9:l |
and 15:3 and II Cor. 5: 16 are ambiguous an_' have led to much i
pro and jo... He probably never knew him, though he may have
seen him.
4. Paul reflects so much of the spirit as well as thought of '
Jesus' teaching and it is so largel}'- non-Jev/ish that dependence
seems clear.
'
A. He makes five quotations from Jesus, appeals to his authority
(1)
. I Th.4:15 on the fate of those who have died before
the Parous ia neither quotes a synoptic passage nor gives
the latter '-s dominant interest on that theme, but is doubt- ij
less in part from ‘^esus.
(2) I Cor.7:10f. is presumxabl3'’ Mk.lO:llf., and PauV s un-
natural order, that of codex sinaiticus, may be that of the
original. In this context Paul emphatically distinguishes
his '.vord froL. that of the Lord.
(3) I Cor. 9:14 is identical, not verbally, but in spirit
with Lk.l0:7 and Mt . 10 : 1C
.
(4) Acts 20:35 is a word of Jesus not found in the gospels,
and creates the presumption that where there is no contact
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with the gospels, Paul ir.ay often be near the tradition about
Jesus
.
(5) I Cor. 11:23 so closely resembles the synoptic account
of the Lord's Supper that it shows Paul's strOxig histori-
cal interest in the facts of priir.itive Christianity.
These quotations from the sayings of Jesus imply an
eai'ly collection of his v/ords . i:ore important for this
investigation is the fact that they establish Paul's inti-
mate knowledge of tlie tradition about Jesus' teaching,
even though they are not all located. He uses them as the
very highest authority and that reduces the possibility
of his indifference to the thought of his Lord to an
anomaly
.
Further allusions to the t. aching of Jesus in Paul's writ-
ings.
(1) The "gospel of Christ" requires the subjective geni-
tive, the genitive of authorship, to distinguish between
it and other gospels which were presumably about him also.
(2) Paul is ,.ot so indifferent to the Kindgom of God
message, as he appears, for the idea is often present when
the term is x.ot. ”/hen he uses it, he never feels it nec-
essary to explain it, and like that of Jesus, it is both
present and fut'ore, within and without, ethical and escha-
talogical and a gift as well as something to be achieved.
"In the kingdom" to Jesus becomes "in Christ" to Paul.
(5) Both Jesus and Paul keep the sair.e monotheistic em-
phasis, assign the same attributes to God, thinlc of him as
a Father v/ho cares for his own, and give him the same
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place in the worship of a believer.
(4) Is Paul's thought of Jesus the continuation of the
latter's Messianic consciousness? Jesus' claim to be more
than ordinary man and that he could forgive sins gives
v/arrant for much that Paul says about him. The resurrec-
tion is not enough to explain the later faith about Jesus.
The indelible impression of what Jesus was must be added.
'.Vith him Paul agreed in his departure from Jev/ish Messia-
nic thought. More vital and significant here than simil-
arity is continuity and Paul is not much different from
the earlj'’ church at this point. Else how could he have
secured her approval? Then the titles he uses so variously
for Jesus he never explains to his ovm or to other churches.
The pre-existence of Jesus was unimportant and his co-equal-
ity with G-od was not absolute to Paul.
(5) Jesus seemed to have a different attitude toward the
law in principle and in practice and that may ex, lain why
Paul makes no direct aoueal to his authority and why it is
never used against him in his controversy. To both it is
a good; to both it is subsidiary and can never remove what
was established earlier. To both love is its fulfilment
and both possessed the inner spirit which killed it. In-
creased sin, an effect of the la'7 to Jesus, was the purpose
of the law to Paul, not much different ultimately. Paul's
thought of it was the result of experience v;ith it and the
observation of the power of Jesus and the Christian
message
.
(o) How may righteousness be secured? Wliat was the relation
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of the one v/ay which Paul sav;, to the thought of Jesus?
Jesus said little or nothing; about his place in the salvation
of . 611
,
and while Pharisaism helped to construe it, it never
gave him the materials. Xur^ov in f.'k,10:45 is thought by r:.an3'‘
to be Pauline, but the I'arcan passage cones from Isa. 53 in which
Xurpov is not found. Its omission from l!k. 10:45 does not affect
the sense, so the passage ma^’’ come from Jesus ./ho thought of
salvation as the giving of a life of love and obedience to the
will of Ood. To Paul's similar thought the death of Jesus was
but one step in a life spent to free men from their sins. Both
thought salvation a gift and as a requisite Paul's "be reconciled"
is an equivalent of Jesus' "repent".
(7) Jesus said little evidently about the church, though it
was implicit in his choice of disciples and in various instruc-
tions he gave them many of which Paul reflects. Neither thought
baptismi an essential, though perhaps not unimportant. If Paul
converted the Lord's Supper into a memorial rite, as Jesus did
not intend, his depaiture from Jesus was unconscious.
(3) To both Jesus and Paul religion and ir.oralit 3^ are one, the
pure heart more than external conduct, being than doing. To both
the ethical is the test of the spiritual and their moral ideal is
identical. Their ethical agreement is so marked that a lone dis-
agreement is striking. To Jesus the average ruler is a t^^rant,
while to Paul rulers are God's servants. Both express the non-
Jewish thought that life may be gained by losing it. In their
thought of sin^Paul shows more interest in its natui’e and origin,
but theA?" agree as to its reality, its hold on life, its oppo-
sition to the will of God, and that it separates from him. To
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both love is the sum of all, limits personal liberty and
lends to conduct and v/orship its real value.
(9) The tiieine of eschatolo^j^^ has less value for this study,
because of its jreat amount of contact v/ith late Judaistic
literat ure
,
e
. j . the Apocalypse of Ezra. Jesus says alr;:ost
nothing about the resurrection, but Paul quotes him on it.
Both probably thought of the resurrected body, as of neither
flesh nor imnaterial spirit, but as of a heave..ly or ^ihost-
like body. To both the judge of all life is now God, now
Jesus, and to both the Parousia is to be visible. Both
stra.-gely state that the exid is at hand and that the present
is like ly to continue.
(10) .The use of the ^urainaic words, "amen”, "maranatl.a"
,
a..d "Abba, Father”, is doubtless the result of liturgical use
in Judea and so stands as a witness of Paul’s con .ection
v/ith Jesus.
Suin:;ar 3^. Out of 70 s^mioptic passages, used here i.. import-
ant comparisons, about 50 are from Kark or Q. Fucli the most
of the "peculiar” material is found in the institutional
aspects of their teachings. .;U.l the j^assages used in (2)
and (4) on their thought of the Kingdom and of Jesus are
from Mark and These two sources are older, nearer Paul,
so superior and similarity between them a..d Paul n.akes the
probability of con ection all the greater, eve., though some
of the "peculiar” ...ny be equal in value. In content tlie
views of the kingdom held b^^ Paul and Jesus are in harmonjw
The^/ possess the same interests in their view of God, and
similar attitudes toward the law. There exists in thei
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thought of salvation, aiid of what Jesus was, at least a
continuity. ITowhere are they in ...ore striking agreeiv.e..t
than in their ethical principles. These and other facts,
supported by the consciousness of. Paul, the attitude of
the early church toward hira, the deiria.cds of missionary
activity, and the extent of the 1-cnowledge of the same
tradition r*eflected in the writings of Lul:e, Peter (?),
and Ignatius, constitute evidence that nothing short of
dependence upon Jesus can explain.
The similarity, howeve.
,
is not verbal, but that of spirit
or general thought. Paul 'seems to 'nave believed that his union
with Christ had the. result that his own mental processes were
inspired and that his own conclusions reached b^?- brooding over
the "mind" of Christ were in harmony with and so had the author
ity of Christ.
This theory?- avoids difficulties, accounts for the facts of
the life and consciousness of Paul and the earl' church, most
fullj^ illuicinates the history as v/ell as the literature, and
admirably synthesizes the stronger features of other theories.
5. For all the evidence here presented the question still
arises, V/hy does Paul not contain yet more echoes of the
synoptic gospels?
A. To some Paul appears indifferent to the gospel tradition,
because he proves the Hessiahship of Jesus from the Old Testa-
ment rather than from the miracles, the life and work of Jesus,
strange only from cur modern point of view. Others, v/ho do
not find the thing, if the word is lacking, feel this indiffer-
ence because a full resume of the Ki..gdom message is wa:.i.ting.
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B. Bifrere^ices i:i the reproduction of the tradition :;:ust occur,
because of the different personality, tenperanent, home and
training. Paul Icnew the Greek world and its ideas, and tiie
audiences v;ere different. These ii*flueiices would naturally les-
sen the amount of verbal reproduction.
0. The presuppositions on every page of Paul’s v/ritings show
they were v/ritten to an already instructed people, who knew
more, too, than Luke tells in the missionary preaching of Acts.
D. The influence of the cross on the disciples can hardly be
over-exaggerated, as in shown by the amount of space given
Passion week in the synoptics. Even greater v/as the effect of
the belief in the imminence of the Parousia.
E. All of Paul's v/riting v/as not for its own sake, but largely
notbecause of the Parousia-belief intensely pr>-.ctical. He wrote ^to
solve problems of speculation, but to meat concrete needs. It
was a kind of fanaticism at Thessalonica, factions and immoral
practices at Corinth, or to prepare for a visit to Rome. Sven
his quotations have, every one of them, this character. Had
certain situations not ai-isen, these sayings of Jesus would
not have been cited. Even Gal. 1:12 with i^.s statement of freedom
from tradition is "occasional'.' The point at issue is not gospel
facts, but their interpretation and the authority of his com-
mission which he strongly defends. This characteristic not only
introduces bias rather than balance into the v/riti-.gs, but would
tend to eliminate historical references.
. The argument from silence appears quite untrustworthy here
and is more so, v;hen Paul's reflection of this material is com-
pared v/ith that of Acts with its synoptic author, and j Peter,
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the probable v/orh of an eyewitness. Still truer, when compared
with I Clement and Ignatius.
5. Paul's thought of revelation, his meditation upon the "mind"
of Christ, and his experience within and without with that evan-
gelical tradition would tend to reduce the amount of his repro-
duction of the synoptic materials.
6. To tuurn from the sjuioptics to Paul's epistles is to enter a
different atmosphere. Some say the simple moral teaching of Jesus
has be'-n perverted into a theology. Some are only apparent, but
that there are real differences is undeniable. Did Paul alter
prii::itive Christianity?
A. Among the differences is the thought of Christ as pre-exis-
tent, as the second Adam, and as equal with God. They are in
part accounted for by the reasons of 5,B(above), personality and
training along with others. Paul's experience with sin, his
"before" and "after", the intervening death and resurrection, and
the needs of Gentile converts, together with the iimninence of
the Parousia, necessitated differences between his message and
that of Jesus.
B. The new, Paul found. With the leaders of the early church
he agrees. Peter whether speaking to Jew in Jerusalem or to
Cornelius and his kinsmen never recognizes the observance of the
law as necessai'y. V/ith the early church ke kept the law, but it
was not necessary and that position of Peter and Paul, not that
of the Pharisees, at the council in Jerusalem reiDresented the
early church. Paul did not ignore the council decree, as some
say, but converted it with all rules into principles such as
"Give no occasion of stumbling."
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G. Paul thought of Jesus much as the early church and
agreed with it in his use of the argument from scripture.
Both he and the early church stressed the death and resur-
rection of Jesus and because of it both added the thouglit
of Isaiah’s Servant of Jehovah whose suffering also v/as for
the sake of the world. The church very early taught that
sins v;ere forgiven through Jesus and that his death was
the purpose of God. The tv/o they soon put together, so
Paul and the early church were one in Christology.
B. The charge that Paul perverted the gospel is due to
two errors: (1) Paul was a systematic thinker or theolo-
gian, (2) Jesus expressed the moral apart from the
religious
.
E. The mutual attitude and consciousness of Paul and the
early church supports the idea of oneness betv/een them. It
is confirmed by Paul's high regard for the church at Jeru-
salem which gave him its approval, and by the v/ay in which
tradition connects Peter and Paul with the church at Rome.
7. Conclusions
.
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